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PREFACE
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~

This monograph is an analytical study of the character
of Sir John Falstaff in 'rhe li'irst and Second Parts of Henr;z
The Fourth and The MerryWive§_Of-Vvindsor, by Will113!11 Shakes•
peare, its purpose being to assist in an accurate portrayal
of the character upon the stage,
thesis in twee parts:

rt

is, then, an acting

a study <l-f the his torica.l e1ement of

tll,e character, analys;l,s of the masterpieces as (ll:'!;l!l,ted by
Shakespe!l,re, and an intensive research of the ch!l.racter as
portrayed by the best actors from S4akespeare 1 s Original
production in the Globe 'l'heatre to tne present dt;l.'y,
'rhe au thor owes much to Dr, Wm, D, Coder, whose counsel
and instruction have made the paper possible; also to Dr,
Roy C, McCall, whose advice and encouragement, and to De
Marcus Brown, whose assistance during production, have had e.
tremendous influence in the prepara.tion of the thesis,

To
,_,

all others who have assisted in furthering the progress of
the thesis, the author is deeply grateful,
Eobert Eley

--~
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INTRODUC'l'ION
[j __

In the fourteenth century the people of England would

~----~---

c.

tolerate no monarch who was not possessed of an imperious
~

will.

King Richard II

-··

(1366~L400),

-----

rei3ning from 1377 to

1399, although occasionally capable of energetic action, was
imprudent end weak, tmd the turbulence of the age in which he
lived is strikingly illustrated in the story of his
tign,

deposi~

That story has been told by Shakespeare in his play of

thronement have been portrayed by

~m

in the two parts of

King Henry IV,
Although King Henry IV is fund8.111ent13.lly historical 1 the
comic element is so manifest that it almost takes precedence
over the historical,

It is the spirit of the greatest humorw

ous creation in English literature, Sir John Falstaff, that
introduces us to the lighter atmosphere of Henry IV,
It is generally agreed that the composition of I Henry

g fall-s within the years 1596-1597,

It must have been fin"

ished by February, 1598, for on the 25th of that month it was
entered on the Stationer's Register under the title

of~
·-----

Historye of Henry the iiiith, while the fact that Oldcastle
was the name originally borne by Falstaff in the Second Part,

,~---,~

-·------

as well as in the First Part, indicates that this Second Part
must have been written before the appearance of the first
Quarto edition of the First Part (1598); in which the Knight
appears under the name of Falstaff.

The close connection

between the two Parts suggests ti1at they were written in

;---

v

\;:-: ----

direct succession, while allusions in I Henry IV to events
which happened in the year 1596 give us a time limitation in
the other direction,

The evidence furnished by metrical

tests also points to the yet.Ws 16\15-1697 as the date of com•
position.
The' play was well received on the Elizabethan stage, and
it was acted before her successor, Jeme13 1 in 1613.
larity was maintained attar the Re$toration.
saw it acted in Lon!'!J.on no
and 1668,
1660:

11

les~;~

Its popu•

$amuel fepys

than five timell between 1660

We read :l.n his J:)it.Wy, under entry of j)eoembe:r 31 1

.4-t the office all the mo:rning, and aftei' that home,

and not staying to dine, I went

o~t,

and in Paul's Churchyard

I bought the play of Henry the Fourth, and so went to the new
theatre and saw it acted; but my expectations being too
great, it did not please me, as otherwise I believe it would;
and my having a booll: I believe did ,spoil it a 11 ttle, 111

At a

later representation he speaks of it as "a good play 11 ,
-----

There is little to say with

reg~rd

to the relation of

the various Quarto editions of the play to one another, and
of their relation to the Folio editions of 1623 and 1632,
The second, third, fourth, and fifth editions all profess on
their title pages to be

11 newly

corrected by William Shake-

speare 11 , but are, on the whole, inferior to

~arto

I,

The

Cambridge editors are of the opinion that the First Folio
seems to have been printed from a partially corrected copy of
1 Diary

~--

Correspondence of Samuel Pepys.
December 31, 1660,
~

Entry of

vi
the Fifth QUarto, and also that in many places the readings
coincide with the earlier l.'uartos, which were probably consulted by the corrector,
All references to the plays in this monograph are taken
from The First and The Second Part of Henry the Fourth, The
Arden Shakespeare, edited by Moorman and Tilley, D, C, Heath
and Company, New York, 19l7, and Tge Merry

Wiv;~;~s

of, Windsor,

The 'l'udor Shfl.keepeere, ecU tflo by Frec,l, l', Emery, the Macmillan
Company, New York, 1928,

=--=--~~-----

l'HE OHMAC'l'J.llR OF SIR JOUN FALS'l'@F IN '.\'HE SOURCEs

1

CHAP·l'l!:R ONE
'l'HE CHARil.C'l'BR 01'' SIR JOHN FALSTAI''F IN 1'HE SOURCES

In 1597 Shakespeare turned again to history, and

pick~

ing up the thread where he 1 eft it at the end of Richard II,
produced 1 Henry IV,

For sources he went to Holinshed's

Ohroniclef:l, Smnuel Daniel's 'l'he Civil War~, 'rhe

Vic ..

Fmn~us

t9ries of Henr;r the Fifth;, a play dealing with the !111'1¢1.
pr!l,nks of priru;e Hal s.nc:t hi!'! cl.i:p:•eputal:)h compa,n:I,Qn,s El.t
Ea~tche!'lp.

'~is

play was entered :f'or

p~l:)lication

in 1594,

although our earliest e:l\,tant copy bears the date 1598,
Shakespeare used The Famous Victories of Henry the Fifth in
connection with the more serious narratives in Holinshedls
Chronicles and Daniells The Civil Wars, and drawing upon them
1'111 for material produced I Henry

I~,

After reading Holinshed's Chronicles, we realize that
none of the comedy of Henry IV is

obt~ined

from it,

We are

corroborated in our observation by J, C, Collins who says,
trrn Henry IV Shal<espearer s obligation to Holinshed is

con~

fined to the meagre outline of the purely historical por•
1
As for the pathetic character of the King and for
tions."
his position as under the Nemesis for the crime committed in
the preceding drama (Richard II); for the character of
Prince Hal beyond the mere tradition of youthful irregularity; for the characters of Hotspur, Glendower, and Lady
Percy; for the comic characters and the comic scenes, and
l J, C. Collins, Studies in Shal<espeare, 259,

2

lastly and most important to us, the charactel' of Sir John
~

Falstaff, he had not even a hint in the Chronicles,

~--

-----=-'---

--~'---=--:c.~

2

Although there is a possibility that Shakespeare may

~-------~

have drawn eome of his historical __ characters, Henry the Fourth,
and the Prince of Wales, from Samuel Daniel's poetical worlr
The Civil Wars, there is no mention of any comic characters
in the piece,

I Cannot find a sinGle allusion to Sir John

01dcastle (later to be changed to Slr John Falstaff) ln the
""-,-=-o_-.-::c_--=_----

entire p 0 etic work,
--

Now let us turn to a more i'rtl.itful field

~n

the

~;~earob.

for the sources used by Shake !!peare in his drawing of the
comical Knight,

It seems almost certain that the poet used
the extant play ;);'he Famous Victories of Henr;y: the Fifth1 :t'or

a

backgroun~

to his Falstaff,

Althou~

we may see several

allusions to the older play, we must not believe that he used
it in its entirety,

11

Cri tics are ~early 1.manimoue in eaying

that Shalrespeare's debt to The Famous Victories does not
tend beyond talring a hint or two here and there. 112
sense this is true,

ex~

:rn a

On examination of the older play we find

that not a line has been adopted verbatim by Shal&;espeareo
;However 1 we do find that Shalrespeare owed an immense debt to
that drama.

From this source he has used a combination of

the history and the comedy.
1

We see quickly that the favorite

11 'rhe

Famous Victories of Henry the Fifth 11 , anonymous author,
1594. Reprinted from the Variorum Edition of Henry IV,
Hemingway, 1936, p. 374-382,

2 Bernard M, Ward, 11 'l'he Io'amous Victories of Henry V11 , Its
Place in Elizabethan Dramatic Literature. Revised English Studies, IV, 1928, p. 270.

----

3
haunt of the Prince, the old tavern in Eastcheap, is commmn
to both plays.

Also the father and son, or "extempore" scene

(I Henry IV, II, iv) is anticipated by a similar burlesque in
the Famous Victories of Henr:zthe.-Fifth by Derieke 1 the Olown,
and John Cobler.

It is also significant that four of tbe

comical characters are not only common to both
but are playing the

same

pla~s

in name

pe,rtt;.

Sir John Oldcastle is one of the frince's companions in
The Famous Victories of Henr;z the_ Fifth,

It has long been an

accepted fact that l:i'alstaff was originallY c!\lled Oldcastle

'by

Shake~peare.

We ):).ave several allusions to th.ls fact in

the version of Henr:z IV as we have it today.
castle" (I Henry IV, I, ii, 40)
Oldca~;~tle.

seem~;~

11 0ld

lad of the

to have reference to

On this point Theobald says, "Besides if this had

not been the fact, why, in the epilogue to II Henr:z IV, where
our author promises to continue his story with Sir John in
it, should he say: 'Where for anything I know, Falstaff shall
dye of a sweat, unless already he be killed with your hard
opinions; for Oldcastle dyed a martyr, and this is not the
man''i 111 Besides these references to Oldcastle we cannot
overlook the fact that throughout historical accounts Sir
John Oldcastle is described as having been a page to Thomas
Mowbray, Duke of Norfolk, in his youth,

Sir John Falstaff is

described by Shakespeare as having been in the same position
during his youth.
1

This similarity of positions under the

Styvon Thirlby, Notes on I Henry IV in 'Eheobold 1 s Edition •.
1733. Reprinted from the Variorum Edition of Henry IV,
Hemingway, 1936, p. 448,

4

same master could hardly have happened had Falstaff' not been
originally Oldcastle.
As we have already noted, Oldcastle was a character in

Q _ _ _ _ _ __

the Victories of Henry the Fifth, _Charles Knight, in his
History, says,

11

'l'his character {Oldcastle in The Famous Vic-

tories of" Henry the Fif'th), like all che others in the company
of the Prince in that play, is a low worthless fellow, with-

owt a single spa:r>k o;f,' wit or h\.lmo;r;> to :reJ,.ieve 4h

~rovel;t:\.n,&

p:rofligacy but he is also a very insignificant cl1apacter,
With less stli\ge business th~an even. ''Ned" and "Tom", ~:I.
Derieke, the Clown, is, indeed, the J,.eading chapactev
out the older play,

thl;' 0 ugh~

Altogether Oldcastle is reported to have

only thirty lines in the whole piece,

Also we have no defi·

nite allusions to his being fat; nor do we hear anything of
his gluttony as in Shakespeare's masterpiece,

Tolman also

corroborates this general opinion in his statement,
;

Oldcastle, f@.fiiliarly called

1 Jockey 1 ,

11 But

has in 'The Famous

Victories' only a minor part among the evil companions of the
Prince; and he has scarcely a suggestion of' Falstaff's over2
flowing humor".
Perhaps the most taking thing that Old·
castle says is the jocular comment on King Henry IV:

"He

is a good old man, God take him to his mercy the sooner, 11 3

1 Charles Knight, The Pictorial Edition of the Works of
Shakespeare, Vol, I, p, 166-167,
2

3

Albert H. Tolman, Falstaf'f and Other Shakespearean Topics,
p. 4.
Selections.-from The Famous Victories of Henry the Fifth,
1594.

--------

5

The dialogue o.f the .following selections taken

from~

Famous Victories o.f Henry the Fi.fth, containing the character

~

E----~~----o=~

- -

--- __:::-c:

- _-:__---:::i=

li

o.f Sir John Oldcastle, of Jockey, will quickly show the com-

s

<e.:

parison and the contrast in this o;t.der play and Shakespeare's
I and II Henry IV a,nd The MerryWives o.f Windsor:
, ( 'rhe play opens with the young Prince, Ned,
and Tom talking)
My Lord 1 ~ve are now a,bput a mila o.f.f
IJ!om:
Lonaon,
Hen,

51

But Sirs, I ma:rvell that Si:r John O;Ldcasi;le comes not awa;fl Sounds see where
he qome~, (Enters Jockey), How now,
Joqlcey, what newelS with thee1
·

Jockey: (or Oldcastle): ~a~th my Lord, such
newes as passeth, for the towne o.f
Det.fort is risen, with hue and cr~e
a.fte:r your man, wl:J,ich pa:rted :f':rom ·us
last night, and has set upon, and both'
robbed a poor oa:rrier,
Hen, 51 Sannes, the Vi.llain that was wont to
spie out our booties,
Jockey: I my Lord, even

th~

very same,

Hen, 51 My base minded rascal to rob a poore
carrier, wel, it skils not, I'll save
the base Villains li.fe: I, I may: but
tell me Jockey,whereabout be the
receivers?
Jockey: Faith, my Lord, they are hard by, but
the best is, we are a horse backe, and
they be a.foote, so we may escape them,
Hen. 5: wen, i.f the Villaines come, let me
alone with them, But tel me Jockey,
how much got thou .from the Knaves? , • , ,
For I am sure I got something, for one
o:f' the Villaines so belamned me about
the shoulders, as I shal feele this
month,
Jockey: Faith my Lord, I have got a hundred
pound,

=-----

EL:_-

Hen, 5: A hundred pound, now bravely spoken
Jockey •••• Her? come the receivers,
let me alone,.L

-~---~

~-----

-

~

--"'-"'-

-_:ceo __

:::_~::--c-

L

Even from this short selection we can readily see that
Oldcas tle ie truly the fo:U of tne prince.
his bubbling humor and wit here.

We see none of

He is not the principal

character around which all the comical exploits

~e

Rather, Del'ieke, the Ol.own, 4o1ds that dis tinct:ion.

centered,
Hia is

the eubl.illu:rb!:!d charaete:r of tb.e )i'eto, )3a.rdo1p:P, variaty of
$hakespeare' s contribv.t:l.on,

-- -=-----

.1\,fter such an examin.at1on ·as

this we must adlnit that Oldcal!tle in the older play was me:re"'
ly a pale f'oreshadow:Lne; of the P:1-chlY humorous FaJ.stat'f',
Other similarities in names taken by Shakespeare from
the older play are seen,

~~he

character of Ned, in The Famous

Victories of Henry the Fifth, is changed to Ned Poins in
Shakespeare's trilogy,

'l'he Thief, alias Gadsb.ill, of the

Victories, becomes Gadshill in I Henry IV.

Robin Pewterer is

one of the Artizans in the comic scenes of' The Famous Vic•
tories of Henry the Fifth,

In I Henry IV, II, i, the Second

Carrier addresses t;he First Carrier as "Neighbor Mugs 11 1

It

is possible that Shakespeare had Rol;lin Pewterer in mind when
he called his character by that name.
When Shakespeare took the character of Oldcastle from
The Famous Victories of Henry the Fifth, he had many historical traditions to which he referred,

There were many beliefs

and legends concerning that character, and Protestant and
Catholic writers had written profusely of him down through
1 Ibid., p. 374;..392;

·~~~

7

the centuries,

Much of this material was propaganda for and

against the Knight because of his attitude in religion,

With

these historical facts upon which to base his character
Shakespeare drew upon his own imagination and his knowledge
of stage technique, taken fi>oin the Braggart Warrior, the
Miles Gloriosus of li'lautus and Latin Comedy, and drawine; upon

aU these sources, pl:'oO.uced hh

QWn

character of sir John Old..

castle.
of his character,
As we lHtve noted, Sir John Oldcastle was 1m actual
cl:J.aracter derived from h:l.story,

He was a follower of Wyc1:J.ff'e

and had been much abused by Catholic writers ali! a Lollard,
He had been condemned as a heretic and committed to the

to seize the King (Henr! V) and make Oldcastle regent,
was captured and condemned,

He

The sentence of death was passed

upon him and he was executed in a manner peculiarly barbar,
ous, presumably by fire,

Vihatever may have been the merits

or demerits of his conduct, he left behind a reputation which
showed that he was as little an object of sympathy in his own
day as for a long time after 1 and we know that later generationa did not burn him in effigy, but they laughed at his
bloated figure on the stage.
Nevertheless there was probably always a small section
of the community to whom the memory of Oldcastle was dear as

~-

8

that of a martyr for religion, and after the Restoration they
""'

1"1---:::::-::::::._~-"--~-- -~~-~--~--

were encouraged to speak their sympathies more freely,

r~

Gairdner, in his Historical Element in Falstaff, 1873 1 says,

ii--

"John Fo;x:.e enrolled him ( Oldcastl~) in his Book of Martyrs,
and so great was tl:),e popularity of tl:).at work that it was
esteemed a mark of Popish sympathies to speak of it in terms
or disparagement." 1 Altllough we are not yet reaCLy to inquire
into the reaeons which induced Shake$peare to

cn~mge

the name

o.f his comical gallant, yet this §tatement of Gairdner' s t:l.oes
snow us that Sir John Oldcastle was a character about which

----

there was much interest and controversy.
Falstaff's fr:tent:l.ship with tne Prince of Wales was
warranted by Oldcastle's actual association with Henry V
through the confirmation of history,

Thus did Shakespeare

obtain his main source of the companionship brought out in
the Two Parts of Henry IV.

Accordtng to contemporaries, this

historical friendship lasted up to the time of Henry's accession,

This point had been dwelt upon by Protestant writers

through the centuries following, wh:tle Catholic writers had
stressed the fact only lightly,

The author of 'rhe Famous

Victories of Henry the Fifth and Sh&Kespeare follow, :tn
general, Catholic writers: h~nce we have a tragi-comic conclusion of the Falstaff-Hal plot,

We have noticed that in
-

'The Famous Victories of Henry the Fifth this friendship was
1

James Gairdner, On the Historical Element in Shakespeare's
Falstaff. 1873, Reprinted from the Variorum Edition of
Henry IV, Hemingway, 1936, p. 452-453,

-

--

- - --

9

not so great.

Also Shakespeare has used some of his know-

ledge of stage technique in making Falstaff Hal's friend.

~----~~-------

E.
~--

This friendship might be the synthesis of the Parasite of

--

' ' 2-- __:___ __ _
r::c--

Latin Comedy and the character of _the Court Fool of English
drama.
The Protestant Eishop I:lale 11.ttributes Oldcastle' s
ness" to hh unregenere.te youth;
kneeled down,, •• anq sayd:

'l

11 With

~hrYVe

11 lewd..

that he (Oldcastle)

me here unto thee,

___

~--

Elt;ernal·l God, that iJ.?, my frayle y 0uth, I offend!.3c1. t.h,ee most
grevously in pryde, wrath, gluttony 1 oouetousnesse 1 and
lechery.' 111
Shakespeare shows Falstaff as a thief the first time we
see him in Henry IV,

According to the writings of the con-

temporary Catholics, Oldcastle was considered a greedy
heretic; it was during the 15th century that he was so
charged by those writers in the lyr:;.Cls which they directed
toward Lollards,

Oldcastle robbed to procure the wherewithal
I

for his riotous living in The Famous Victories of Henry the
Fifth.

In contrast to these different sources, Shakespeare.

treats the robbing of Falstaff humorously,
According to account Sir John Oldcastle was just thirtynine years of age when he died, which would correspond with
the age of the Prince of Wales.

However, the lyrics written

---- ---

=-:--=-::--

against the Lollards played upon the prefix of his name,
1 John Bale, ;8 Brief Chronycle Concernynge ~ Examynacyon
and Death .Q! ~ Blessed Martyr of Christ, Syr Johan
Oldecastell, 1548, p. 23.

"'--

10

lending the general conception or age to Oldcastle, but he
was treated as a more youthrul person in The Famous Victories
or Henry the Fifth.

c:;:;;;::;~~---

.-b --.---~--o--

Shakespeare has made good use or this

general misconception of old age by bringing out comic

con~

trast between his actions anuhis years,
One or the outstanding attributes of Falstaff as
spears has conceived him is hie spirit
'

'

with Oldcaet;J.e

accor~ing

sented to us as wise and

~md

wit,

So

Shake~

;t t

was

to his contemporaries; he 1s repre ..
eJ,oquent~

but not cultivated,

The

Catholic writers called him a foolish prattler, while the
Protestants consider!ld him learned, and quick at repartee,

\

Additions may be found to his wit in The Famous Victories of
Henry the Fifth, although i t remained for Shakespeare to e.d,d
his own sparkle to make the Falstatr we know,
Another or the outstanding features of Falstaff is that
he claims Prince Hal to be the one l_'esponsible for his down'"
fall,

Oldcastle was represented by Catholic writers as the

misleader of the Prince,
religion only,

They stressed this in the field of

Shakespeare has shown us that Falstaff was

really the misleader of Hal in the field of morals; but
heightens the comic effect by allowing Falstaff to pretend
that he is the one who has been misled,
Falstaff is prone to use citations from the Bible,
unctuous speech, etc, for his comic effect.

Oldcastle was

ridiculed ror just such sanctimoniousness by the Catholic
writers,

It was used for satire in The Famous Victories of

Henry the Fifth and ror mere humor by Shakespeare,

-

~_:=.;.-=--=-=-~"'=7==

,
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Another favorite device of Falstaff's is to remind his

--~~~--~-~-~--~-

--------

~-----

associates that he has seen better days and has been brought
low by villainous company.

This was brought out by Catholic

wr1 tera concerning Oldcaa tle.

--~--

It .was also present in the

manuscript of The Famous Vict;ries of Henry the Fifth.
In I Henry IV Falstaff speculates on the time that
Prince Hal will be King.

-

This is true :l.n Oldcaatl!ii of .The

..

Famous Victo)\:l.es of Hen:r:;r the, Fifth •
:l.n which Hal and Falstaff are conversing, the

~rince

teJ.la
~-----

Falstaff he eha.ll be a han&nan wll.en Hal takes th.e tro;.one,
'l'his is true also of OldQaatle in The Famous

Victo;r.~ei!l•

In

I Henry IV Falstaff is said to have sold his soul to the
devil; it was an often cited accusation of the Catholic
writers against Oldcaatle and has been used humorously by
our Poet.
The threatening and bullying speech of Falstaff to pro:cure his means is a definite descendent of the Miles Gloriosua tradition.

His arrogance was evident in the Catholic

writings against Oldcaatle, as well as in the Miles Gloriosus.

Sir John's swagger and lies came from the Catholic

writer's conception of the historical Sir John and is an
integral part of the Miles Gloriosus tradition.

The exaggera-

tions of Sir John Falstaff - the scene wherein out of 2 soon
develops 4, 7, 9, ll - come from Plautus'a Miles Gloriosua
(I, i, 42-48).

His curses and abusive language, invented to

terrify the timid, is a humorous development by Shakespeare
of a suggestion in Miles Gloriosus.

12

At the sight of Falstaff, we are immediately impressed
by the prominence of his enormous pot-belly.

Although Old-

castle was not corpulent according to authorities, corpulence
is a characteristic of the Miles Gloriosus, tradition resting
upon ancient contrast of outer physique with inner weakness,
Citations to this tradition may be seen in the Greek Kleonymos, Plautus, Herod of the Englhh Mystery plays, RE,llph
Roister Doister, and .I;.y1y' s 'L'4opas,
l<'ollowing the :robbery scene at Gad shill, we f:!.nd that
Falstaff has attempted to make his associates tickle their
noses to make them bleed in order to better convince Hal and
Poins that they had actually fought with the !robbers' on
Gadshill.

'rhis

1

-

tickling of noses' has its source in 'rhe

Famous Victories ••• ,

'l'he pls.y 'extempore' in I Henry IV

has its origin in the same source,

Falstaff's vanity and

self-praise comes from the Miles Gloriosus,
When Falstaff morallz:es and

gri~ves

over his past life,

it comes from the Protestant eulogies concerning Oldcastle,
and also a trace from Raloh Roister Doister.

Falstaff con-

tinually attempts to appear cultivated, which is another
favorite device of the Miles Gloriosus tradition.
Falstaff prepares himself for battle by the enlistment
of his troops; this comes from the Miles Gloriosus of
Plautus.

In fact, the whole idea of Falstaff as a commanding

officer in war is from the Miles Gloriosus tradition as well
as Sir John Oldcastle from historical reference.

During the

heat of battle at Shrewsbury we hear the base conception of

~'=.;;=="_;:~_-::-:::::~ -~=:_,__-=

fi!
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Honor as professed by Falstaff; according to contemporaries,

,....__

-

-0":-~

-0--

-
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this was the conception of that ideal as held by Oldcastle,
hi -- ---

Its origin is also in the Miles Gloriosus and The Famous
Victories of Henry the Fifth,

Fal.staff and Prince Hal meet

each other on the battlefield- at Shrewsbury during I Henry IV,
A situation similar is an historical fact .concerning Prince
Henry and Sir John Oldcastle,

When ;s'alstaff ill attacked by

Poubl a.s during the. Qli\ttle scene, hs :t:'alls down li\n.:i :t:'eignt;!
- -------c_c-:___ _

ds!l.th,

A:rtep his enemy h

Hotspur lying tiead,

He

gone l:le rhea to find the Valiant

P:t"omP~lY t~es

i;he dee.d. ·HQtsP\U' upon

'

h;Ls back to olaim tl:le victory a.pc), s;lorY of his deailh.

Tbese

are typical clown-stUlits in English comedy; cf, strumbo ;tn
Locrine.
Shakespeare, then, took from all these sources and produced his own character of Sir John Oldcastle in I Henry IV,
•rhe appearance of this play may be _assigned to the year 1597,
and according to most authorities, it was followed immediate•
ly, or a few months afterwards, by the compos! tion of the
second part,

It is apparent that these two plays are con-

tinuous and one in spirit and purpose,

There is

a

tradition

which avers that these two plays were presented before the
Court in that year,

Halliwell-Phillipps 1 says 1

11 It

is record-

ed that these two plays were very favorably received by
Elizabeth, the Queen especially relishing. the character of
Falstaff, and they were most probably amongst the dramas
represented before that Sovereign in the Christmas holidays
"'---

1

Halliwell-Phllllpps, outlines of the Life of Shakespeare,
8th ed., 2nd vol,, p. 153,

14
C:-

of 1597-8. 11
It is usually assumed that it was very shortly after the
introduction of these plays that the renowned hero of the
Boar's Head tavern created a furor

~ong

~

W-- -

the London audiences

'oecause they saW a dil:'ect connection 'oetween Shakespeare's
character 'and the much discussed Protestant martyr,
Shakespeare was preeume.bly commanded 'oy Elizabet;h to
al,ter the name of his ol<arMter in cons!"lquence of the rapl:'e•
~=-=---'-----o_--

sentations of some member o:r membe:rs of the

Cobh~

f!l.Irdly_,

w;no had tal(en offence !l.t the d:l.emaraging introduct1on of
their illustrious anc!'>etor, Sir Jonn O;I.dcastle, Lord Cobham,
upon the stage,

Accordingly, in or before the February of

the following
year, Sir John I<' as tolfe took
the place
of ·old..
'
.
-,
-

castle,
We have previous].y seen the cha:racte:r of Oldcastle in
The Famous Victories of Henry the Fifth,
'
in that play it had provoked no comment,

Strangely enough,
But the extra•

ordinary notoriety of the character as portrayed by Shakespeare led to resentment on the part of Henry B:rooke, Lord
Cobham, who was a lineal descendent of Oldcastle 1 the Lollard
martyr.

Lord Cobham made protest at this indignation, pre-

sumably to the Master of Revels, who was responsible for
licensed plays; or, possibly, to his near neighbor, the Lord
Chamberlain, who had general oversight of dramatic affairs,
and who was patron of the company acting the offending
plays,
In 6rder to avoid giving further distress to the Cobham
family, Shakespeare changed the name of his comic hero. In

----
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searching for a new name, Shakespeare seems to have stumbled
upon Sir Jolm Fastolfe, who figured as a coward in I Henry

Yf, a play he was then engaged in refurbishing,

. ·~

--

-

--

-

Nicholas

Howe says, '''.rhe part of Falstaff ii'J. said to have been written

---~---

under the name of Oldcastle; some of that family being then
remaining, the

~een

was pleased to command him to alter it;

upon which he made use of b'alstaff,

r

indeed avoided, but

1'he present offense was

don't know whether the aui;ho:r may not
-

have been somll.lwhat to l:J'l.ame in his second choice.

:;Iince i t

is certain that Sir John Faetolf, wh,o was a Knight of the
Garter and a

Lieutenant~G<;~neral,

w~>s 10

name of d:l.st:l.nguished

merit in tlJ.e wars in France in Henry the Fifth's and Henry
the Sixth• s times."

l

It is true that Fastolf did hold a high

position in the English army during 1 ts battles with the
French,

And, though history makes Sir John Fastolf a man of

prominence in the army,. his cowardice. lost a battle for the
~

English and betrayed the brave Talbot, as Shakespeare gives
account in I Henry VI.

'The cowardice of Fastolf on this

occasion is described by a messenger in a description of the
battle with the French, "Here had the conquest fully been
seal'd up; if Sir John Fastolf had not played the coward ••• , •
(He) cowardly fled, not haYing struck one stroke. 112 such an
ignoble action as this would certainly stigmatize any
character for all posterity.
1

Nicholas Howe, ~Account 2.£ 2
~. ~., 2£.
speare. Vol. 1 of Rowe's Edition, 1709, p. IX.

2 I Henry VI, I, i, 131-134.

Shake~

-:...=...~---c-
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Fastolf, like Oldcastle, did not live on good terms with

ri
§_
_ _ _ _~~-~-

~-

his own generation; so he may have left an unmerited bad name
behind him.
cowardice,

Although no coward, he was often accused of
It was from this tradition that Shakespeare based

his conception of the revised n~e of his character,

To fur-

ther aggravate his unpopularity, Fastolf, like Oldcastle, was
aLollard,

It seems also to have been remembered in tl'adl-

tion that Fasto1f was cgnneoted with a certain Boar's Head
tavern.

According to this assumption he was the owner of a

house of that name in SouthwaPk,

=------

To further antagon:l.<lll pos-

ter! ty there were reflections on Fastolf' s patriotism and he
was accused of misusing the King's Press, and it was also
rumo:red that he had caused the loss of Normandy by reducing
the strength of the English garrisons.
Shakespeare had done what he could to right this wrong
against the Cobham family, yet so inde1ibly had the

11 0ld

lad

of the castle" stamped his name upon the minds of the public
during the short interval preceding the birth of
that it could not be so easily effaced,

11

Fals taff 11 ,

For many years

afterwards writers allude to Falstaff as Sir John Oldcastle,
To alleviate this condition Shakespeare added in his epilogue
to II Henry IV that 11 0ldcastle died a martyr, and this is not
1
'rhe Poet even went further, going to the expense
the man.n
and trouble of having I Henry IV published in order to show
the people that the name of his character was Falstaff.

For

this re-ason, then, we have the first publication of the play
1 II Henry IV, epilogue, 31-32,

,,

=---
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entered in the Stationer's Register, February 25, 1598,
ever, this attempt, too, was futile; the name

How-

11 0ldcastle 11

could not so easily be expunged from the .minds of the public.
In the folio of 1623 and 1632 FastQlf's name is given as
Falstaffe,
Thereupon, it wo\l.ld seem, Lord Cobham, or his friends 1
in order to repair tn11 damage done, induced the Admiral's
Con1pany to produce a play

~al:'ratini;);

to the peop],e th,e t:rue

life and martyrdom of tb,e real Sir John Oldcastle,

The task
c::__ __

of composing the work was :pu.t into the nands o:t'

~ome

of tM

best and most eJq>eri enoed dramath ts then writing for tb,e
stage, Michael Drayton, Anthony Munday, Robert Wil<!On, and
Richard Hathaway, who produced.The True and Honourable
Historie o:t' the Life of Sir John Oldcastle, the Good Lord
Cobham,

Records show that the Admiral's Company produced

this play in the autun111 of 1599 at the Rose theatre,
shortly afterwards, to

~ive

it wider publicity, it was print-

ed and offered to the public from the bookstalls,
tion bears the date of 1600,

And

'l'his

edi~

Shakespeare's name appeared on

some of these early copies as being the author of the piece,
presumably to add credulence to their thesis, but our extant
copies bear out the fact that his name was later removed from
the published editions.

In a prologue of this play the

authors say;
" It is no pampered glutton we present,
Nor aged Councellor to Youthful sinne.
But one, whose vertue shone above the rest,
A valiant Martyr, and a vertuous peere,
In whose true faith, and loyaltie exprest

18
Unto his sovereign, and his countries we ale,
We strive to pay that tribute of our love,
Your favour merits: let faire truth be grac'te
Since forg 1 de invention former times defac' te, 111
It is clear that the authors have Shakespeare Is charac....

they have clearly shown the thesis of their piece in these
However, so much for Sir John Oldcastle; let us .wit-

ness now the popularity of Shakespeare's character in

produc~

tion.
We

hav~;~

seen that Halliwell-l?hiJ,lipPS believ!ls :l.n the

tradition tnat I Henry IV was pre!lfilnted before the Que(:ln in
the Christmas Hol:l.days of 1.597-8,

Accordingly, tP,e :!.nimit-

able humor of Falstaff was appreciated at Court as heartily
as by the public,

~L'he

~ueen

was so taken by the delineation

of the character in the two parts of Henry the Fourth that,
according to the tradition, she commanded Shakespeare to
'
write a third part in which the fat Knight
should be ex-

hibited as a victim of the power of 1ove,
that the
order,

~een

It is apparent

had not thought of the consequences of such an

The character of Sir John Falstaff in the first two

parts of Henry the Fourth could not truly fit into such a
command,

The result of such an action would inevitably lead

to an incongruity in character drawing.

However, Shake-

speare 1 s business was to obey, not to indulge in· what would
have been considered an insolent and unintelligible
1

. r=------

ter in rnind when they refer to .the ":Pampered glutton" and

lines,

tLU

~=- -- -__ ~~~- - -- __,L: _--- -, '~ ~

Prologue to "'rhe Tnue and Honourable Historie of the Life
of Sir John Oldcastle, the Good Lord Cobham", as reprinted
from J, Q. Adams, A Life 2f. William Shakespeare, Students'
Edition, p. 230.
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remonstrance,

His intention of continuing the history of the

same F'alstaff in a play on the subject of Henry the Fifth, as
he expressed in the epilogue to II Henry IV, was, therefore
abandoned, and thus we have, in The Merry Wives of liindsor, a
comedy in which some of the'names are adopted from the previous dramas, but the characters which are attached to those
names are e:l,ther

modit'ie~¢1.

or

e~nt:l.reJ.y

transformed.

'l'he trao.i tion we have been fo;l.J.ow:l,ng further !l.S!lertl'!
that The Mervy
tt+e

~ueen,

Wive~

of Windsor was written, at th«J desire of

in a brief epace of a

immense satisfaction at tbe
veason that we find

~any

.fortnight~

Oourt~

anct that 1 t gave

!<erhaps it i!l for t<hh

discvepancies in time, place, and

character analysis when we more closely examine the play,
Authovities agvee that there are probably more such dis•
crepancies in this play than any other in Shakespeare's entire works,
'l'he earliest notice of The Merry Wives of Windsor,
hitherto

discovered~

is in an entry of the Stationer's Com-

pany Register bearing the date January, 1602,

In the drama,

Shakespeare makes several attacks upqn an actual historical
character, Si.I' 'l'homas Lucy.

Sir 'rhomas Lucy lived in Strat-

ford and supposedly had been known by the
Shakespeare.

youth~l

William

Another old tradition relates that Shakespeare

had left Stratford for London because Sir Thomas had pressed
charges against him for stealing his deer,

Lucy died in the

year 1600 1 and llalliwell-Ph1111pps puts forth the contention
that 'l'he Merry Wives of Windsor was written before that date 1

20

for 11 it is contrary to all records of Shakespeare's nature to

~-------

believe that the more than playful allusions it contains to
that individual would have been written after the decease of
Shallow's prototype. 111 Whether we _can rely upon this contention is problematical, and yet-it would seem that the production of the drama did occur before that of

Henr~

the summer of 1599, the royal command being the

ths Fifth in

moe~t

feasible

exp;Lanation thlilt can be g:l,ven of the a1,tthor' s chan!$<? o:t' p\lp..
pose in the el1minaticm ot' Falstaff from the action o_f the
latter drama,
Certainly it wou1d seem, if this tradition

concernin~

the rapid composition of 'rhe lilerr;c Wives of Windsor were true,
_Shakespeare must have had some definite source f:r>om which to
build his plot,

For any author to write an entirely new play

of this length in so brief a time would be well-nigh impossible,

It has been suggested, therefore, that an older ex-

tant play, 1'he Jealous Comedy, may have been the drama which
became The
sion,

Merr~

Wives of Windsor under Shakespeare's revi-

1'his older comedy was written by an unknown author,

and it had been produced by the Alleyn Company for manager
Henslowe on January 5, 1593,

That play featured London

citizen life with a befooled lover as the center of the plot,
We can quickly see the similarity in plot and character construction between the two plays,
In this chapter we have seen the varied sources used by
Shakespeare in producing the two parts of Henry the Fourth,
1

Halliwell-Phillipps,

QJ2.•

cit., p. 154.

~--
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1'he Merry Wives of Windsor, and in drawing the character of
the comical Knight,

The background for the plays was taken

from historical account and tradition, and two older extant
plays (The B'amous Victories of Henrx the Fifth, The Jealous
Comedy).

c

~_;..~'-~=-~="'~- ~--;=~'
~

~-------

For the character of Sir .Tohn, the author has used

an historii;lal account of Sir John Oldeas tle, preva;l.ling tra•
ditions, contemporary opinions apd writings on tl::\at personage, and an older play (7'he Famous Victories of Henr;y. the
""'::__.. - - -

Fifth) in which that person appeared,

1'o further 1ntensif'y

the e.cutepess of hie oharaQte:r:> 1 Shakespeare had a work:t.ng
knowledge of 11tage technique :f':r:>om wl;l:Lch he used type charac ..
ters of the Latin and early English comedy,

However, we

.shail see in the next chapter how Shakespeare, with the help
of his inspiration and imagination, used these basic foundations to produce the most delightful comic character in all
of' English

literature~

~

r--

~--------
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Sir John Falstaff is the epitgwe of an·idea and the
representative of a tendency:

His incomparable 1 vivid

per~

sonality is, notwithstanding his childlike innocence of men•
ta;L or mora;L eonflict, a very meeting po:!.nt of confl;l,oting
rt h

tra:!.ts.

w:!.th these confl:!.cting traits that we shall

:Lnterest ours!!'ll.ves in this chaptep!

~'he

decisive tra!t which

above all. othe.rs justifies the extraordinary role ht:J plays in
th;!.s drama ie h!s wonderfu;L gift

of non.,.moral humov,

In s:!.r

John we see that it !s his chief occupation to cover w!th
imrr1orta1 ridicule the ideals of heroic manhood

~-

the inward

honor which the Prince maintains, a 11 ttle damaged, in his
company, as well as the outward honor which Hotspur would
fain pluck from the palefaced Moon,
ble which he
burst,

deli~hts

His reputation is a bub-

to blow for the pleasure of seeing it

Sir John has come from good stock, has been Page to

the Duke of Mowbray, and has exchanged jests with John of
Oaunt,

Bl.lt like the Prince and Hotspur he is a rebel to the

traditions of his order, and he is the greatest rebel of
them all.

Shakespeare's contemporaries, however, and writers

throughout the whole of the seventeenth oentury, conoeived
that revel t as yet more radical than 1 t was, taking him, as
the Prince does, for a genuine coward endowed with an inimitable faoulty of putting a good face on damaging facts.
1
Since the famous essay of Maurice Morgaun (which we shall
1 M, Morgaun, Essay .2.!! Dramatic Character of .§!£. John Falstaff.
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discuss at greater length in the section given over to the

''

---- -- - - - -

cowardice of Sir John), criticism has inclined even excessive-

- · - - -

b

&--=_ ----

ly to the opposite extreme, conceiving him as from first to
last a genial artist in humor, who plays the coward for the
sake of the monstrous caricature of valor that he will make
in rebutting che charge,

The a&nlrable battle scene at

Shl:'ewsbury is thus the very kernel of the play,

It

i:;~

alto-

gether a marVI\ll,ous ex!ilmple o:t' epic mate:rilii.l penstratEld
through and through w;!,th dramatic 1nvent:l.on; and Shaksspeal:'e 1 s
bolcl.est innova·bions ip, th.e pol:l.ticll,l ato:roy are
trated,

helZ'e~

Here the Prince reveals noo:).e qualities as

a great warrior, a loyal son, and a generous foe
.with Hotspur,

-~

qc:mcen~>t

onc\'.l

in a duel

'rhe rescue of his father and the ransomless

release of Douglas are incidents unknown to the Chronicles,
Here Hotspur falls a victim in his infatuated disdain of the
rival whose valour had grown

11 like

th.l:l summer grass, fastest

by night"; and here, Falstaff, the Mocker of honor, lies
motionless, side by side with its extravagant devotee, Hotspur, -- not, like him, dead,
Schlegel has said,
comic inventions, 111

11

Falstaff is the summit of Shakespeare's

We shall see through our investigation

of his many characteristics how true this statement is.

We

shall see that his contemptible qualities are not disguised:
He is old, lecherous, dissolute, and corpulent beyond measure;
he is constantly in debt and unscrupulous in the choice of
1 August W. Van Schlegel, Lectures 2!l: Dramatic Art

Literature.

.ll!l!i

--

---

--
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means for procuring money; a cowardly soldier, and a lying

F>"----

braggard; a flatterer to the face, and a satirist behind the
backs of his friends; and yet we are never disgusted with
him,

He seems always on the alert .and in good humour, ever

-----

ready to crack jokes on others- and ever ready to p~,J.l:'tlcipate
in those of wh:tch he ;ts himself tlJ,e subject.
mlrable companion fop youtllfl.ll

idlE~ness

HE! is an ad·

and levity,

we slJ.aU

note also that l.lnder a helpless e:l\terior, he conceals an ex..
tremely acute mind,

::::;::..::-_._
.. _---:_·_·-

lie is so conv:!.nced that the part Wh:!.ch

he plays can pass only l.lnder the cl<;>l!k of wit, that ~ven wuen
alone he h

neve:I' :I'eally ser:l.<;>us,

In the preceding chapter we have seen the influence of
the historical sources upon Shakespeare's Sir John; and yet
the final character has been more the product of Shakespeare's
imagination than the product of historical fact.

11 But

none

of the historical traditions which ar,e connected to Falstaff
helped him to his fame,

His perennial attraction is the

frl.lit of the personality, owing nothing to history with which
Shakespeare's imaginative power clothed him.

He may be

claimed the most hl.lmorol.ls figure in li teratuve. 111

The

Knight's unfettered indulgence in sensual pleasures, his
exuberant mendacity, and his love of his own eases are purged
of offence by his colossal wit, while the contrast between
his old age and irreverent way of life supplies that tinge of
melancholy which is inseparable from the highest manifestations of hl.lmour.
1

Sir Sidney

His talk is always in prose of rarely

Lee,·~

of William Shakespeare, 245.

·... J

__
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matched pith,

The Elizabethan public, despite the protests

...
~

·,.;

---

of historical critics, recognized the triumphant success of
k4------------

the effort, and many of Falstaff's telling phrases, witt1 the

•·
E:: ____ _

names of his foils, Justice Sha11ow_.and Silence, at once toolt
root in popular speech,

Shak·e;peare 's purely comic power
'

culminated in Jil,alste.f'r.
Several critics have compared Sir John with the
ters of Cervantes and Rabelais, Sancho and Panurge,

charac~

On this

point, Che.rleg 1 a French critic, @ays 1 "It is not because he

h

£?,ross, a great drinker, a merry talker, and fupn:!.sl:).ed with

all the sensual vices 1 thEI.t Fal$tarr wallts today wi fu S!!ll-oho
and Panurge.

If his merit consisted in his wide girth and in

. the capacity, we shou:hd despise him,
than this,
entirety, 111

But Falsta:f'f is more

In him lives the spirit of sensuality, in its
Rabelais, Cervantes, and Shakespeare realized

and personified the Prince's jester,,each according to his
view, giving him body 1 soul, countenance, uniting in this
creation all that was deepest in their intellects, mingling
philosophy with satire, poetry with practical observation,
And in bringing into the world this grotesque trio each of
these authors has hit upon one fundronental point in which alJ..
of them are alike.

Born in the 16th century, when the middle

ages were expiring, these are the types of material sensuality and voluptuous egoism opposed to all serious affairs
and ideal faiths.

"They form a chorus of jesters; they fur-

nish a complete ori ticism of all that attracts man beyond the
1

Charles, 1 1 Angleterre

~

161eme Siecle, 211.
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limit of material life -- platonic love, passion for conquest, ambition, melancholy, mysticism. 111
V1e have taken a short, abstract observation of the
character of Sir John Falstaff; now let us turn to those more
specific attributes with which $hakespeare has endowed hie
greatest ·of all comic

char~lcters.

First, we shall inspect

the fat Knight 1 s gross physical attributes,

We shall naxt

de,lve into the abstrMt quality of' the aagacity of Sir John,
Included :l.n the s aga9i ty will be the misuse of his educa t;!.on;
his conscious wit, favorite expre!lsions, and

u~;~e

of puns; the

use of' his imae;ination and exaggeratioP-l the use of h!a power
of character analysis; and his resourcefulness and powers of'
evasion,

After leaving the subject of h:l.s mind, we shall

seek his other characteristics:

the thievery of Sir John;

his prevarication; his licentiousness; his pride; his impertinence; the def'enoe qf his disorder,ed life and the accompanying rationalization; and finally; we shall examine the
cowardice of Sir ,Tobn and the accompanying rationalization.
Let us now seek the external picture of >:>ir Jolm Falstaff,
SIH JOHN l',ALS'l'AFF t S PHYSICAL A1"I'RIBUTES
As Sir John enters the Boar's Head Tavern in Eastcheap,
we are at once taken aback by his physical grossness.

That

he is fat we cannot deny.

11 fat

guts~'

2

We hear the Prince call him

At another time, Poins, his erstwhile companion and

rival to the Prince's affections, calls hirn
1

Ibid., 212.
2 r-Henry IV, LL, il, 33.
3 Ibid., lv., 159.

11 Ye

fat-paunch." 3
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·rhe Prince further describes Falstaff as "an old fat man; a
tun of a man , ••• 'l'hat swollen parcel of dropsies, that huge

~

Iii..:.~~~~~
~-

bombard of sack, that stuffed cloak-bag of guts, that roasted
Manning-tree ox wl th the pudding in his belly , , , , 111

Also he

says of him a "sanguine (red-faoed) coward, this horse-back
breaker, this huge hill of flesl:J.,

"

11 "

In the very interesting

scene of the robbery at Gadshill, the l>rince asks. Sir John to
get down on the ground :t,n order to hear better tho approach
ot' the travel\lrs,

F~J.lstaff i!HlY11,

11 Have

you any levers to

lift me up as;ain, being down'1" 3 showing that the condH:I.on of
hi:;~

body will not

warr~J.nt

his gett:!,ng ll.P and down w:l.thout

great effort,
Even those characters not on intimate terms with the
Knie;ht are prone to describe him in grotesque terms,
Sheriff in inquiring for Falstaff describes him as

11 a

The
gross

fat man 11 and the Carrier in company . with the Sheriff adds,
4
"as fat as butter".
one of the best character analyses of
F'alstaff is given by the Chief Justice in one of his
sations with Sir John,
eye? a dry

hand~

conver~

Of him he asks, "Have you not a moist

a yellow cheek? a white beard? a decreasing

leg? an increasing belly?

Is not your voice broken? your

wind short? your chin double? ••• and every part about you
blasted with antiquity?"u"
1

2
3
4
5

Descriptions of Falstaff spring

Ibid,, 493-500,
Ibid., 267-269,
Ibid., ii, 37-38,
Ibid., lv, 559-560.
II Henry IV, I ii, 201-?D8,
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spontaneously from many different sources,

Nearly all of his

companions at some time or other thrust upon us their own
peculiar observations of him,

Even Doll Tearsheet does not

seem above addine; her little bit to· the physical makeup of
Sir John as, she talks with the Hostess, "Can a weak vessel
bear such a huge full hogshead?

'l'here' s a whole merchentls

venture of Bou.rdeaux stuff in him; yo\.\ have not seem. a hulk
1
better stuffed in the hold. 11
Falstaff refers to himself in a very melancholy mood
after the roblle:ry scene; be says,

11 7.'here

live not 1;J;l,ree good

men unhanged in England; and one Of them is fat and grows
old. 112

It is very seldom that Falstaff adm1 ts that he is

growing old or losing any of his former vitality.

We should

keep this statement of his in mind because we shall not
again have the opportunity to hear him confess any such
lessening of his powers; in fact, he. usually considers
self as one of •us youth',

Concerning his monstrous physi-

cal condition, Falstaff confesses that,
waist two yards about",

3

him~

11 indeed

I !lll1 in the

As one final cue for the makeup of

Sir John we hear the Prince refer to him as having
bald crown and a great beard".

11 a

pitiful

4

Tllli SAGACI'PY OF SIR JOHN FALSTAFF
In hls..Essay on Wit, Corbyn Morris has given us an insight into the humor of Sir John.

~Ibid., iv, 67-70.

In it he says,

I Henry IV, II, iv, 144-l45,
3 Merry Wives of Windsor, I, iii, 44-45,
4 I Henry IV, II, iv, 420.

11 The

most

.----

""'--.!'~~-----_L:::.--
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agreeable representations appear, not where humor and wit

------------~-

separately exist but where they are united in the same fabric; where humor is the groundwork, and wit, happily spread,
quickens the whole with embellishments, 111

E~~-=
c__

h

~

-------

~----

'l'his, as we shall

'"""

__

____:________:_~__:__:________:

------~~

~~----

see, is the excellency of Sir

John

Falstaff; the groundwork

is humor, or the representation of a brs.gging, vaunting
coward,

It is only for' the sake of his vr:!.t that you forgive

him his cowardice 1 or rather 1 we are fond of his cowardice
because of the occasions :!. t gives to his wit,

As we aocom-

pany him further 1 he heightens our relish for his fut'lJre
disasters by his happy opinion of hi13 own sufficiency,

We

know that he possesses generosity 1 cheerfulness, e1 ao:ri ty 1
invention, frolic, and a fancy superior to that of all other
men; in fact, he is so happy that he makes us happy,

He has

no fierceness, reserve, rnalice, or peevishness lurking in his
heart,

As we see him before us, we know tha.t he is a de-

lightful swaggerer,

As we go into detail about the working

of his mind, we see that by the misuse of his reading and
education he brings all about to his own advantage,

He uses

his ever-oresent conscious wit, contemporary and favorite expressions peculiar only to him,
tans for his humor,

puns~

and jests at the Puri-

He is full of imagination and with this

gift he has also the power of contrasting ideas and ideals
and makes active use of exaggeration.

He sees through his

associates; and, using character analysis, he shows the inner
1

Corbyn Morris, Essay £!:1: Wit, 1744.
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charactel's of those about him,

And over all these abilities

.~-----

------=------

"'

he has the 'Jowers of resourcefulness and evasion, which he

·e_--: -~-----------

uses most effectively to get out of the many scrapes to which
a man of 111s temperament is heir,
IHSDS.t!; ~ _H_I_S Jf.J2.U::.G:.:A.::.'l';::.:L:::.O:.;.N.:..•

We have already mentioned.

that b,y- t:t1e misuse of .i'1is education he brings knowledge and
re adJ.ng to h:i. s own quos tJ.onable [.l(l.vanta.ge,

Perhans we should

clarify our d.efinj. tion of l<als GI·Ji'.f 1s educe.tion,
consider

eduoa~ion lis

boin15 of a formetl type.

We \lSually
In

)i'alst~:<f'ft

s

instance, we can find no definite allusions to any E!UCh for ..
mal education.

llowevor, whether it bH a forma]. type or mere-

ly tr1e oroduct of his own r>e•:rUng e.nd s>•uerlences in life, he
has, with the assistance of hi.s shrewd mental activity, the
external and i.nternal manifestations of a well-read, educated
man,

,;e lmow because of x1is background that he probably had

onportuni ty for much r'eadinc;.

We hee.r that when he was a boy

he was Page to the Duke of hiowbray and had often associated
with Hojal ty and i'obility,

"It is essential to recognize

that he belongs by birth to the world of breeding Bnd cul-,
ture, and its marks are visible on hirr, to the last.nl

IUs

talk is full of allusions ?osdblo only to a man of ed\lC?-tion, even thou.gll he applies them in a <;erverse we.y.
quotes re:-dily from the Bible; he has
Apoplexy in Galen.
ind tates

11

re~.'d

Re

the Cause of

In one of his letters to the Prince he

the honorr.ble Greeks in brevity 11 •

He seems fami-

1 Boas, Shakespeare, and-His Predecessors, 1896, p. 27:3

-
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liar with drama, and his burlesque of Henry IV is done in

~--

c

--

e:;;::; __ -

"King Cambyses vein" • while it further shows acquaintance

~-

l'lith the literary peculiarities of l~uphuis:tn e.nd the ceremonial etiquette of the Court,

-- --------

='---

Nor does Falstaff ever forget

his social superiority to his common companions,
In one scene with Bardolph, Falstaff .is chaffing him for
his red nose;

11

:Cf thow wert anyway given to virtue, I would

swear by thy face, my oath should be, 'by this fire, that's
:;:_~

Gael's angel'''•

____

"~his fire,

thatls God's angel" :!,s EU:l 13.llu,.
1
sian to Psalm civ. 4 and to Hebrews, 1-7,
He seenns in thh
instance and at many other times C]lll te t'amlliaro Wi tl1. Eliblioal
passages,
On the battlefield at Shrewsbm•y 1 Val staff te1113 the
Prince of his aoti vi ties in the field,
give me leave to breathe awhile.

11

0h ijal, I prithee 1

'l'urk Gregory never did

deeds in arws as I have done this day''·

s1~ch

In referring to

'l'urk Gregory, Sir John has in mind the famous Hildebrand who
took the Papal name of Gregory VII,
buted to him the cruelty of the Turk.

Protestant writers attri,.
2

By this reference and

by others that we shall presently note we see that Falstaff
was also a student of liistory,

lie knew history even to the

point of being able to make a comparison of it in his common
speech, which in itself shows a true knowledge of the subject,

In other words,· this llistorical background was a part

of him, not a detached thing to be brought forth upon
l I Henry IV, III, iii, 39-40,
2 Ibid., 46.

"'
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examine.ti on.
In talking to his Page concerning his tailor, Falstaff,

--- - <-~-

~--

upon finding that gentleman not willing to take Bardolph as a
securl ty for work to be done, says ,_nLet him be damned, like
the G-luttonl

111

11 Llke

the Glutton 11 refers to the

glutton or· Dives and Lazarus,

~;~tory of the

We cannot but notice again the

fondness that :il'alstaff has for roeferring to Scriptural

quota~

tions,
we can even see that not only has Falstaff·
under>stood

11

r>~Htd

and

The Gause of Apoplexy in Ga1en 11 , but he i!l also
It .h in the

able_ to reel te profusely from tnose pages,

scene when he is talking to the Chief Justice concQrnlng the
Apoplexy of the King that FalStaff says,

11 It

(the disease of

apoplexy) hath its original from much grief, from study and
much perturbation of the brain: I have read the cause of his
2
effects in Galen; It is a kind of <J.eS:fness. 11
In speaking of
Apoplexy, Falstaff is referring to the King's illness.

It is

duroing this scene that the chief Justice is reprimanding Sir
John for failing to come to him when he summoned the Knight
previous to the Expedition to Shrewsbury,

'.rhe Chief Justice

had wanted to question the fat Knight concerning his activi- ·
ties at the robbery at Gadshill.

During this present

questioning Falstaff continually defers the questions put
upon him by the Chief Justice and turns the conversation reoeatedly into channels concerning the King's illness,

~ II Henry IV, I, ii, 39,
Ibid,, 131-134.
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Chief Justice tells Falstaff that he thinks that Falstaff,
C-------::__~ ___

too, has fallen into the ilness since he will not hear his
questions,

'.!'he answer that Falstaff gives to this is that it

'--'----------- -~~

is a disease of not listening with which he is troubled,

--~-

whereupon the Chief Justice tells Falstaff that he thinks
that 11 To punish you by the heel:;; would amend the attention of
your ears; and I ca:t''il not :tf I do bl:lCome your pb,yl!:!.cian."
tb.:!,s, Falstaff replies,
not so patient= , ••

,,1

'';c

am as pqor as Job, my

To

~ord 1 b~t

In refer>ring to Job, Fahtaff is

age,in relating to t11at Sibl:l.oal oP.e,raoter,

Allusion,s of thh

type, then, a.re common occul:'enoes with him,
Continuing on in this vein with th(:l Chief

Ju~tioe,.

Falstaff again reverts to his religious and educational'back•
ground of his youth in saying of his voice,
with halloing and sinGing of anthe!lls, 112

11 I

have lost it

"Singing of anthems"

is in accord with his character as a Lollard or a PUrl tan,
In the foll wing act Falstaff refers to 11 the story of the
prodigal"; and 11 the German hunting" possibly refers to boa.r
hunting or to the story of St. Hubert hunting the stag when
3
he received the vision which converted him.
Here again he
quotes fluently from Biblical and religious tal(:ls.
In the fourth scene of Act Two (Second Part) Falstaff
enters singing,

11 When

Arthur first in Court, etc. 11

This is

an exerpt from the ballad of Sir Lancelot du Lake cf. iii.2. 4
\'Ve

l

may note here that Ilalstaff is acquainted with the better

Ibid,, 143-144.
2 Ibid,, 212-213.
34 -Ibi"
__
a._, II, i.,. 157.
Ibid,, II, iv, 36.
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type of literature exemplified in this famous ball ad.

It is

p---

-

~-

--------

----

at the end of the battle at Shrewsbury that Falstaff describes
the glories of his capture of Sir John Coleville to Prince
John of Lancaster.

Of this he says,

11

••••

But what of that?

He saw me and yielded; that I- may justly say, with the hook~
nosed fel:low of Home, 'I came, saw, and overcame' ,

111

Fal~

staff is, of' course, referring ·bo Caes!lr, which is further
evidence of r•is histor;+ca1 b!lckground,

:I.e f'ollowine;

It

tJ;l:!,:;~

scene that l<,alstaff is left !1-lone

and enters into a soLIJ.oquy on the physiological and anatomiO.
cal benefits of sherry sac]{:,

•rhis co!lll1lent arbes primarily

because Falstaff is aware that Pr1ncl'l John

doe:;~

sack, nor does the Prince care for Falstaff,

not drink

The

~;~oliloquy

gives Sir John the opportunity to show his knowledge of the
physiology and anatomy,

It is during this tirade upon sack

that Falstaff mentions 11 a mere hoar?- of gold kept by the
2
d ev'il 11 • , , •
This is probably an allusion to Spencer (Faerie
Queen, II, vii), where Guyon comes across a great hoard of
gold that is guarded by the monster Mammon and his attendant
friends.

Continuing in this vein and in the same breath,

Palstaff says,

use"~
the

11 'I'ill

sack commences it and sets it in act and

~l'his 1 as t probably refers ( according to Tyrwhi tt) , to

11 Co!lll1lencement 11

at Cambridge, the conferring of the degree

which gives the student the right to employ his learning.

l Ibid., IV, iii, 45.
2 Ibid., IV, iii, 125.
3 II Henry IV, iii, 126.

"
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We must admit that Falstaff is a well-read man,

His

background has given him access to religion, history, and the
finest literature of his age,

And with this educational

preparation, l1e goes merrily on hi11.. way, misusing it to turn
all to his own unscrupulous advantage,

-

CONSCIOUS WU',

Mingled with and in addition to this

distorted use of his edll.cation B'alstaff employs, as a product
of his sagacity, conscious wit, contemporary and f'avori te
e:,cpressions, use of puns, ancl rnany
Puritans,

We cannot .help seeing

~atirioal

~hat

je!'lts a,t the

almost inQesf!antly Sir

Jolln is consciously making humor out of situations w.hich to
the other characters are serious,

He knows that he is witty;

and of this he says, "I am not only witty in myself, but the
cause that wit is in other men, nl
Even in the most serious moments he is not above ,jesting
or playing upon words,

For instance·, during the robbery

scene at Gadshill, after Falstaff has asked the Prince to
help him upon his horse so that he might sit, Gadshill orders
him to
will, 112

11 stand 11 ,

His quick ansv1er is,

11

So I do against my

'!'his robbing is a very serious rna tter for Po ins,

Bardolph, Peto and the others (we cannot include the Prlnce),
and we know that Falstaff regards it as

11

his vocation",

But

in spite of its importance he still employs his trade in a
light-hearted, carefree manner,

Even in the thJ.ck of the

robbing he is able to thrust his wit and lampooning into the
1
II Henry IV, I, ii, 11-12,
2 I Henry IV, II, ii, 52.
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action,

It is in the same scene at Gadshill that the company

of robbers are talking about the money to be gained by the

i;';~------

~c
\d--~---

Gadshill says, "There's enough to make us all. 11
1
Falstaff adds, '1 to be hanged 11 •
Qf course, Gadsh:l.ll is using
venture,

the verb

11 make 11

in the sense of "making us all rich''; and

I

Falstaff 'has changed it to his ovm liking by treating it as
a causitive auxiliary,

Again in the srune scene, when Peto

asks how many there will be in the traveling company ·J;;hey a:r.e
~o

eight or t~:~n''• Falstaff
2
.
asks, It Zounde;:, will l;:hey not rob us?'1
This quepy has been
rob, and Oadshill answerll,

11 $ome

used as a lligh, of Falstaff's oowa:rdice and we

mu:;~t

lil.OI\li t that

it certainly might be interpreted with that copnotation,
One of the highest points of Falstaff's humor is b:rought
out when, during the actual robbing of the travelers, Fal•
staff shouts to them,
fed knaves!

11 Ahl

whores and caterpillars!

They hate us youthl

Down with them!

11 3

Bacon..
and again

a few moments later the fat knight carries on in this tirade
with, "Hang ye, gorbellied knaves, a!'e ye undone?

No, ye

fat chuffs; I would your store were here!

On, on bacons, on1

What, ye knaves! Young men must live,., 114

One of his favor-

ite devices of humor is in making statements regarding his
11 youth 11 ,

age.

Nor is Sir John under any illusionseoncerning his

It is in the fourth scene of this act, after the rob-

bing scene, that Falstaff admits his age when he says,

1

Ibid,, II, ii, 61.
~ Ibid., 68.
4 ill£., 88-89.
Ibid., 93-96.

11 There

-_
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'

live not three good men unhanged in England and one of them
1
is. fat and grows old, 11
We shall see references quite fre-

-

quently at his attempts to assume an age comparable to that -

~:-'-~:c- ~-

of the Prince or Poins and yet we

c~1

~--

-- -

r-==---

never feel that he

really believes that he is of their age,

It is true that his

mind is as ·young and alive as their.s (in fact, more so), but
conditions and his physical appearance give him away in his
masquerade,

Auother interesting thJ.ng to note in h;l,s tirade

upon the travelers is the reference to

11

gorbellied knaves!"

Does it not seem ironical for a man of his physi(llil.l attri ..
butes to be making ,jests at others concerning such enormous
proportion?
At their next ineeting in the Boar's Head Tavern, this
band of professional robbers is interrupted by a messenger
for the Prince,

After being informed that the carrier is

old man 11 , Falstaff asks,
mldnight'l' 112

11 What

11

ail

doth gravity out of his bed at

'l'his is not only humorous from the standpoint of

a play upon the idea of

11 gravi ty 11

and

11 old 11

but also irony

upon his own condition,
It is during this scene that the Prince and Sir John play
at being the lUng and the Prince,

Durine; this

11

extempore 11

scene while Sir John is playing the Kinf; he says to Hal concerning youth, "For though the camomile, the more it is trodden on, the faster it grows, yet youth, the more it is wasted
the sooner it wears 11 •

'J'hls passage shows deflnite signs of

1 Ibid., II, iv, 143-144.
2 I Henry IV, II, iv, 324,

.,_::_- __:__ - - - - -

-
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parody upon Lyly's Euphues as well as an alert mind full of
comparisons and ideas.
11

He continues on in this same speech,

E.. --.-----~
~-.-_~----:---

'l'hat thou art my son, I have partly my own opinion, but

chiefly a villainous trick of thine.eye and a foolish hanging
of thy nether l:l.p I that dotl1.' warrant me. 111

His mind is full

and rich with thoughts and ideas only capable of a man with a
wide background of experience ano inti');Llect,

'l'hat he is

satirizing the King and th!il character of Princ.e Hal' a wasted
life cannot be
Hal's conduct

denied~

a~

he realizes that the King disproves

contrary to the position of a

Pr~nce,

He is

not only aware of his own satire, but he is also maktng a
great conscious effort to let the Prince know that he knows,
He manifests in this scene perhaps one of his
best
examples
'
..
of conscious wit,
In a later scene the fat knight has an opportunity to
display further his imagination and .comparison,
is pointed at the red, blooming nose of Bardolph,
has told Falstaff that he is so fat that
all out of Compass".

11

His attack
Bardolph

you must needs be

The fat knight is not of the character

to allow one of Bardolph's low position to make attacks upon
him without retaliation.

He immediately turns the focus upon

Bardolph r s physical atrocities,

11 Do

thou amend thy face, and

I'll runend my life: thou art our admiral, thou bearest the
lantern in the poop but 'tis in the nose of thee; thou art
the Knight of the burning lamp, 11 2
l Ibid,, 444-447,
2 Ibid., III, iii, 27-30.
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Nor is Ii'alstaff above making fun of his own physical
-

condition.

We find an excellent bit of wit consciously

~---

----

~

'~---~----

applied upon himself in the scene when the Chief Justice
tells Sir John that he is
burnt out 11 ,

11 as

F

----

_,_~~----

a C!ll1.dle, the better part

Falstaff repli.,es,- 11 A wassail candle, (an espec ..

ially large k:l.nd of candle used at festivals) my lord, all
tallow,,., 111 l'his is one of the moat likable charaotevist;!.ca
of ouv fat

knil);!:r~,

own condition,

he is one not above making spo:t't of his

We cannot help but admive and enjoy ]+;!.m :!.n

hh fun.,.poking humor,

It h

this humannf;lss of l;lharMter that

draws us to him, for we oevtainlY could not appreciate him to
the extent that we do were he all licentiousness, dishonesty,
and cowardice,

In this scene the Chief Justice is reprimand ..

ing Sir John for his despicable conduct,

Falstaff uses one

of his favorite devices in evading the charge,

He saYs, ''You

that are old considev not the capa.ci ties of us that ave
young; you do not measure the heat of our livers with the
bitterness of your galls , , , • 112

Falstaff has changed the

original point to a sufficient extent to show the Chief Jus ..
tice that he is not capable of understanding the whim$ and
desires of a man lil{e himself,

'l'he Chief Justice has been

evaded and can find nothing more to say on the point,

'.rhe

real humor of the· supposition is, of course, that. an old
reprobate like Sir John should consider himself one of the
youth and spirit of Prince Hal or Pains.
l II Henry IV, I, 11, 179.
2 Ibid., 196.. 200,

-'=-·
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During this same scene Falstaff displays his ability to
play upon words and to turn them to his ovm advantage,
11 God

Chief Justice tells Sir John,

companion 11 , and Falstaff replies
better Prince!

'i'he

send the Prince a better

11.God

send the companion a
I cannot rid my hands of him. II 1 'l'his is

touching· upon another of Falstaff's favorite devices of self~
defense,

He often refers to the )?rince as the one responsible

for his was ted life,

He blames the prince fo!' the way he has

"rallen away",
An example of political philosophy, which probably

amused the people of Shakespea!•e• s day, was the statement
made by the fat Knight; conce!'ning the King's abuse of him in
the wars,

He has been much called upon to perform his

ous feats; and to all these abuses he says,

11 But

valor~

it v;as the

trick of our English nation, if' they have a good thing, to
2
make it too common. 11
He continuea. this tirade and finishes
with the idea that he cannot stand the continuous fighting
and the "perpetual !notion" chat it entails,

Concerning this,

he says, "I were better to be eaten to death with a rust than
3
to be scoured to nothing with perpetual motion,"
Another trick of his is to stave off the verbal attacl{s
by sheer force o:t' languae;e.

'I'he use of abusive language to

gain an end is a tradition which comes down from the Miles
Gloriosus of the L a tin comedy (as ;ve noted in the first
chapter), and Falstaff uses it to great advantage to gain his
l II Henry IV, I, 1i, ;225- 226,
2 Ibid,, 240-242,
3 Ibid., 245-247.
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own end,

Perhaps there is no better example of it than in

the scene where the fat Knight is attaclJ:ed by his creditors

-~~

'-------

g

--------------~-

-

~: ~~--- _;~--~;;L~::'~~~--~~H-------------

for the money owed them,

Not even the swaggering Knight can

<=;---

deny that he owes them the money; ...therefore they are in the
right.

However, this fact does not d:l,smay him,

He showers

such abuse down upon their heads that they are lost :Ln the
deluge.

He says to them,

you fustillh.nl

11 Away,

you scullion! you rampalliEml

(a term evidentl,y coined by F'alstaff), I'J.l

tickle your patastrophel 111

By this rapid-fire method he so

overwhelms them that they are read;v Emd willing t;o go away,
leaving the collection :t'o:r> Emother t:l.me,
As we have noted px•eviously l!'alstaff is not above making

fun of his own phy-sical condition,

In fact, he is not.even

ashamed to indulge in this pastime when he is amone; hi,9
enemies,

It is

durin~;,

the battle scenes at Shrewsbury that

we find B'als taff meeting Sir John

~oleville,

his enemy,

Coleville has heard so much of the valour of Sir John Falstaff
that he submits to the fat Knights demands without a struggle,
After this surrender, Falstaff comments upon the fact that
Coleville knew him without ever havlng seen h:tm before,

11 I

have a whole school of tongues in this belly of mine, end
not a tongue of them speaks s.ny other word but my name
(Meaning, of course, that his fatness makes him absolutely
unmistakable),

An 1 had but a belly of any indifferency,

(that is, any reasonable size), I were simply the most active
fell

:M

in Europe: my womb, my womb, my worrcb, (his belly)

1 ~·I IV' iii, 20-26

.

-
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-
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undoes me! ttl ~e cannot help but feel after this passage and
after the other examples of his jokine; at himself and his

eo-:-~,,

e-:-::_-::-.:_-.-~-

f.:,i;---- -------

condition that Falstaff knows the part he plays in his society

'c

and we cs.n really believe ths.t he j,;ruly believes himself to
be

11

the cause of wit in other -men,

11

In these selected pass-

ages we have seen that Falstaff consciously atmlied his wit;
and humor, in some i11s tances to prof'i t himself', in others 1
merely to lau(i;h at life, or evEOn mope humorously, at h1mself'
and human;!. ty,
FAVOIU'l'E .8XPHESSIO.NS,

Sir Jqhn uses many ravorHe

and contemporary expressions to add to his humor,
one of his most frequent expressiqns was,
term means

11

God 1 s blood,

11

11

'Sblood 11 , 2

1'he

1'he expression fits in well with

all his other abusive and slang exiJJ•essions,
which he uses quite affectively is
means a tom cat,

Pevhaps

11 A

Another expression

gib cat 11 ,3

'l'he term

Falstaff uses it t;o descr1be h1s mental ard

physical condit1on so well that we know immediately how he
feels,
term

11

In the same sense of his mental condi tiqn he uses the
A lugged bear, !14

A lugged or baited bear refers to tbe

amusement common to the times of Shakespeare where the bear
was\tied to a post and attacked by dogs, much to the amusement
and enjoyment of the spectators (Elizabeth was fond of this
spor>t), and much to the discomfiture of the bear.

In this

instance, F'alstaf'f' gives us a vivid picture of his mental

1 Ibid., IV, iii, 20-26
2 r-Henry fY, I, ii, 82
~., 83
~·· 112

2

,"'

-
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state,

Another expression which seems to have been quite
5-~-~----

popular with many at the time was
wounds 11 •

111

Sblood." a.Yld

11

11 Zounds 11

,1

It means "God's

'Zounds 11 would probRbly correspond

to the profanity used today in regard to the deity,
In a conversation concerning the Prince, li'alstaf.f comes
forth with an expression which he llses only once throoughou t
the three plays in which he

ap··e~rs,

used by any o·ther of the charactel's.

aml one which is never
l~als

taff has asked

th~;~

Prince to 11elp him UpOX+ his h,orse d,urJ.ng the robbery scene
at Gadshill.

'l'he P1'ince replies

F'als taff retorts,
garters 11 , 2

11

11

11 vihatl

Shall I l;Je thy ostler?",

Go I hang thyself in thine own heir-apparent

He may hang himself in his o~m garters 11 was !lil

expression in fevor at the time,

perhaps one of the beat

entrnnces of' the l\n:le,ht occurs when he enters the Boar's Head
'l'avern V!ith one of his favorite expressions,

I
I
•

dead'l 11 3 It was a slang expression for

11 What'

11 vvhose

mare's

s the :ri1atter'l 11

'rhe fat Knight is not so engrossed and deeply enveloped
in his own slsng and profanity that he cannot see the shallowness of it; and yet he takes time to laugh at those who are
so bound that they cannot produce "a true piece" of profanity.
'Ehe(Knight satirizes the particularaly mild

~aths of the city

tradesmen when he says, "Yea-forsooth knave", 4 After having
discussed the oaths characteristic of the Knight and then the
1
2
3
4

Ibid,,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,

112
II, ii, 4o-47
II, i, 46-47
II Henry IV, I, ii, 4,1,
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quiet utterances of the milder form to which he refers, we

~-----

es_-

can quickly see the humor of the matter.

I>=

'l'hese add much to his character tmd help us in unraveling

~-----=-----~~--

'-=

this intangible object

~-

the sB.e;(l.city of Sir John,

-

-7----~--~---~,~

We have

seen that he uses ohese ex·Jressions to describe h;l,s feelings,
as terms'of abuse, and as satire,
PUNS,

We could almost anticipate that a mind i'ul:).

of expressions such as we have just seen and a mind also
consciously making hUlllOr and wit out of its surroundings,
would also emJ?loy for its advantage the use of puns,

lVe are

not disappointed in our anticipations because tl:lE:i nrst time
that we see the Kni(!;ht, he says, when he is speaking to the
Prince,

11

And I pray thee, sweet wag, when thou art king, as,

God save th, grace -- Majesty 1 I should say, for grace thou
·'lt
W:L

h ave none, , •. , ul

making a three-way pun,
of respect.

F'alstaff in referring to
First,

11

11 grace 11

is

g:r:ace 11 with the connotation

Second, 'grace' with the connotation
of piety,'
.

And third, 'grace' with the connotation of thanksgiving.
Falstaff continues this same thought .i,n his conversa.:tion with
the Prince when he says,

11 When

thou art King, let us not

tha\ are squires of the night 1 s body, be called thieVes of
the days beauty ---- 11 2

In this speech the Knight is making

a double play upon words; flrst, in "the night's body 11 ,
'nlgl1t's' being either night or Knic;ht, 'body' being either

1! Henry IV, I, ii, 19.
2 I Henry IV, I, ii, 2<3.

------------
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body, beauty, or booty,

And then in this same speech, he

says, "and let men say we be men of good goverrullent, being

s:-:-_--R,-_
~-·

~

coverned, as the sea .Ls, by our noble and chaste mistress
the moon, under whose countens.nce .. ·we stee.l, 11 1

When he says

'cou•.J.tenance' he means oath the thought of "countenance" e.nd
of

11

favo:P 11 •

It is on the battle field at Shrewsoury that

Falstaff, commenting on the ways of fie;hting in contrast with
his everyday :Life, !ilf!.Ys,

11

'l'hough I could 'scape

shot~free

at; London ( ref'ei•ring to his f'inanc:i.al dealings with the Host~

ess of the Inn), I fear the shot 11.ere1 here's no scorine out
upon the pate,,., 112

Her>e he is using the wor>d lsoorlng' in

the two senses ofl (a) keeping e,n, account of money owed,
(b) hacking.
vve have noted previously in his scene with the 0hief
Justice how Falstaff plHys upon the use of words,

'l'he Chief

Justice has said, "God send the PJ':i,nce a better oompanion 11 j
and the fat Knight replied,
Prince 11 ,3

11 God

send the componion a better

We have alree.dy noted this statement of his as an

example of conscious wit and perhaos as a defence of himself ,
but we cannot deny thaL this also illustrates play upon words,
A very arnuslng analysis of character is made by him in the

flght in the latter part of the Second Part when he is enlisting men

fo~is

company foro the coming battle.

Justice Shallow

ls providing some of the men for Fulstaff to pick from and me

1 Ibid. , V, iii, 31.
2 Ibid., 33.
3 II henry IV, I, ii, 223-224.
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of them is a'very small, peculiar fellow.
Falstaff asks him,

11

His name is Wart,

Is thy name viart?" -- "Yea, sir. u uThou
hi---------

art a very ragged wart tt ,l
~

JES'l'S

·~

?URI'l'il.NS,

Wi-th our knowledge of the origin

and background of the char11Cber of F'a.lstaff, we ave not sur•
pr:i,sed that S:i,r John should make ;jests at the Puritans as
humorous device,

a

It ls throughout thl'l Pirst Part ,Q£ Henry

'£f.

that. Falstaff b:r>ings the canting ex,J:r>es sions of the Pu:r>i tans
into his speech<>s,

'l'hese expre13sions ar>e not obvious to us

today, but to t4e au<Uenoes s.t that oirne they muat have beE!n
laugh-provoking,

When we :r>ealize the trouble Sl1akespeare was

having with the Puritans around this period (in fact, during
the entire Elizabethan period), the situation becomes sufficiently
understandable to us that we can to a degree appreciate the
uproarious laughter of the audiences at these satirical jibes.
:F'ollowing are some of the exJ?ressions used by Falstaff which
were common to the Puritans at the time:

11 0ne

of the wicked 11 2

"'l'is my vocation"3

11

fiddlestick ••• , 11 4

'l'his last reflects the Puritans hostility

Heigh, heigh! the devil rides upon a

to dancing and fiddles,
IMAGINA'l'ION, QQli'rHAS'l'S, AND EXAGGECiA'l'ION .Q! SIH

:LQ!:!li

Throughout the entire three plays in which Falstaff appears

1
2
3
4

Ibid., III, ii, 152
TIIEinry IV.
Ibid., 106
Ibid., II, iv, 534-535.
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we can see evidence of an imagination producing vivid pictures
which are the product of an alert mind.

'vie are also conscious

a=_---~--

------

,_~"~··~·~~~~
''

of this mind presenting to us contrasts of ideas and ideals
almost continuously; and running concurrently with this imagin•

e--------~-------

'

ation and power of contrast we se·e

l~:Ls

powers of e:x:s.ggeration,

'l'hese three attributes m.ay be the very essence of his sagacity,
Let us examine these characteristics and see how Sir John,
applies them to his welfare.
'l'.he first evidence of contrast of idea is in 1>he 0 penlng
scene, wher(;) we are intro¢luced to Sir John,
the Prince,

11 Do

!~night

tell$

not thou, when thou art King, hand a thief'l 11

'l'he Prince's reply is,
this thought,

1'he

11 Shall

11

No; thou shalt 11 ,

Falstaff jUl11ps

at

I? oh l's.re! by the LoPd, I' 11 be a bNwe

(fine) judge" ('l'his line and this entire thought caine from
~Famous
11 1'hou

Victories

.2£.

Henr;r b'if'th),

1'he Prince then says,

judgest false already: I mean .thou shalt h<tve the hang-

ing of the thieves and so become a rare hangman 11

(

'l'here was

great contempt and degra.dation accornnanying the job of hangman),
II

lt is now that. Falstaff changes his idea end says,

• • • • and in some sort of jumps with my humour (that is, it

fits in with) as well ''s waiting in the Court, I con tell
you 11 ,1

Falstaff has changed his plan of thought in order to

battle with that of l;he Pri.nce.

>ihen the Prince tells him

that he nrus t be a despised hangman (which was quite different from Sir John's original idea anrl consequently a sur•
prise), Falstaff changes his original plan and succeeds in
1 1 nenr-.y I.V, I, ii, 76.

==--_- -
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r
.....::..-

defeating the Prince on his own ground.

·--~--------

·-

'l'hat is, by inferring

that even the lowly position of a hancman would be better

,,

~·~~.··~-

=:;-

than sitting or st2nding in the l'rlnce 1 s Court all the day.
A charminc; example of his power of contrast occurs when

rm agate till now. nl

11 1

,.-

Fal~

staff' finds himself being attended by a new, small page,
staff compares himself' and the page,

:::.::_:_ __

Fal-

was nevev manned with

(Allusion to fo\ll ac;ate can bt;o found also

in Romeo anc.'L J'uliet 1 I, lv, 53-59, 'Ihe speech of lVlElrcutlo
concerning ~een Mab:

11

1 sc"le Queen Mab hath beep wit.h you,,,,

She comes in shape no big0er

th~m

an esate stone on the fore-

finger of an alderman 11 ),
'I'hat Sir John enjoy.s the produot of his imagination cannot
be denied in the scene •·lhen he has been told by a serv:mt that
Bardolph has gone to buy him
says of this,

11 1

B

horse at 8mi.thfield,

Sir John

bought him (Bardolph) in Paults (l<'alst.aff
------~

evidently hired Bardolph in the nav;e of St, Paul's where
business was commonly tr:msacted) and he'll buy me a horse in
Smithfield:

an I could get we but a wife in the stews, I

were manned, horsed, snd wived", 2
We can understand that fPo!ll his fertile imagine.tion it
is but a short jump to the c;ross exaggeration that Sir Joh,p.
ex..":libi ts,

In talking with the Chief Justice concern:lng his

adventures upon the battlefield at Shrewsbury, Falstaff says,
"There is not a danc;erous ection can peep out his head but I
am thrust upon it". 3

He is referrine; to his being continually

1 II Henry IV, I, ii, 18-20
2 Ibid., 58-61
3 Ibid., 238-239
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called upon to fight, and with his frequent meetings of
t= _ _
.__

dangerous action u9on the field of battle.

exagger•~t:i,-on,

imagination.

purely the product of

And a li\;tle later in this same scene Falstaff

calls upon the powers of his imagination when he speaks of
h·i s reputation,

nr· would to God my name were not so terrible

to the enemy as it is 11 ; 1
agu;eration.
at Shrewsbury
glory of

und this, too, we know to lJe ex-

'lJie only possible rEH<son for his gaining honors
that the Prince allowed him to take the

W/3-S

defe~?.ting

liotspur,

v~e

are given insight into this

situation so that we can cell ,just how gross the statement
concerning his •terrible' reputation is,
Vie have noticed that. one of the

CHAHAC'I'EH AHALYSIS,

striking charE~cterisbics of. his mental makeup is the power
he has in analyzing other characters e.nd in understanding his
own situations and persona.lity,

It is this clarity of charac-

ter analysis that enables. him to unclers tand c). early and thus
to laugh and jest at the personalities cmd the ideas and
ideals of the world about him.
J;'alstaff states,

11 I

run

In his analysis of himself,

not only witty in myself, but the

cause that wit is in other men.

112

Falstaff means that he

is not only capable of v1ittlcisms from his own mind, but
also that ev<erythlng about him, his physical condition, his

1 Ibid., 243-245
2 Ibid., ll-12

------

However, we

have been U)on these batcle scenes with him and we know that
the statements are pure

-----~ ~

,_,

-------

~-:~--~- ~--,--
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social, politJ.cal, economic situations are conducive to
.~-----

humor.

Be knows that he is the e?Ji tome of all thirie;s humorous.

In his analysis of t;he spineless Pistol, he says,

tl

.•..•

he'll notswage;er with a tlarbary him, if her feathers turn
·
· t· anne. ul
1 ln
any s h ow o·f resls
b ·~c{

'-------------

vie know that Bardolph was

a swaggerer 1 as was Sir John, but 1 unlilce the 1 at tor, he had
not the mind nor the pe:r•somllity to attract our attention
like the Knight,

Sir John sees through him thoroughly; and

it seems evident that one of Fs.J,staf'f'' s perception wo\.lld
sense the similarity 1 even on tl+is lone point 1 between tht;>m,
Falstaff could not only analyse these persons with whom
he was intimately asc;ociated, but he could also disce.rn the
feelings and motlves of strangers w:Lth whom he came in contact,
Durlng the enlistment scene where Sir .John is getting the
nantes of those men who are to accompany him to the wars, he
comes in contact with one BullcaLt.';

'J.'his person of obvious

low ranl< prepares to ask the Knight l;o excuse him ft'om service,
He offers to pay Sir J<ohn to all w him a pardon,

-~~--'--

Bullc8lf

has said but few words upon the subject when ·F'alstaff exclaims,
iiVihat, dost thou roar before thou art prioked? 11 2

Falstaff

has seen through this nerson almost before that simple soul
has uttered a single word,
One of the most obvious examples of Falstaff's uncanny
ability to reveal character is evident in the scene following
his interview with Justice :Jhallow,
l II Henry IV, III, ii, 107-109
2 Ibi~., 189-190

'l'he Justice has been
----------------
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occupying the fat Knight with his many youthful adventures.

.

--'<=--------""". -- ---

-

-~-~---

~

t=- --

Pals taff has seen throu,c)l all this artificial exterior, and

~--_---

F'f~---·----

upon his departure exclaims,

11

,'-""

Lo.Pd, lord, how we old men are

subject to this vice of lyin,c:;!

~

--------

'l'his smne starved ,justice

hath done nothing but ~wate to me of the wildness of his

~~----

youth, and the feats lw hath done about 'l'urnbull street, •• , 11 1
'l'urnbull street was known· as a ve·ry notoPious neighboP!;)oorl.
It is olea!' th!!ct Sir <Tolm easilY see& through the masl.c of

Shallow,

How€Jver, do!'ls it not seem even more revealing of

his character that l"alstaf:t' should say
emalysis of tbe Justioo,

11 we

old mem 11 in his

Falstaff does not deny that he is

a l:).ar; in fact, wben he is alone as we have him
seems to ad.mi t he is one.

nQW,

he

'rbe diffr)Pence is thn t the Knight

is capable of subtlety as well Hs obvlousnesa; and we laugh
with him, not at him,

nefoPe we leave the Justice, however,

we cannot but see thnt even his nwaei &hallow, gives him
away.
After lJJ.s conversation with PPince ,Tohn of Lancaster
J!'alstaff gives another
his associates.

exarn~Jle

of his shrewdness concerning

F'alsta:!j'f realises that John does not care

for him, nor does he care foP the Prince.

Prince John is on
--

----=
-

another class of society; he will not laugh at Falstaff's
humor; he cares not for the sac!{ that Sj_r John finds so
enjoyable; in fact, they are of' two different worlds and
Falstaff will have none of him.
1 Ibid., 324-358

:nr ,Tohn sU1lls up the Prince 1 s

c

- - - - --

------
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disat;reeable traits in his soliloquy upon that Royal nerson-

~-~--- ------------··---

a;.:,e,

Of him he says,

11

G·ooCi. faith, this same young sober-

blooded bo,y doth not love me; nor- a man cannot malre him lau@J.;

~'--

-'-"""---'--

---'"-'--'--"------

E- ~-~~__:~~,~~
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but that's no marvel, he dr.inks noATine,

'l'here' s never none

,,-

----------·-·-

·'

of' these demure boys come to Illy oroo:t' (come to amount Lo
anythlni;); 111

Of course, these are sl(jns of rationalization

for his own wastrel livinc:., "'nd yet we see that F'alst;aff
,·

clearly understands hal's bro ;.. her, John,
Although we have herr., cited onlY a few of tl:le OefinJ. te
allusions to ~~alstaf'ft s ro1bility to oenetrate into the nerson ..
ali ties of others about h:l.rn, we can see through his actions
toward them that he does understs.nd them :tn their entirety,
Perhaps the only chara.cter in his associations with whom he
is not absolutely certain is trl6 Pr·ince of \Vales,

·vve see in

the final scene of the SHc•;nd l'art that li'al.staff exnects to
be taken into the 1\.lngdom by Hal (nqw King Henry V)

becaus~?

of his former friendship w:t th the new K:tng, and he is sadly
surorisecl when the newly ascended Monarch sends him away to
tl1e Fleet,

His broJ.cen fai tll in Prince Hal makes for F'alstaff 1 s

final tragic disap·pointment, and one of the most dramatic
points in t.!1e two plays.
----- -- - -o----

PO\IERS OJ:<' EVASlOc1.

<ie

have thus far noted that through

his conscious wit, educational baclcground, oowers of imagi-'
nation and ,c;xaggeration, Sir John has bained much of his
appe'l and his humor.

It is only natural and right that a
------

1 Ibid., IV, iii, 92-99,
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personality of his temperament and habits should find himself
in many difficult situations.

.-

Sir John is constantly find-

ing hiJnself confronted with problems that he must solve on
the spur of the moment or else givE! himsel.f up to ·the inevitability of fate.

'l'he Knight does not choose to have fate

thus dire'ct his course; in fact, we should quickly lose ou:r
interest in him were he to do so.

We f:l,nd that Sir John has

a :remarkable ability of resourcef1,1lness and a l{een sense of
the power of evasion that constantly keeps him from tb.:l,s in- :
evitability,
says,

11 'rhe

Concerning these evasions of Falstaff, Dryden

best of comical cha:racte:rs, Falstaff , , , , He is not

properly one humour, but a miscellany of humours , , • , That

,
wherein he is singular is his wit, or those things he says,
'Praeter expectatum', unexpected by the audience!

His quick

evasions when you imagine him surprised; which as they are
extremely diverting of themselves so :receive a great addition
from his person; for the very sight of such an unwieldly old
debauched fellow is comedy alone, 111
'l'he best scene illustrating his evasive powers is probably the one in the ]'irst Part of Henry the Fourth, Act Two,
Scene Four.

It is the scene after the robbery at Gadshill

where Falstaff has been duped by the Prince and Poins.

When

the blustering Knie;ht enters the Tavern he is met by the
Prince and Pains who ask him why he is so angry.

Then ensues

one of the scimes highest in comedy of those in which Falstaff appears.

That moment when out of two, soon develops

1 Dryden, Of Dramatic Poesie, 1668, p. 34.

w----

-
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four, seven, nine, eleven, has been one of the most ardent
controversy and cause for disagreement.
Some authorities do not believe that Falstaff knew he

• E,F--~_,_;;_

had been robbed by the Prince and Po:l,ns; others quite strongly argue that he knew all before he entered the Tavern,,

'

Con-

cerning this scene, Cumberland Clark gives quite a plausible
eJ~;p1anation

to it.

and one wntch seems to have a logical conclus;ton

He say§, "'l'hrl fat Knight hli\s m,li\de the most careful

·plans to deceive the Prince and Po;tns,
purpose,

'!'his is his tmmediate

When he begins to tell his story, however, the con-

fident, satisfied manner of those whom he would dupe, shows
him, I believe, that :l.n some way they have got behind his
guard, that his secret is known, 111

Carrying on from where

this supposition leaves off, we suppose that suddenly the
truth about those

11 two

rog,1.l.es in buckram suits 11 now flashes

across his mind, a mind of almost

pre~ernatural

quickness,

Instantly he begins piling one lie upon another in order to
turn their attention from his apparent cowardice, about which
he is sensitive, to his lies, in which he has the pride of an
inventor,

Vlhile he is .thus pourine; forth these fabrications,

he can take his bearings, judge how much his opponents know,
and overwhelm them with his witty sallies.

unperceived by

them Falstaff is here doing what on another occasion Poins
sees to be his purpose:

nj,,!y lord, he will drive you out of

your revenge and turn all to a merriment,tt

2

Here, too, he is

1 Cumberland Clark, Falstaff and His Friends, 36-38.
2 II Henry IV, II, iv, 323-324,
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trying to drive them out of their desired success, and turn

a-------------------

all to merriment.

Hf:- _-_---

'l'o be sure, it was prophesied that "this

fat rogue" would tell 11 incom::>rehensible lies 11 ; but his slowwitted opponents thousht that his falsifications would serve

-·

.

their purpose.

'l'his riot of invention bewilders them and

divides their attack • . While they are eagerly e:x.poOJing these
lies, the moment for press in<; home U>e charge of cowardice
paaGes, and the fat Knight is ],eft half a victor,

1'he situa-

tion becomes a race of wits in which ''mad Jack 11 easily wins,
His intended.discomfit\.ll;'e is fa;trly

wa~>hed

away in i;he over-

whelming flood of his unabashed wit and merriment.

In the

midst of this flood of wit, he showers dpwn scornful abuse
upon the Prince,

11 A

King's sonl If I do not beat thee out of

thy Kingdom with a dagger of lath· (similarity to bhe character
of Vice in the older !;!orality plays), and drive all thy subjects afore thee lilce a flock of wild geese, I'll never wear
'

hair on rny face more.
of derision could not

'

You Prince of Wales 1 111
~elp

This fa.s t flow

out startle even the Heir Apparent,

Falstaff's power of evasion is most evident in this scene
when he directly charges the Prince and Poins as cowards.
Poins objects to this charge and Falstaff returns with,
call thee coward!

11

I

I'll see thee damned ere I call thee

coward: But I would.give a thousand pound ere I could run as
fast as thou canst.

You are straight enough in the shoul-

ders, you care not who see your back: call you that backing

'
of your friends?

A plague upon such backing!

1 I Henry IV, ll, iv, lb0-155.

Give me them
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that will face me.

Give me a cup of sack: I am a rogue, if I

'-'-

-

p;

-------------- ..
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drunk today,

111

We cannot help but notice the utter disregard

he has for their purpose,

He has changed all to his own ad-

'

- --

-

--

- -~o
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vantage and charged them with the _v:ery offence that they had
planned for him,

He has placed the disgrace of cowardice

from his ·shoulders to theirs,

And then we see that he ab-

ruptly changes the subject to sack as i:t' he we!'e !;h!'ough with
the whole mat;tep and

~hat

he hac'). said the final word upon the

sub.Ject,
We f!nd hlm again nearing the inev! table in the scene
with the Hostess and the l'rlnce,

'l'he Prlnce has told the

Hostess that hS (Falstaff) slande,rs her grossly, and she re ..
p1!es,

11 so'he

doth you, my lord, and sa!d this other day you

aught h!m a thousand pound,
Knight and asks,

11 Sirrah,

11

At thls the Prlnce turns to the

do I owe you a thousand pound?"

Falstaff is quick to turn the meanlJ:lg w:t.th, "A thousand pound,
Hall a milllon: thy love is worth a mllllon (a proverbial
2
phrase): thew owest me thy love, n
Just a few lines further
on !n th!s same conversation the Hostess says,

11 Nay,

he called you J ack and said he would cudgel you,"
says,

11 Yea,

!f he said my r!ng was oopper, 11

quicldy takes up the ides. and says,

11 I

darest thou be as good as ti1y word now?"
staff resourcefully stating,

11 Why,

my lord,
Falstaff

The Prlnoe

say 't!s copper:

=o---

Then we hear Fal-

H al, thou knowest, as
"

thou art man, I dare: but as thou art Prince, I fear thee as

~ !£!£.,

161-169.
'Ibid., III, iii, 155-156.

-
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I fear the roar of the lion's whelp,rr 1
Somewhat later the Prince charges Falstaff as being a

!:;:
~----------

coward.

Previously the fat Knight has mentioned that he

':-

fears the Prince; and it is on this statement that the Prince
bases his araument.

--

--

---

Hal? ':['hou knowest. the state of innocency Adam fell; and what

seest I nave more f:Lesh than
frailty,,,, 112

e.r1o·~her

'l'hoi.l

man, e.ncl. therefore more

'.t'he explanation of thl.s speech seems to be,

''With so much more of this vile carcass upon my bac11: I aught
therefore to be of nature more f:rail tl].an you",

The entire

scene is caused by the Hostess' trying to get the money owed
her by Sir John; and it is a few speeches after ou!' last
citation that Falstaff concludes tlle scene with,

11 Hostess,

I

forgive thee: So, make ready breakfast; love thy husband,
look to thy servants, cherish thy g)lests ,,,, 113

The Hostess

is so overwhelmed by this ch!lllge of circumstances that she
obeys,

In fact, she is so overwhelmed that she seems to have

forgotten her purpose,
A rather obvious method of evasion is carried on by Sir
John when in the scene that the Chief Justice calls to him,
he pretends deafness.

'l'he Chief Justice wishes to speak with

the Knight concerning his part in the robbery at Gadshill.
Obviously Falstaff would prefer not to speak of the affair to
one of so high position as the Chief Justice.
l

Ibid., 165-167.
2 Ibid., 185-190,
3 I Henry IV, III, iii, 192-194,

- -----

-----

Palstaff'-retorts with, "Doth thou hear,

should poor J ·e.ck Falstaff do in the days of vill a:l,ny?

--
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He plays deaf
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to that person's advances until the Justice sends his boy to
fetch him.

As the servant comes forth to call the Knight,

F' : - -

~---'~'-=--------

Falstaff' carries the poor boy away with,

11 What!

a young

knave, and begging! Is ther·e not wars? Is there not employment? Doth not the King lac!{. iubjects? Do not the relJels
need soldlers'l though :1. t be a shame to be on any side,,,, nl
After the Chief Justice has c/il.ught
about the rotitle:r:>y,

l<'a).s·~afl'

h~w

and they are ·ualld.ng

believes th&t the Justice :l.ntends

to imprison l:l;l.m for his part in the robbery.

In fear of this,

the Knight says, ''Your l.ordship may minister the potion of
imprisomnent ·co me in respect of poverty , • , • , n2

l;ly'" respect

of poverty" l''alstaff means that just because he is poor the
Chief Justice may imprison him; by this change of emphasis
F'alstaf'f is alleviated frorn the gull c of his debts and in
turn has the sympathy because he is, indeed, a poor man,
'l'he Chief Justice then turns to othe,r misconducts of Sir
John and accuses him of rnlslec>dlng
'l'o this l>'alstaff replies,

11'he

t

11 the

youthful Prlnce,n

young Prince hath 1nislead me, 11 3·

We see here, a;;ain, how he has changed the course of true
lie;ht tithe wron(', waytl (It is one of his favorite devices to
blame the Prince for his wasted life, ·as we shall see in the
section given over to the defence of his disordered life),
At the last part of this same scene Falstaff complains
of his continual debt,

He says, "I cnn get no remedy for

1 II Henry IV, IV, ii, 84-90
2 Ibid., 146
3 Ibid. , 276- 27EJ
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this consumption of the purse."

When he irJ left alone he

~----------

'-- ---------

t;i ves us a clue on how he in Lends to CU('e this
11

11 consumption":

:~~--~-~--

-

~--------

A good wit will make use of anything:

I will turn diseases

"--'------------.. - -~-~~-~~--

to conilllodlty. 111

He means here, of-course, that he w;ill profit

from his diseases.
In the Second Part, the Prlnce Cfolls Sir John to a reckon•
ing concerning the latter's verbal abuse of him,
says,

11

.,,.

i;o dlspraise me, s.nc1 call me pantler and breHd-

cl1ipper and I know not what? 11
Falstaff r>epl:l.es 1
nons.

'l'he Prince

11

In ansv.er to this charge,

"rjo !lbuse, Ned, 'n the world: honest, Ned,

I dispr>aised him (the Prince) ~efore the wicked, that

the wicked mie;hc not fe.ll in love •lith him; in which doing,
I have done the part of a careful friend and a true subject,
and thy fs.ther 1s to give me thanks for 1 t", 2

Only a mind

full of the tricks of resourcefulness could have wriggles
its ws:y out of that predica!llent,
We notlce that he not only uses his resourcefulness to get
himself' out of scrapes but also to procur:e the 'oonrrnodity' he
is so in need of.

In the scene where he and Shallow are

enlisting men for the army his unscrupulous n1ethods are
revealed,

He says,

11

;3naclow will serve for summer; prick him

(that is, put his name on the enliscment), foco we have a
number of' shadows to fill UD the muster book. " 3
'

that there are many

bo~:,us

He means

names to put into the enlistment

1 Ibid., 276-278
2 II Henry IV, II, iv, 345-351
3 Ibid., III, ii, 145-146
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book for which they will draw pay.
'Nill

'l'liiEV~~f\Y

OF 8IH JOHN

p-----_-~--~----------=-=:

11

'J:is my vocation, Hal tt, says Sir Jobn to tho Prince,

referring to his practice of' roiJbing and thieving,

It is

true tlwt fl'Om our study of' him we have seen only two nossible

!Jl(Htns

for him to procure money to carry on his wnstrel

activH•ies around. 1;he bo,>rl s J:lead;

he is a soldier and

orobubly obtains a small salary for' his services to Lh.<> Kj.ng;
his other methoct of procurlng fimmcial b''cking iEJ. ths.t of
roiJo,l.ng unsuspecting traveler$ on the highways.
we may also cite his unscrupulous method of

Of' course

11 pricldng

down"

bogus names in his list of' enlisted 1nEm r1s another means for
support, but we cannot put tl1:ts method into any c13-tegory
but t;hat of stealing,

Also he often borrows money from the

Hostess snd his other trusting friends; but he never plans .to
repay them, and so wh,J.t else may this practice be called but
thievery?

In fact, half of his life is spent either in plan..

ning how he may best escape the hands of his creditors,

The

other half of his misc'pent life is used in drinking and
ca.rousing to spend the money ge.ined by the previous half,
So we begin to see that for Sir John l!'alstaff life is ,just
one vicious circle wherein he strives to enjoy himself while
he prepares his purse for llis next merriment.
'l'he Knight 1 s thievery is brought to our attention by Sir
John himself soon after our first introduction to him.
occurs in the second scene of the first act.

Here he is

It
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telling the Prince that he works at night and sleeps in the

~---=~-

day-time and therefore the Prince has no right to tell him
he is wasting his time.

~------~~

Concel'ning his thieving, he sHys,
~------

II

•••• for we that take purses go by the moon and the seven

sta.rs, and not by Phoebus, he that wandering Knight so fair.

••1

("that vmnderlns Knight so f&lr 11 is a. quotation from some
lost 'ballad).

'l'his tl1ievint~ end robbins is an ever,y-day

oocqrence wit!'• l!'alst>lff.
in matt;ers o:t' ·bhis

Jle seems to be 9erfectly e.t ease

E'rom h:ls attitude during these

k~nd,

scenes we cannot but ;f'eel that lle does consider thil! wor.k
as truly his "vocation.
tne Prince asks of him,

11

It is latE:>r in tne same scene tnat
11

Where shall we te.ke a purse tomorrow,

Jack? 11 and Jack answers in a casual tone as if any place at
all would do," 'Zounds, where thy wilt, lad,,,, tt2

'l'he remain-

der of this scene is taken up with the prepar.ations of the
robbing at Gadshill.

'l'he only inter<>st tl1at seems to occupy

B'als tuff is trying to get hal to go along end ,Join with them,
As far the actual robbing, l<'alsts_ff does seem to be an old
hand at the business.
11 if

Later Sir John tells Hal and Poins that,

I tarry at home and go not, I'll hang you for going, 11 3

He is determined that he shall be a part of the robbing because he does not wisl1 to mLss the fun of the adventure and
also, perhaps more imnortant, he does not want to be left out
of the spoils because he will need many sacks to quench his
1 I Henry IV, I. li, 15-17
2 Ibid., 112-113
3-~., 150
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thirst before very lont;.

And then in the second scene of the

second act we see F'alstaff and his asaociates on the highway

~-~~~;~~-:~~~=~-~~-~
~--"
~

'---

at Gadshill preparing for the robbery,
gruesome details of this

11

vocation

11

\ve are thus shown the

of Sir John,

'l'he scene is

so vivid and so alive with action and witty, sparkling dialogue,
that we never forget that the chief delight of o1~r protagonist
is tr1e occupation of robLdne; innonent victims in the nieht,

:n

seems but a short

Jum~

from thieving and rol:A>ing to th()

doubtful prlilctice of lying or nrevarioation,
for one of Sir John's

11 vocation 11

It ill ;nat;ure,l

to be compelled to lie occasion~

ally in order to escape tne hands of the Sheriff's men or the
judgment of the Chief Justice,

Al thouo·h
the result of this
w

prevarication may be a comic effect, B'alstafft s tendency in
this direction must rightly be plMed,, I believe, in the
gory of one of his chief vices,

cate~

Because of his frequent use

of this device it may certainly be named as one of his predominating characteristics,
The famous scene following the robbery at G&dshill 1 wherein Sir John tells .fial and Poins of his fight with

11 the

men

in Buckram suits, II includes one of the most vivid examDles
of his prevarication.

'"e hB.ve been present at that robbing

and know that there were but two "men in Buckram", Hal and
Po ins, but the fat Knie;ht tells us,

11

1 am a ros>ue, if I

were not at llalf-sword (at close quarters) with a dozen of

--------

-

-
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them two hours together.

I have escaped by miracle. nl

~-

In a later scene J!'alstaff is forced to hide behind an

--

'=
--t:E:-,-_ ~:5--,, ____ _

U--------

arras to escape capture by the Sheriff's men because of his
associations in the Gadshill robbi11g.
his rescue and sends those
Prince

return~>

nien

aw1q.

s

~

-

-----

The Prince comes to
After they have gone the

to the arras to find that l<,alstaff has fallen

fast asleep.· Hal and Peto decide to ()ick his pockets; and
upon doing so the,y i'lnd only unpaid bills, evidence of hi1;1
extravagance,

1'he ne{'C t,iwe we see the !\night he is com"

plaining to the Prince of his losses while asleep behind th13
a.rras 1

11 'l'his

house is turned bawdy~hause,

'l'hey pick pockets,"

I

vVhen the Prince asks him what he has lost, he answers
in
.
.

exactly the same manner we have grown to expect of himl
"Wilt thou believe me, Hal'(

'l'hree or four bonds of forty

pound apiece, tmd a seal ring of rny grandfather's, n2
is obviously gross prevarication,

'l'his

]{e must certainly have
.

been asleep bel1ind the arras, because even the deceptive fat
Knight would not try a deception such as this were he

con~

scious that Hal was present in this packet-picking,
Probably the most gross prevarication represented by
F'alstaff in the three plays in which we see him is brought
before our eyes in the scene upon the battle field at
§_

Shrewsbury.

'l'he hot-blooded Hotsuur has been killed in a

duel with Prince Hal, and the fat Knight is uretending death
1.! Henry IV, ll, iv, 102.
2 Ibid., Ill, iii, 116-118.

-
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nearby to escape the thrusts of Douglas,

When his opnonent

<:::;.
~

-

-----

-------:-----------::--

has left the spot, f<'alstaff arises and spies the dead form
~~-------

of Hotspur,

He decides to carry the dead Hotspur upon his

back and proceeds into camp where he encounters Hal.
says 1

11

'l'here IS your J:'ercy 11

(and

He

he );llrOWS the body down);

if your father will do me any honor, so; if not, let him
kill the next Percy himself',
Duke, l can as!!Ure you, Ill
Percy I killed myself and

1 lool< to l•e ei the;r lkrl or

'l'he Princo rel(Jtes to him. 1 "Why
~hee

I saw dead,

11

It is then that

Sir John start!> piling lie u,)on lie to convince Hal and
· later the othevs (and qerhaps even himself),

11

Didst thou?

Lord, lord, how this world is given to lying! (and he must
surely know who is most gull ty of' that crime!) I grant you
I was down and out o:t' breath; and so was he:

but we both

rose at an instant and fou1:e.ht an hour by Shrewsbury clock

•••• I'll take it upon my death, I gfil.ve him this wound in
the thigh • • • • " • 2

'l'his last is his only truth because he

did give the dead corpse a thrust in the thigh with his
rapier,

l'his is the story that 1s to bring him such farae

with tlle people

11

back home", because the Prince does not

destroy his story in the TH'SS<mce of others; and it is thus
carried back to the citlzens.

liven the Chief Justice excuses

him from his misdeeds at Gadshil1 because of his 11 g1ory at
Shrewsbury.

11

1 Ibid., v, iv, 141-146.
2 Ibid., 148-157.
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THE LICEN'l'IOUSNH:SS OF SIR JOHN
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When one thinks of rocbing and thieving with the accom-

r:-----:--::---:-·_ --=----:---

paniment of lying and p1•evarication, as we have witnessed
in the character of Sir John ,Ei'alstaff, we can recldily understand that a natural concomitant would be a licentious exis·
tence.

Such is the case with Sir John.

His daj_ly life,

when not spent upon th.a battlefield., is tnken up with drinking
and carousing in the rooms at t.he l:loar' s Head •ravern .at
Eas tcheflp.

'l'here he ;l.ndulge~;~ in c,he sl:leJ:>ry sack with the

company of his robbing associates and t,he questional;Jle ladle!>
that abide there,

Among this latter gvoup we know of the

Hostess (who loans him money) and the younger Doll '.l'earsheet,
Falstaff's physical condition certaJ.nly gives us an indication of the many hours he has wasted in this disreputable
establishment.

Of his conclition and the reasons for it, the

Prince ss.ys to Sir John,

11

1'hou art so' fat-witted, with drink-

ing of old sLck and unbuttoning thee after supper and sleeping
upon benches after noon, ., •• unless hours were cups of sack
and minutes capons and clocks the tongues of bawds and dials
the signs of leaping houses and the belssed sun himself a
fair hot wench in fl8llle coloured taffeta ••••• ul

In this

first appearlmce of Sir John and Lhe Prince we have a general
view of the Knight and a fairly accurate conception of his
activities around the 'l'avern.
his lack of condition.

Vie are constantly reminded of

During the robbery scene at Gadshill,

F'alstaff' s horse is stolen from him by Pains and Hal so that
1 I Henry IV, I, ii, 2-13.
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he is forced to walk.

'ilalking is one of the many necessities

of life that the fat Knight cannot long endure, and so we

g;;;j;;;;<:___ ---- --p--- ---- --

~--------~-
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hear him in th:ts scene complaining,

11 li:ight

yards of uneven

ground is three score and ten miles afoot with me ,,,, , 11 1
He admits that he is out of "condition" and we know only too
well the cause of it.
11 ving:

11

l£ven he is forced to adm.i t his loose

1 was virtuously ,~1 ven as a gentleman neee,~ to be;

virtuous enough! swo:r>e little; diqed not above sev"ln times a
week; paid money that :J: bo:r>:r>owed 1 three or> four> timesl liVed
weJ.l and good camp ass 1 and now I J,i ye out of alJ. ol:'c:il'lr, out
of all compass, 11 2
He is not above making sensual
the women either>,
his remarks seem to

rema!·l~s

in the p:r>esence of

In fact, when he is v.1 th Doll 'l'ea:r>sheet
tal~e

an even more sensual vein,

'l'he scene

between Sir John and Doll '.!earsheet is cited by many authorities
as one of the most; licentious in alLof S11al-respearE!l with
out a doubt it is the most sensual of any of the scenes in
the three plays in which he appea:r>s,

It is during this scene

that the Hostess tells Falstaff that Doll is "sick of a calm
(qualm,"

FalstafT :r>eto:r>ts,

11

So ls all her> sect (sex): an

they be once in a calm, they are sick, 11

At this Doll inter-

rupts, "You muddy rascsl, is that all the comfort you give me? 11
I•'alstaff then falls into a sensuous vein,
rascals, Mistress Doll."

Ibid., II, ii, 26-27
2 Ibid,, III, iii, 18-2:5

l

11

You make fat

However, Doll J.s not to be outdone

67
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with any such dec;radin:c; remark, "I make them! Gluttony and
disease makes them; I make them not, 11

It seems natur'al foP

l''alstaff' to be conversine; in a stremn of such immodist and
immoral procef,ld:lngs, and he ronys,

11 IC

the cook help to make

the gluttony, you help to mali:e- the diseases, Doll , , , ,

,....

.

;

P--~---
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l''als te.fi' 1 s most; licent:tous procl:l vi ty occurs later ln
thl.s scene,

i•'r,llstHi'i' lws Doll upon hl.s lsp sud the action

wl1].ch talces place shows his enJoyment ot' this t;rpe o.t' l:lving,
"'i'hou dost give me flattering busses, Doll.tt2

By ,.busses'

he means, of conrse, coarse or wnntorl ki&ses•

amuses himself, we have seen thet he has talcen a keen delir;sht
in them all, sud this type of recreation we perceive to be
no exception to the rule; he is enjoying himself heartily,
Falstaff' has promised to marry the Bostess "many times and
oft" and yet he has much merPlment w.ith Doll in front of the
Hostess's eyes and in her es tabl:Lshment,

In

~

Merry Wives

of •iindsor he plays as msny of the women es he can possibly
afford at one time,

Bis promiscuity .., one of his worst

vices is revealed in 'l'he

Ivlerr,~

•vives of ·>iindsor.

In one

scene of thi:3 pla,y Pi:>tol tells lflsster Ford that F'alsta.ff is
making advances toward :\irs, Ford.
sir, my wife is not young."
master,

11

li1as ter F'ord says;

"Why

dhereupon Pistol exposes his

1

He woos both high and low, both rich and poor, both

youn::; and old, one with another, Ford. He loves Gallimaufry,"3

1 I I Henr;z IV II, iv, 291.
2 I I henry IV,' II, iv, 48-51.
3 ll!err;z ~vives, II, i, 117-119.
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PdiDi!: OF SLi JOHN
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No matter how often Sir ,John is caught in a lie or how
i_::: _ _
._--~-~-

many times he carouses with the wastrels at the Boar's Head,
his pride is ever IJPesent u.nd will not allow h:lm to forget
that he 1s above them.

ln spit<;) of the emptiness of llis

pu.rse ( flnd the continual abose brought
whom he owes money),

'

.

1~pon

him by those to

Sir .John rloes not let his :I-nferiors

forget that he ls a. knight and a gentleman.

In consequence

of th:!.s, to ·Glle drawers at the Boar's Head 'l'aver•n he :l.s
"Proud Jaclc.

11

In spea\cing to the servant of the Chief Justice,

H'alstaff says, "vvhy, sir, did I say you were an honest man?
Set Ling my Knighthood and my soldiership asid<;l , , • ,

11 1.

We

may note many such references to his Knighthood and his
soldiership, for, t-hough F'alstaff' mingles freely in the

I
I.

taverns, he is oroud of his title a.nd position,

He never

forgets, nor does he allow his associates to forget, that he
has been the associate of Princes and l\oyalty •
'l'HB;

IMP!~t('l'INEHC8

OF' SIFt JOHN

l!'alstaff has an impertinent quality about him that raises
him above all the other characters with v;homhe a,:roears.

His

impertinence is even superior, in my opinion, to that of
liotspur, whose general arrogance is the trademark of his
character,

Falstaff's most obvious forms of this characteristic

1 II Henry IV, I, ii, 92-94.

"
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appear in the Second Part of Henry IV, probably because

~--:--------------

Shakespeare felt that he must compensate for the denuncia-

8::_.::::..:_~----

C.
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tion of' Falstaff by Prince Hal at the end of the play,

~~--:----

However, this characteristic of Sir_>_ John is, to a lesser
degree, found in the l''irA t Part and even over into the Merry
\Vives of Windsor. It is this pride and egoistic desire to
be in the heapt of thJ.n,c,s bha.t bring nbout so many interest-

ing and tr;;in(!; condi t:!.ons in wl1ich he so often finds himself,
During the );<'iPs t P r>rt, his mast obvious sign of impertinence is seen when l~e t.<;Jllr; the :Prince "Do not ·thoL\, when
thoL\ art King hang a thief,nl

Of course, this ·entire scene

is played in jest and yet he.re we find the nucleus of li'alstaff 1 s
desire to have favors bestowed U"[JOn him when Hal ascends the
throne,

It is this earnest desire on his part for favors

that leads to the ultiwate tragic end of our fat Knight,
J:!:ven among those persons with who)ll Sir .John does not
intimately associate, he does not refrain from his arrogant
requests,

After the battle at Shrewsbury, 'I'he Ohief Justice

calls Falstaff to a reckoning because of his part in the
affair at Gadshill.
John's

evadin~

'I'he entire scene is taken up with Sir

the issue and finally coming to the point only

long enough to convince the Justice that because of his
valiant service at

~hrewsbury

he should be pardoned!

Falstaff

sees that he has succeeded in mollifying him, and hence me.kes

l I Henry IV, I, ii, 69-70

-- -=:-
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this impudent request,

11

vHll your lordsh:tp lend me a Lhousand

pound to carry me forth? 11 1 (and th:ls will be another of his
~------------

robberies, because
h:ls debts).

'flo

know .8'als taff Is habit of not ps.ying

no does not succeed d:n e;etting the loan although

we must credit him w:Lth a.n honest attempt,

It j.s interesting

to note that this is the same amount that he later sncceeds
in borrowing frow .rus ti ce o:>tlallow,
And no.w comes the mo.st obvio.us and conclusive evidences
of his impertinence,

At tho Co.ronatio.n scene o.f·Prince Hal

(now the King of' l£ne;l8.nd, Henry V), Sir> Jo.hn calls out to
him fro.m the side of the hiS:hway, ''Go.cl. save thy Grac·e, King
Hall my royal hall God save thee, my sweet boyl 2

Mo.st auth~

orities agree that lhe effro.ntery in approaching the King of
.i.!lngland in this manner deserves the rebuke v1hich follows,
Even though it is a tragic endine; for our Knie;ht, his
pertinence has brought it abo.u t,

1m~

In the very short scene

following the King 1 s rebul{e, Falstaff' displays his almo.st
indo.mi table o.pth1ism when he says,

11

, , , ,

do not you grieve

at this; I shall be sent fo.r in privnte to. him,,,, n3
DEFJiiHGE OJ!' HIS DISOiWH:HED uib' S AND HA'IIONA.LIZA'l'ION

\ie have witnessed thro.ugho.ut the two parts of

Henry~

F'ourth how I<'alstaff has been reprimanded o.n all sides

be~

cause of his lying and stealing, his licentiousness, and his
l II Henry IV, I, ii, 250~251.
2 Ibid., V,v, 44-45.
3 Ibid., 82-83.
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r ---------------~

seners.lly wasted life.

Sir John loved this existence and

p- ---- --------~----

would have his life no other way.

Healizing that men did

k·

h=--------- -_,~.

not live and enjoy as he did, he would not chan;:;e plR.ces with
any of them,

hi.-----------

He was perfectly content with his adventures
~----

at Gadshill and at the Boar>' s 1le-~d 'l'avern.

It is quite nat-

ural then for hin, to rationalize in his mind and give out
excuses and :peaeons for his actions,
answer the

Fl'lnp<;~

He never fails to

or the Cliief Justice or even the Ho:?tess

or Doll 'l'earsheet on their Charges ''IS'>inst his ,activities,
rn the very OElt;innint:; of' our t'.Cquaints.nce With !lim he
has occasion to use his defence mechanism, or, in
rationaliz,ation,

thi~

case,

He has asked the Prince the time of clay

to which Hal answers with the curt re1nark,
hast thou to do with the tin1e

or

day?"

II

hhat the devil

This question oi'

lial 1 s is an accusation of Sir J·ohn 1 s wasting his life in
lewd living,

Pal staff answers the accus>,tion with,

11 , , , ,

for we that take purcws go by the moon e.nd the seven stars

.' .. .

He ls inferring ths.t he Is no time-waster,

IIe

works at 'night and sleeps by da,y-,
It was ever a tr>ick of J;i'alstaff' s to ac,cuse someone else
of che chaPge he feared. to be charged of himself; it was a
sort of

11 beatint;

then1 to ·che blow."

For th:i.s reason we find

l!'als taff in this same scene accusing Hal of a low, was ti'el
life,

It is s.n accusation to which he refers several times

througuout his activities.

1 I rlenry ~V, I, ii, 15-16

11

'1hou hast done much harm U1JOn
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me, Hal .... and now

Blll

I, if a man should speak truly,

little better than one of the vJi eked • • . • • 111

~':' _ _~

Dur:Lng the extempore scone in which Sir J'ohn plays the
King, he defends himself and accuses Bal of beinr;, no bett.er
than llimself',

11

--- _
E _________________

~

~---------===-~-----

i.lut to say I know more harm :Ln him (B':~lstaf'f)

than in myself, were to say moNl than I ){now.

'lhat he :Ls

old, the more U1e pity, his wi1ite hairs do witness :Lq but
that lle is, savlnL your reverence, a
utterly deny,
w:Lckedl

If sack and suge,r be

whoremaste~',

e,

that I

fcml t, God help the

:):f to be old e,ncl r>Jerr>y btl a s1n 1 then many an o:).cl

host that I know be damned;

if to 1Je fat. :ts to be hated,

then Pharoah 1 s lean kine are to be loyed,,,, but for sweet
.Jack Falstaff, kind Jack J:i'alstaff, trlle Jack F'alstaff, valiant
Jack Falstaff, and therefore more val:tant, be:tng, as he is,
old Jack Falst2.ff, banish not hh: thy Harry's company: banish plump Jack, and bo.nish all che woPlC., n2
It is soon after the robbepy of Gadshill that Sir John
bewails his past life and :tn a moment of woe wishes to make
himself a beccel' man,
downfall ,

11

••••

He tells 13ardolnh the reason for his

company, villainous company, hath been the

sooil of me, 11 3
The rationalization that l<'alstaff musters up comes to him
with a flash,

It would almost seem that he has stored his

excuses from many such experiences they aPe contrived so
quickly and sur•ely.
Sir John,

11 'I'he

!<'or instance, the Chief Justice accuses

truth is, Sir :Joh, you live in great infamy."

Im'::led:Lately the Knight spouts h:ts rms'''er,
-- i
I-~ < , 101-lQC,:J~
llenry·
__ v, .c' , ~~
2 Ibid., ITT, i:ti, 10-11.

l

3

Ibid.,

Iii, iv,, 512-527

11

He that buckles

-- -- --------
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him in my belt cmmot live in less. 11 1

After Sir John'S<

capture of ::lir John Golevile in the battle at Gaultree Forest,

E--~-~

$1-~~--:

-

-

.~--------

the fat Knight is met by Prince John of Lancaster who e.buses
him for not being around during the fighting and yet alwe.ys
appearing a(';ain when the skirmish is over; he continues this
abuse with, ·u , , , • these tardy tricks of yours wilJ., on my
li:f'e, one time or another breo.k some ga:),low' s back, II

V/1 th

this accusation :f'acin.<c him 1 li'a1s te.ff gives b.ack t 0 l-ane aster
his honest defence Of h:tmself and at tho san!"J time some Of
hi!'l ideas conoepnins v alrcur 1

1
' ,, , ,

I never knew yet but

rebuke and check was the reward of valour,,,.

, J; have sneeded

here with the very extremest inch of possibility; I have
foundered nine score and odc'l posts; !\nd here, travel-tainted
as I

am, h!lve, in my pure !lnd irtmlaculate valour, taken Sir

John Colevile of the dale, a most furious Knight and valorous enemy; but of that?

He saw me and yielded; that I

may Justly say 1 with the hook-nosed fellow of Rome, 'I came,
saw, and overcame' 11 ,2
1'HE COWAHDICE AND 1'fJE RA.I.'IONALIZA'l"IOH OF SIH ,JOHN

'l'he point of his cowardice has long been a matter of
debate among authorities,

Perhaps the most noted among the

pleaders on behalf of J:o'alstaf'f against the nw.ny charges of
cowardice is Maurice Iliorgann, who, in his essay says:

1 II Henry IV, I, i, 158-159
2 Ibid., IV, iii, .'34-46

11 'I'he
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ideas which 1 have formed concerning the courage and military

~

__ _

··--~

~-

character of the dramatic Sir Jolm Palstaff are so different
\+------~--

from those which I find to prevail, that I shall talce the

g---

liberty of stating my sentiments , , ,. 1 avow then that I do
not clearly discern that Sir ,John deserves to bear the character of' art absolute coward; or, in other words, tlJ.at; I do
not conceive Srutlcespeo~re ever meant; to make cowm•dice; an
essential part ot' h:ts constitu.tion,. .. , It must in the first
place be admitted that Lhe apneaJ;>ances (of coward:i.ce) al'e

'=----

singular'ly strong and wLrj.Jdnc.,,, tt ,1
11 We

hear hiln called coward by his mos·c :tntimate ClQmpanion1J,

\ve see him, on the occasion of the robbery at Gadshill, :tn
the very act of running away; and wo b0hold him on (mother
occasion of more honort'ble obligations, in open duylie;ht, in
battle, and acting in his nrofesslon as a soldier, escaping
from Douglas by counterfeit'mu; death,_,,, , And we find him
on the former occasion betrayed into those lies and braggadocios which are the usual concomitants of .cowardice in
pretenders of' valom•" ( 'lhe au thor then proceeds to draw a
distinction between the Underst,).ncUng and the Impression
of a reader,

UnderstanO.ing takes cognizance of actions

only, and i'ro111 these infers motives :c.nd character; but our
impressions are f'o . med by mol'e lnt.mr;ible, hidcien elements),
11 T

presume to declare it as my or)ini.on thco.t cowardice is not

the impl'ession which the whole character' of l•'alstaff is
:::

l Maurice Horgann, l!:ssay on Falstaff, 1777.

___. ___ _______
,
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calculated GO make on the minds of an unprejudiced audience

c-o-:-- ------- ----------

1
,

••••

Yne reader would wonder extremely to find either

Parolles (All's v•ell ~ J.!.nds ~)or JJob8d:tl (Jonson's

~
G - - - --'-"---------~~-~---~~-

:i.very ~ In h1s Ovvn ll~unour) possess_..himself in df-lnger:

~--------

what then csn be the cause tha·t 'we are not surprised at the
gaiety Lend ease of B'alstaff under the most trying circumstfl.nce.s; nnrl tllEtt v1e

tl.d.nk of chare;lng Sha1f.espeare

lVWcr>

with departing, on thia occasion, from truth and coherence
of c\Iaracter,

PeJ.•haps, aftoP all, the real character of

F'alstaff ma:r be dlfi'eroqt f'J:>clll hj_s enrwront; one; an(l_ pos•
sibly this diffoJ.•ence may be the true ooint of humour :ln the
character, and. the sotmce of our laughter and delight,

ttl

Morgann haa hit unon "ome very in teres tlng points with'
which I

am inclined ·co r-c;c:rec,

As wo have noted before in

tho provious d:l visions of th:Ls chal)ter, Lhc leading qu.all ty
in ;;lir John's character, and that fPom which all the rest
talce their ·color, is a ll:tgh

do[~ree

of wit and humour, ace-

ompanied with great natural vigor •md nlacri ty of mind,
'l'his constitutional cour•ro,ge, as EoPgann is prone to call :tt,
extends to a man's wholo l:tf'e,makos a part of his nature,
and is not to be taken 'ip

Ol'

dropped lilce

8.

moral quality,

'l'his courage which is fomided :tn nature and constitution
( accorcHng to 1;iorgann), it E;oems to 1ne Falstaff possessed;
but it seems the1t Lh:Ls

courr~,e,

along with all his othor

quali t:Les began to leave him with age; tt1at :Ls at the time
of life at v1hich

h~

is -oresented to us, a period apnrorwhlng
--------

1 iiiaurice ivlorgann, Bssay On Drmnutic Charr1cter of Sil• John
FhOl:l Shak<ospoare Crl hcfim, /;. ;;election, i£diteu oyD-.-iHchol Smlth, Oxford university Press, 1916. P. 175-214,
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seventy,

'Lhe truth is, he had enou;;h drollery to support

,-____________
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himself in credit without Lhe point of honor, and had address

[ __

--

~

enough to make even ·i;he :Jreserva.tion of his life a point of
drollery,

E=c ..

l allud'e not to the fic.titious death at Shrewsbury.

'l'hi s incident bears the ezternal marks of cowardice,

Vihuteve:r

there may' be of dishonour in 11'alstaff' 1 s conduct, he neither
does nor says Gtnythin,;:; on t.l'(Ls oceHsion which indicates
tr>J:>ror or disor.der of mlncl.

On

t[lEJ

contre.ry this very act

is proof of hi..s having his w:Lts about. h:tm,

Ho had but one

choice; he was obliged' to pas" throur;h the ceremony of dying
either in jest

Ol'

in earnest; life might be a jest, but he

could see no joke in

d:;in;~.

lie smv the point of honour, as

well as everythinc_:; else, in ridiculous lle;hts, and began to
renounce its tyranny,
Let·us examine, as a source of authentic information, whst
impressions Sir John made on the chq.racters with whom he
associated; and in what estimation he is supposed to sLBnd
with mank:Lnd in generoal as to perp.ona], courage,

I:;ostess

quickly employs two officer.s to arrest him. "Alas the day",
says the hostess,

11

telce heed of him, b.e cares not wha.t mis-

chief he doth; i f his
devil. til

wec~.pon

be out, he wUl foin like the

A:nd when they do arrest him, t1e resists to the
~--

utmost of his power.
In another scene, Doll ·~'earsheet asks him, "when he will·
leave fighting and petch up his old body for heaven?" 'rhis

1 II henry IV, II, i, 14-18,

--
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is occasioned by his c'J.rm1:Lnc; r1:Ls rapier, and driving Pistol,
drav,;-xl

lil~ewise,

dow-ns tairf:i.

~~ven

something

ma~l

be tn.ken from

~-~

::·---~- ---~- -

h-1------

Davy, Shallow's servLnl·3 mo.n, vdw cn.lls b'alstaff
war,"

11

the man of

lt ltlll:'lt be obrwrved here Uwt Uw1•e is not a single

line or expx·c>ssion dror:>pecl by these people> fr•om wl1ich may
be inferred any suspicion of covmrcHce in him.
It is from Justico ;;hallow we gc>t the earliest account of
He rerilembers him a '1:1;' ae;cl of' 'l'homas Mowbray, Duke

~·IJ.lstaff,

of Norfolk: be brolw Scog1m' s hr;,o:d w11en he
thus high,

11

Dnd soldier,

w>~s

bn·b a c1•ack

i.lballow throu~;llol,lt consider's hint a e;retot lee.der

)!'.,·om our lmowled:;e of' LoJ!cl Bardolph we are

aware that he is a max1 oi' the Vlorld, of sense and of
servation,

ob~

lie informs i1ortlmmlJcrlanc1 that Percy had beaten

the Ji.ing at Shrewsbury,

ln this report he says,

11 'l'he

K:tng

was wounded, the Pr:tnce of <;ales and the two Blunts sla:tn,
and the brawn l<'als taff, talHm pri saner,"

On th:ts statement

Maurice lilorgmm raises the pe1•t:tnent quest:ton, 11 How came
Falstaff into this l:tst?

Corrnnon fBJne had nut him there.,,, .'''1

'l'he fac.t seems to be that there i.s a consequence about S:tr
John which is not broug!1t forward in the nlay;

\ie see him

only in the familiar hours, we enter the 'lavern with Hal and
Poins, we join in the laugh and, "take pr:tde to gird at h:tm 11 :
But there may be a gres.t d.Cfcl of truth in what he wr:t tes to
the Prince that u'l'houc;h he be Jack ?'alstaff to his famil:tars,
he is S:tr John with the rest of iiuro11e. 11 2

1 Maur:t ce i'kor gann, .c;ssav on Falstaff 1916' p. 190
-'
2 II Henry IV, II, :t:t' 143-146
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Also with respect to his military command at Shrewsbur•y,

-----------------0----

nothing appears on the surface but th0 Prince's fruniliar
sayine;, "I will procure this fat roe;ue a chare;e of foot,n
lie might venture to infer' from Ll1is tlwi; so high a person and
one of such ability would not have condescended to procure

e. chf.l.rt;e of foot fo:t' a irnown covro.rd,

Perhaps the most often

repeated quotation for the defence of' Sir John is the one
rnadEl by the !(night when he ls aslced by the Prince, n.,hat, a
coward, Sir J'ohn Paunch?n

'l'he fo.t rovl.e replies in manner

unlike his genero.l repertoire with, "Indeed I run not John
of Go.unt, your grandt'ather 1 but yet no cow~1rd, Hal",l 'l'his
one statement seems to lead us into truUr conce:t'ning the true
Sir John Fah,taff,

'.l'o this que.stion or any similar que.c,tion

we would expect a humor·ous HllrJ\;er, but we are surprised by a
serious one,

'J.'his one line seems to have been thrown out

here by Shalcespe"re, at a very crit-ical con.)uncture, as a
caution to the e.uciienoe not to take too sadly what

W8s

in-

;:,ended only as ''art;ument for a week, laughter for a month,
and a t;oocl jest forever,

-,

1
'

Also somewhat on this srune line oi' thought, we must admit
that the love of life rmd his bodlly pleasuros were the most
;:::___ __- = = = "

importent th]_ngs to E'alstaff.
honour

811d.

He has seen the futility of

will not sac:cifice it for his lust foP life.

••illirun Hicharclson ·in his essay on the sub.iect has touched
upon this idea: nPuPsuing no other object than the grati-

1 I Henry IV, II, ii, 70-71,
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fication of bodily pleasure, it is no wonder that in situ-'
ations of danger the caPe of his body should be li'als taff' s
chief concern. ttl

He avoids situations of oan2;er; he does

not wish to be valiant.

'l'hus, his cowardice seems to be the

resu,l t of deliberstion, Emd .is a determined purpose of' nrJt
exr1osinc; to injuJ-oy or destruction thG.t corpores.l structure,
foul and unwieldly tb,our;h it

b'"•

ment so corapl<:ltsly depends,

As "e have noted Pl'ev;iously,

on wh:l,ch his supreme enjoy-

the question ot' how ma.ny travelers there will be to be robbed (during the robbery scene at Ga(lshill) is b:r•ou,g\1.1; into
the conversation and the ans\ier be:Lng given as around

11 some

el;jht or ten 11 , B'alstaf1' quickly brinc:;s up the hmnorous question,
111

Zou••ds, will they not rob us7 11 'lhls may, it seems to me, be

interpreted in tHo ws.ys; it. rnay either be an exantple of his
conscious wit (as previously noted), or it r.1ay be an e:xarnple
of his cowarodice,

we cannot deny that this

remarl~

has the

rather obvious signs of cowar'dice in it, and yet this alone
would not lead us to any definite opinion in the case,

As

has been brought out before, Falstaff's candid question and
exclamation is certcdnly of the laugh provoJdng nature,
'I'he use of rationali;,;ation by Falstaff, extJecially in his
soliloquy scenes, is most evident in his declamation of honor.
cl'his is one of l:;he

highli~shts

in sll of his character

ane.lyses, and perhaps aids us more than any other single
scene for an interpr•et2.tion of his cowardice and general

. 1 William ltichardson, Essay on Falstaff, 1788
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outlook on life,
11

Brandes says,

In considering this f,,_mous scene, George

Pals taff rer-Jches his highest point in wit

~=-

L1.11cl

drollery in that typical soliloquy on Honour, in which he
indulges on the battle field at Shrewsbury, a soliloquy which
almost catecoricdly sums h:tm up, in contradist;lnction to

Lne

o~her

leadinG personages.

char~ctrirs

For all the

here

stund in r-l. certain""reln.tlon to the :tdea of Honour• ~M the
Kine,, to whom iionour> means digni'c;n hotspur, to whom it

·:::::

means the halo of renown; tlw Prince, Vlho loves it as the
opposl te of

ou~ward

show; ,,-md li'o1pk:ff who, in hill passionate

appetite for the material good things in life, riaEHl eni;:trely
superior to it and show''' its nothinsnesB, nl

'l'his soliloquy

is prompted by tlle Prinne 1 s remar'1J: to the fat Knight on the
battle field at Shrewsbury,

11

VIh., thou owest God a death,

(Exit) Pal staff then continues alone,

11

P['is not due yet; I

would be loath to pay him before hir, dc•y,
fOVWlJ.rd with that calls not on me?
honour pvicks me on,

11

Well,

\ihat need I be so
1 tis

no matter;

Yea, but how if' honouv prick me off

<Vhen 1 come on'l How then? Can honour'set to a leg? no; or an
arm? no; or take away the grief' oi' a wound? no.

Honour hath

no slcill in surgery then? no; \>hat is honour? a word,
is that word honour? air.
He that died

I

A tv:1.m reclconlng!

vihat

liho hath it?

o viednesday. Doth he feel it? no.

Doth he

hear it'l no. l'l'is insensible then? Yea, to the dead,

But

will it not live <lith the living? no. \lhy? Detv,1ction will
not suffer it,

'.l'herefore I 1 11 have none of' it.

Honour is

1 l}eorge Brandes, 1villiam Sha){espcarc, 1U35. p. 1B5
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a mere scutcheion: and so ends my catechism~'l

-- -- ------ ---------

g-- ----------------

In a scene similar to che last one noted, the Prince asks
~'alstaff' for the use of his S'.•ord, Falstaff answers,

11 Na:y-,

1"'1::__ _

1:1

t:------

-~-

before God, hftl, if Percy be allve.thou ·•·et 1 st not m'\T sword•J
"

but take my pistol ii' Lhou

wllt.n2

C)

••hv·
0

,)

------

'

if F'alstaff •;;ere a
'

true coward, would he not jump at th0 onpo1•tunl. ty to be rid
of his sword and lea.ve the field.?

Perlmps this ci t.ation

r;ives us more evidence of the cro().ulity of Morgannls thesis.

-

- -----

Later j,n the same scene, F'alr3taff' states,
be alive, 1 1 11 pie1•ce him,

11 . . . ,

if Percy

If he do come in my way, so: lf

he do not 1 if I do come in h:ts w:i.l:Ungly 1 let hiw make a
carbonado out of me,

I lil:o not suc;h grinning honou;r (the

honour of grinning death) as Sir

>~al·ber

bath:

Give me life;

which if I cen save, so; if not, honour comes unlocked for,
and there's an end,"3

ln this speech he is mPrely continu-

lng on J.n the samtl line of thou::hc of his famous soliloquy,
but he makes even rnor•e clear the poln t he haB to offer,

He

will not seek out his own destruction but will face it were
:L t to come before

!lim~

Ho loves his gay life fm' too much

to delibere.tely seek an end to it.
words,

11 1'he

'':L th those now famous

better oart of V'',lour is discretion; ln the

better part of' which I h:c.ve sa.ved my life,

114

F'i!J.lstaff further

shows the philosophy he advocates for himself.

;;;-

'l'he action occurs in the scene with the dead body of
1 I Henr;y: IV, V, i, 128-144
2 Ibid., V, iii, 51
~ ~b~d.' v:. i i i ' 59-65
.:!:. 11enry LV,
V, iv, 121-122

-------
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llotspur when Sir John is alone on the field.
says,

11

Presently he

n--_

-----~---~--

'Zounds, I am afra1d of this c,unpowder Percy, though
~----~~-

he be dead,,,, therefor·e 1 1 11 ma!ze hh1 sure; yeD., and I'll
swear t:nat 1 killed him (more of hir; Y)rev,lrication) , . , ,
I-

I
!

1

.I
1
I

'

I'hererore, Jirrall (stabs the body), ·vJ:i..;h a new wound 1n your
tlli,,;h, come you along wi. th rne,
his back and

·~Poceeds

11

I!o then takes Hots our upon

to Lho cw:nn w11ere the other nobles

flre gHtherinb Hfter thfl battle,

In these lines we certainly

see much of' lliq doubtful character, of' his fear of the
ful (in

.,

contra~;~t 11ith

youth~

hi.mself) ancJ. m:lt)lty Hotspur 1 nnd or

his desil•o to l!' pear the victor ·Jf' his foe even though it
be

8

deceit,

Let us turn now to che conco:Jtiorw held by his associates

J

concerning his honour,; ln the Second

~

2.£

~1enry

£:!.

after

the battle of Shrewsbury, the J,ord Chief ,Tus ,,ice and his
ser•vant are discussing, bhe Knight,
commendation of J;'aL" tafJ:',
at Shrewsbury, ul

11

...

'.the eervant says in

,he hath since done good servia e

'.L'llere is no touch of any cowardice in

this servant's esteem of Falstaff.

Later, when the Knight

anC. the Chief Justice aloe convers:Lnc, the Just:Lce se~ys,

...'

11

your day's oerv j_ce fJ.t C>hrewsbnr-.:r hath a little gilded

over your ni:;ht's exryloit.on Gadshill. 112

'l'his :Ls defin:Ltely

a rei'erence to the Knight's valor on the field, and coming
from such a high sot\rce as the Chief Justice J. t must be
td ven credulence,

'·'

In another scene, tlw Hostess has l)rocured two men from

1 II Hunry IV, I, ii, '71.
2 Ib:i,_:!. , l v8

=-=----------=-::-

-- =
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the Sher'iff, l?anc; anc1 SnaPe, to arpost Pals taff fop debts

1--o:
,----"------~- --~---

owed hep,

'l'hese men al"e convroPs:Lng bofoPe the aPPival of

J;-:
~' ~-"-

--

tl:1e Knin;J.1t, and SnaX'e says, nrt may cost us ou.r lives, for

he will stab. 11 l b;ven ttle SllePiff' s _men aPe afPaid of so great
~-------

a warrior as Sir John,

':L'he.re is no hint of cowardice; in

fact, they are so convinced that he •vill fight that they
.:JPooeed to pLan their attack,
In the 'l'aV<>r'n Doll 'l'eapoheet l1;1ter say·fl to him, "'J:llou
a:cot as valorous as hector of 'l'ro·y·, wor'th five of Av,runemnon,
and ten t:Lmes better tlHm tho n).n,l Hor>thl,ls 1 uh Villain! 11?
She exclaims in no unmJPtaln ·Lerms of her• adrnire.t:l.on
for his achievements on tlw fiolcl of bcttlel
PerhaDs che best sui tod to

~ell

John is the Prince of .,.,,.,1,)s, Hal,
understands Sir J'ohn.

us of the character of Sir
I'c ts he that most clearly

In the scene with the Hostess and

Sir John, the Prince is discussing the debts FalBtaf'f owes
to the hostess,

'l'he !\night lias been making many curt and

low remarl{s to her a11d the Prince steps in w l th,

11 See

now,

whether pure fea.r and entire cowardice doth .not make thee
wrone; th i s

.

v.~r

•
vuous woman,
, , . , rt3

.J--

'lhl s is one time that

Falstaff's bloated ideas B.bout gaining frune as a valorous
'

soldier are dashed with cold and sharp words.

'L'here is one

incident in ·che bact;le of Gaultree Forest which helps us to
realize that Falstaff was generally· considered to be a great
and valorous warrior, and that incident occurs when Falstaff
takes Sir ,John Colevile prisoner.
1 Ibid., II, i,

12-1~5

2 Ibid., II, iv, 236-239
3 Ibid., J...L, iv, 352-;'>54

Colevile 1 s attitude toward

=-==------
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Sir J~ohn is one of' defeat anci. .imm:Uity before such a noted
fic,ur·J as the Sir John Falstaff.
11

seen in his lines,

Ilis attitude rrmy be clearly

1 think you are Sir J'ohn Falstaff, and

~------

in that thought yield me,ttl
vlithout a doubt, Golevile ha.e nmch PBs[Ject for the
vr,lor and the fightinG pi.'owos:o of .Sir J'ohn.

'de hs.ve several

allusions to ji'al staff 1 s valor brcme;ht out by himself,

lt

:ls obvious thHt he is very ,o:<ms:ttlve to being "'<;cused of
cowHrc11ce nnd perhaps hifl e.ll.usion0 aPE> merely

rat:lonaliza~

tions to compensate for that sensitive feeling; but they are
in teres tine to note ln '""nreciation of' hi.s charactc?r,
excellent example of h:L.s

self~praise

~lohn

thn.t .he ha2 hurt Pistol,

exclaims, flJI. rB.scal! ~l·o bpave mo!2

One

occurs after he has with

l1is rapier drawn driven Pis'co1 out of the Tavern,
returns to tell Sir

Bardolph
F'alstB.ff

We have :<lso in the

scene with Sir John Golevile an alhcsion to the opinion he
llOlds of his own v&,lor when lle i:ellc: that person that he is
certainly Sir John B'aL,taff and th"t it were best for him
(Golevile) to surrender unto him without a struge;le,
says, '1'l'herefore

He

rouse up in fear and. tremblin2;, ancl do

observance to my me1>cy.

":5

'~'his bragging, vaunting rn:.c:nner

of his is not a surprise to us because we have seen him
many times before in simi.lB.r libht.

·,de hs.ve an opportuui ty

to hear him bras in this style of his bravery before the
othe'r officers ln trw camp as lle brings Golevile before
1 lbid., IV, iii, 18-19.
2 ibid., II, i v, 132.
3 II Henry IV, iii, 15-17

lc::=:- __ _
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Lane aster.

Here he makes sure thrit everyone know'J of his

r:- -- - ---""' ___________
_

, __

deeds of valour and vic tory over Colevile; " .... here he is,
and here I yield him:

and I :>eseech your ,•!;race, let i t be

booked with Ll1e rest of' thia days deeds; or, by the Lord, I
wtll have i t in a particulaP ballad else, with mine picture

on the top on 1 t, Oolevile lds rolng my foot:
co1,H'se if I !Jo enforced, :Lf
two-penceo to me, Rnd l

~you

to i.;he v1h:tch

do noi.; Ftll show li!{e e;il t

in the clear sky of fame o' ''ll""hine

·you as much aro t;he full moon clotlt the c:LndePs of' the element,
whicl:l show alilte ninl s

itcliJ.Cl$

to h111r, believe not Lhe noblr; 1

therefore let me hav(3 right 1 und ;Let desert mount, ul

'l'his

overcompensation on b,lfl part 1.~ notlling more than a defence
mechanism ac;e.1n.st the charsef3 of

h:t~

cowardice wi1ich, as v:e

have noted before, is a f!ensi.t:lve thing with h:trn,
However, whether we can ·crust these statements or no, bhe
opinions held by his associates cannot be ignored, and the
previous citations and ideas hr'lve shown us thet fi'alstHff was
not necessar:Uy a true coward but ratl;ter the victim qf too
much love of llf'e and ics ulensantries, as well possessing
as an unmatclwd :i.nsight into the follies of' Man's artificial
bonds of conduct,

lie saw into the shallowness of Honour and

glory, especially as they m:Li_!)1t curtail hls own evil existence.
In the precedinJ, P''lt,<'ls we h .

VA

witnessed tho extreme

complexity of ;,hakes-oeal'e' s character, Sir John Falstaff.
We have seen that 1 t is the alacri t;r of his mind that gives
h:Lm his most tellinc, persGnali.ty trs.it - his wit and humor.

1 Ibid,, IV, iii, 49-ol.

~

-

k~~-c_
____ _

he has

,~_,assed

before us :Ln the three plays in which he
"'1-- - ------------

ap;rears and we must acknowledge that he is a ;';ross figure full
of inconc;rui ties; he is old and yet young, he is enter.orlzing

~----~---------

s_:_ ____
· ___ _:__:_

and yet f a.t, a dupe and at the same

~~tlme

a wit, he { s harm-

=-=--==-==

less and yet wicked, he is v1erik~- in orinciple s~nd. ~·et stronc;
in constitlition, cowardly i.n arrr)earo.nce and yet brave in

no malice in h;Ls heErrt; he J.s a liar, yet without dr;Jceit;
and lastly, he is a Kni[;hL, a c;entlemon, rmcl
uut either cllbnity·, decency, or honor,
of'

3hakespe8~re

e~

soj.d.:!.er 1 w1.th-

It took the genius

to compound such a wl:x.ture of incongrul ties

and yet to !11ake us belJ.<we ln him,

An acting interpr·etatl.un of this multiple personality
would certainly require much thout:oho and careful study to
comole tely satisfy tne u1o.ny opportunities offered by
spearo.

She.ke~

;l'ho che.ractor lws often been portra:yod, and it is

the purnose of' the ne.;,.t cha::1tor to show

·~hfJ

:tmnortant

='-----

actors who ho.ve represented tile fat Knight and, B!> far as
possible, their varying :LnterCJrete.tions,

:::; -

--~------------

·"-

-----------------

8--~--:----'-
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CHAPTER 'I'Hl'!Elll
THE CHARACTER OF SIR JOHN FALSTAFF
THROUGH THE AGES
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CHAPTER THREE
----

THE CHARACTER OF SIR JOH.t"'IJ" FALSTAFF THROUGH THE AGES

~~~--::---::~::~_-,:_:~:l-~c~~
LL~----------~

INTRODUCTION,

This ohapter shall be dedioated to a

study of the many English and American aotors who have
played the role of Sir John.

We shall start from the first

per:t'ormanoe of I Henry IV and

l~;~a<l.

sta~es

th~;~

Vllr:l.ous

of dramatto history alld the vary1ng phasu of aottng

to the present time.
that

up t!).l;'ough

th~;~

Throughout tQis survey we shall see

popular 1dea1 of :n'al.ita;f'f 1.a a runny, vulg!ilr, f!ilt

old man, who laughs, teeds and

su~~J.es,

and that the usual

stage presentations of' him have, in gene:r>el, conformed to
thet popular ideal.

We know, however, th!ilt this oon?eption

is not the true and tenable 1,deal of' the oharaoter beoause we
heve seen in the two preoeding Ohepters the besio foundations
i

j

of Sir John end the oomplex personality he possesses,

We

have seen him to be a ve:r>y mountain of oomplexities with
pose and reason behind his every aotion,

pur~

Let us then 1nspeot

the various more or less important actors who have portrayed
the :t'et Knight and, whenever possible, note their varying
interpretations,
The list of the more or less important aotors who impersonated Falstaff on the British stage inoludes John Lowin;
1597, and perhaps John Heminge in the same year; William

Cartwright, 1567; John Laoy, 1657(?); Thomas Betterton, 1710;
George Powell, 1712; John Mills, 1715; Christopher (First
part only), about 1727; John Harper (Seoond part only), 1731;
Charles Hulett, 1732; James Quin, 1738; James Love, 1745;

-

~-

---~·-
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Edward Shuter, 1754; Henry Woodward (Second part and only
once), 1757; Richard Yates, 1761; John Henderson, 1777;

k---p--~==-'='-'~--=-~0"-c_coc'o----=

Thomas Ryder (First part only), 1786; Robert Palmer (First

~------

part only), 1792; Thomas King, 1792; John Fawcett (who did
not please), 1795; John Palmer (F1rst part only) 1 1779; Ste.)

I
I

phen Kemble (First part only), 1824; Robert Elliston (First
part only); 1626; Samu,el Phelps 1 1846; and Herbevt Beerbohm•
t;ree, 113!116 •.
!IJ.#IZABEllJ.AN.

JOHN l;.OWIN.

Vfrigh t in h1 s "H:I.stor1a

ql;Jaraoters:

"In my time, before the wars, :t.ow1n used to sot
l
with mighty applause Fa ls taft'". · Qtlili.t~tr aut hor1 ties do nCit
believe Lewin to have been the first to present Falstaff;
for instance, Collier says 1 "The

la:;~t

play in whioh Falstaff

figures in The Merrz Wives of Windsor, and it i13 quite oer•
tain that it was

wr~

tten, a oted 1 and, printed be tore Lowi!l be-

, longed to the company by which it was produced, ,a

"Hemill$e,

and not Lewin; is believed by some antiquarian students of
stage history to

hav~:~

been the orig:l.nal performer of Fal-

staff, but no description qf either of them in the part has
been discovered. The legend as to priority favors Lowin." 3
"'-

1 .Tames Wright, "Historia Histrionioa", 1599, From Dodsley' s
2M_ E!Jfilish Plays, Edited by w. c. Hazlitt, 1875 1 4th
edition.
2

John Payne Collier, Memoirs E!_ ~ Principal Aotors !?!
London. Printed for the Shakespearean
• p. 173-174,

3

w.

Winter, Shakespeare 2ll Stase, 331.

-----------
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The t.trst performance of King Henry IV was given at the
Globe Theatre (1597), with John Lowin, then, as Falstaff.
No description of the performance, however, is obtainable,

~0------l::__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

nor can any acoount be obtained ot what befell the play on
the stage in the course of ih first seventy
initial production.

~ars

after its

We know that it was presented before

the Sovereign and the Court, and we cannot doubt that it was
p:J:Oesented many timu at the Globe Tlleat;J:'e - whioh burne!i
dQwn

in 1613 and wa11 ;f.IXllliSd:l.ately :1:e'ouUt, lut;!.ng tmtU, 1644, ..

and at other theatres,

On November a, 1667 1 tb.e

'!!'all pre sen ted at DrurY Lane w1 tb.
lltaff.

Wil.J,~am

part

CartwriSll1i as J!'a 1.-

Little is sa:l,ct of Cartwr:l.gllt's style or

nothing, that I oan find• about his

F~rst

.....

~alstaff,

e~ct:l.ng

fll:l4

except that

it is known that his characterization sufficed in those days
of great actors,
-~--~

THE RESTORATION PERIOD,

THOMAS BETTERTON,

Perhaps

the greatest actor ot the Restoration period was Thomas
Betterton, whose style of acting was vi tally different tram
that of his predecessors,

It is natural that any great man

who reaches success in his t.Leld will have many followers,
and Betterton's reward was to have a folloWing of actors who
were termed the Betterton school,

His was the t.Lrst or the

long march toward a more naturalistic style of acting which
has proceeded through the decades to its present day heights.
Betterton strove for restraint in his acting, an almost unprecedented ideal in the actors for years before him.
course, although Betterton did attempt a reform in his

Of
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acting, he was forced to .comply to the requirements set down

-- ---------

-----~

~---~---~--

by the physical characteristics of the theatre in which he

E. •.

n-

~~'~-=; ----.o_c~~--~~-~~'=

played, With the platform stage jutting deep into the

:,..J __ - - - - - - - - - ~

"''

-------

audience, with the disadvantage of candle light and the poor
acoustics of the houses.

Also the poor attention o:t' the

audiences was not conducive to a restraint in
t.c the

~se

techni~ue

of quietel.', more subtle interpretations.

opinion of acting todaY, we should
guilty o:t' too much

~Y

a~ over~e~Sierated

In our

that Betterton was
racial

e~pr•sa:Lon,

and thElt he we.a at :C'I!Iu1t :Lu iiel.:Lvenng !lis lil:'lf!UI :l.:tJ. a
tative style,

nor

reo1~

Howeve,., l:l.is style wal!! less obvious and mQr!il

restrained than that Which he found ruling the stage at his
entrance.
Betterton played many partfl quring his career, among
them Mercutio, Sir Toby Belch, Brutus, Hamlet, Lear, Macbeth,
Othello, Henry VIII, and last of all, and to our purpose
most important, the character of Sil,' John Falstaff.

It was

in the season of 1699-1700 that I Henry I! was revived at
the Drury Lane with the renowned Betterton as Falstaff.

It

is recorded that his performance was greatly admired, that
it attracted uncommonly large audiences, and that the
veteran (Betterton was then sixty-four) was so much encouraged by the success that he soon (1701) revived the Second
Part of the play.

The particular manner of his acting of it

is nowhere described.

We do know that his temperament was

cheerful, his extraordinary faculty of impersonation was
versatile, his character was substantial, his mien was 1m-
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pressive and, "it is likely that.he made his Falstaff' true

'---,

---------------------

----

r;--~--------

to Shakespeare, in making him a compound of' exuberant mirth,
imperious mind, jovial impudence, humorously forceful audaCity and truculent arrogance, ,l

-----

""-

-

He retained the part in his

repertory until the end of' hie daye (1710),

Ee made a

special alteration of' the Second part, but it wae not pubSoon after a production or tl;i.ie adapta-

lished until 1720,

with Barton Booth as the Kin$,
Wilks as the Prince, and John ~11s (of' whom we eball see
tion was

ma4o, at

D~ury

Lane,

'mQre later) as Falstaff',
THE "(}RAND MANNER"
.......,.-

PERIOD,

:Setter ton's 1ntluel'l0e

wUl be observed. in many later aotora, qut soon after his ·
death in 1710 there came a retreat in the methods of' acting,
The retreat conei sted of going away from the praatioes
Betterton had
life.

prof'es~ed,

a retreat t'rom the naturalness of'

This new method was of' the "Grand Manne:r" type,

It

consisted of' an "elevation of' voice", that is, an alternate
elevation and depression, which produced a sort of' theatrical
intoning,

Originally coming from France under Louis XIV,

this "grand manner" was considered tl;i.e acme of' elegance in
tragic and heroic verse, reaching it$ height in style during
the 1720's and 30's,

The method may be roughly placed be-

tween the eras of' Betterton and David Garrick, a period of'
thirty-one years.
It would be difficult indeed to ascribe to some of' the
actors following Betterton this new "elevation and depression"
-----

l Ibid., 332,

92
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method, because some of them were obviously disciples of

,

~-=------~-

the naturalistic school, yet this new style was in domination during this period and all the actors were,· to a more

__ :-:-

~-=-~~-=--=---,=--=-""'-~'

. u ----------

or less degree, subject to its whims •. It is with this
period, whioh includes the F!llsta:t'fs between George Powell
and James ctuin, that we are now concerned.
GEORGE PO WELt !Q. JAMES Q,UIN,
Falsta:t'f in 41 rect imitation o:t' Betterton, and h!i! even
copied that :t'a1110us actor's actions wnen surpri S!:l(l, whih
a~ting,

with aoute pains or gout, to whioh he was subJect,

John Harper, who aoted the part in the Second

~art

on1y 1

fat and jolly, was pronounced "very agreeable" as l!'alsta:t':t',
He was remembered as having a very tat figure, a full voice,
round faoe, and an honest laugh,
rather than his
Y~ight's

int~lligence

easy chair,

It was this honest 1augh 1

which fixed him in the jolly

Charles Hulett, (1701-1736) 1 was

another corpulent person,

He possessed a strong, olear,

melodious voice and was a fine singe:r.

He was coarsely

comical and in his joviality addicted to practical joking,
He was mentioned as an actor of' great ability and as well
sUited to Falstaff, whioh part he played Ootober 2, 1732, at
----

Goodman's Fields Theatre and in which he was much esteemed..

--

--=
--·-

On Deoember 17, 1720, II Henry IV was revived :t'or the
first time in seventeen years.

The Second Part was very

popular :t'rom this time on, the only requisite being that the
producing company have an able Falstaff,

The original oast
-------

in 1720 was reported as being very strong, inoluding Barton

93
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Booth as the King, Wilks as the Prinoe, John Mills as Fal-

,...;--------~~--~-~-----

staff, and Colley Oibber as Falstaff, these two actors evi-

t-~

__· _-____.:_ _:

;;;;~--'-'-~-='-="-=-~-==o-==--=

dently alternating in the part.

Barton Booth is recorded as

'-·------------~

------~.---

having played the comioal Knight once and only once and that
-~---

time at his benefit,
~-----

Henry Woodward, who played the cb,araoter in the Second
~art

only, in 1757, and Riohard. 1ates, 1761, gave one

f'ormance eaoh, and 9nly one, of' tlJ.e f'a t Knigl:lt.
report that 'both of' theee actore were t.oo

'

per~

Rf!Oord.ers

dit't'id~;~nt

in t)leir

i!=lterpretat:l.ons or '\;he part and gons«Jql.lently they tailed to
pl,ease,
James Quin, 1738 1 was ascribed as superb in some parts
of Falstaff,

His first essay of the character was mad.e in

The Merry Wives or Windsor.
the two parts of Henrl IV,
ally 1'.1. tted for the part,

Later he acted the Knight in
He seems to have 'been

exception~

He is known to have been tall and

rather bulky, his vo:J,ce strong ang pleasing, his countenance
manly and his eyes piercing and expressive,
where satire and sarcasm were
pecially excelled.

po~gnant

In the scenes

he seems to have

es~

Particularly in the witty triumph over

Bardolph's carbuncles and the fooleries of' the Hostess was
he outstanding.

It is said of him that in the whole part he

was animated, but not equally happy; his supercilious brow,
in spite of assumed gayety, sometimes unmasked. the surliness
of his disposition.

Samuel Foote is recorded as having

said, "I can only recommend a man who wants to see a oharaoter properly played to see Q,uin in Falstaff.''

---------
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An interesting note on Quin's production of Falstaff is
~-

seen in the recorded incident of Quin's difficulty to raise
the dead Hotspur upon his back, when the actor Barry was the
corpse.

It is known that Henderson had found the same diffi·

culty when William Smith played Hotspur.

In Henderson's

time, aooordingJ.y, that pieoa of stage business, long oust«:uoary, was finally omitted.

This stage direot:ton, "takes

Rotspur upon his back" was pX'esoribed :l.n the :t'1rst tol:Lo ot
1§23.

Howeve:t:, wi t!J, HendersQn an!i ;names Q.u:t.n tile a ott on was

otuanged to l'lave Pr:L11oe Henry and qtbere come upoll "t;ll:Ls sQeP,t
and discover Fe.lstat;t' try:Lng "t;o

;ra:l.~e

uotspur 1 f:r.'o!!l wh:l.llll

eotion he abruptly deshts, risinG w:l.th bombut:I.Q e:J:olame, ..
t1 on, "There's Percy for youl ,1

In his acting, ".Tames :t_uin the ponderous, took no
1
i

i

J

II

throught of the art o t char a oter1 za t1 on. ''

2

It is known the t

he was a "thunderer", pure and simple, yet his reading was
always logical, clear f?,nd incisive as well as dignified even
to "impress! veness",

However, whether or not he studied the

art of characterization, or if he was a "th'tlnderer", his
name lived in the

public'~:~

memory chiefly as the perfect

Falstaff, to which his huge figure -- he weighed over two
hundred pounds-- t.Ltted him ideally,

He played Falstaff in

his ow.n undisgUised personality -- as, indeed, he seems to
have played all his parts.

Perhaps his physical character-

istics fitted him perfectly for Sir John, but in other roles

l I Henry IV, V, iv.
2 Letters of~ Unsuccessful Actor, "R.M.S. ", 132.

--~-
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his acting was decidedly deficient.

No man oan be the ideal

~~~~-------~~----~~

Falstaff by acting the part with his own personality and, at
the same time, add other characters to be portrayed in this
same style.

He will not be the ""!;rue" character in more
i_·

than one of his interpretations.

This conclusion is, of

course, based upon modern standards of acting and was not
considered in the days of Q.uin when personal! ty alone wu
the magical trick.

However, because we are chieflY

ested in Falliltaff and

\~uin'

s porttaYE!l of the Knight, let 1.1s

return to hie interpretation.
amiable person with

inter~

excel~ent

!-le was known to have 'been an
humor, which made him much

loved by the public; and, although it is known that his

pub~

lio forsook him often, he was always able to win them back,
Perhaps the public's turning against him so often was due to
certain eccentricities in his behavior,

De Halsalle says of

him, "Q.uin, perhaps the wittiest of_ English players, was a
licentious 'free liver 1 , and mny o:f;" !lis witticisms were so
coarse and brutal that his conduct in the main must have
been undoubtedly eccentric," 1
The traditional dress of Falstaff seems to have

re~

mained the same as prescribed in the beginning when Shakespeare first produced the plays.

James Q.uin held to the

traditional garb and we have the picture of his Falstaff
clothed with high boots, loosely falling to the knees, the
jerkin

w1 th

points, the round hs.t with a feather, and the

1 Henry De Halsalle, "The Actor: The l''an, and His .Art."
Contemporary Magazine, Vol. Ill, ~.:arch, 1907, P• 355,
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big gloves with Wide wrists.

----
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James Quin was never great in tragedy.

His attempts in

that field were mediocre and merely imitations of Barton
Booth, the successor of Betterton.

However, Q.uin was famous

as Falstaff, and he acted the part many times at the Covent
Garden Theatre.

The rival theatre, Drury Lane, had no Fal-

staff; hence for ten years, the two parts of Henri

~v

were

otten acted at the Covent Garden, hardlY at all at the Drury
r&ne.

Edwal'd Shuter, in 1754 1 took JJ.P the part llftn Q.uin

retired, and both part!! o'f

H~anrY:
IV
· · - - , --·---- - ·

ani\ The MerrY'
. · ····

IVindsor were ll:ept :l.n the reperte»ire.
finally won suooess

~n

W~ve@•

X«-·~ ~X--·

James

La,v~;~,

of

:l.n 17415,

the oharaoter at the Drury Lane

Theatre and the three Falstaff plays came back to the
Garrick's stage.
THE DAVID GARRICK INFLUENCE.

Following close upon

the "Grand Manner" sphool of acting with Barton Booth and
James t.tuin as two of its greatest exponents came tne advent
of David Garrick.

Garrick was to rise to great heights on

the English stage and was destined to turn the styles of
acting back once more into the channels Betterton had professed -- the more naturalistic style.
Garrick was associated for many years with Charles
Macklin, who also adhered to the natural method.

It was

Macklin who gave Garrick his early instruction and influenced him in his future greatness.

Both of these men won

success in their professions in the same year, 1741, when
Macklin won acclaim in a new type of Shylock.

Previously by

~~~~

-----
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tradition that character had been played by comedians in a
comic manner, but Macklin saw the Jew as a very pi t1 ful and

g;: _
~-_:___:_::_::_:_

_

__::_:._:____:_

""-'---=----=---=c.==-'-"'-----

[ j _ __ ~- -----

tragic human being, accursed because of his racial heritage.
In the same year Garrick reached new heights in his portrayal of Richard III.

These two- men showed their audiences a

new and natural system that was heretofore unheard of in the
acting c:l,rclos of tb.e day.

We knpw tllat David Garriak went

tar beyond his early as&ooiate in tame and glqry 1 §1il.d yet it
was this early training that !llad!t! ;'op the origin pf the renowned Garriok

naturali~tio

school of aoting,

Al tb.ough Garri ok mde his :l,"arewell appearance I!! t the
Drury Lane, June 10, 1775 1 his intluenoe was to be felt tor
several years and thus we see another step toward the more
lite-like in acting,
It was also during this period that Aaron Hill set down
his ten dramatic passions as a cue tor all actors to follow,
Even though, in the final analysis, these definite postures,
attitudes, and facia+ expressions, as set down by Hill, were
to make for a stilted and mechanical result, he did show in
them the accuracy of

obs~rvation

of real and life-like

people and their everyday manners and reactions.

Perhaps it

was a negative approach to the problem, and yet it did show
that characters on the stage should be copied from persons
in real life.

In that sense, then, it was another step

toward the naturalness for which the actors of all ages have
striven.

We shall observe some of the Fals ta ffs of the t

period, from Edward Berry to John Henderson.

""
~----------
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EDWARD BERRY .!Q. JOHN HENDERSON,

Edward. Berry, who

died in 1760, was a singing comedian,

He "is named 'respect-

---

§"~--~
---~---- ------ -------- --- ------~~

able in several parts and drowsy in others', and his Falstaff is characterized as that of' a 'bliler-house', "l

Hlil is

described as having reslili!lbled the worthy and heavy John
Mills and :f'rom all accounts of' his work we may consider him

as one o:f' the

actor~

in his

com~nY

considered as being

"useful",
James tove, whose trulil name was Dance, aoteq Falsta:f':f'
sufficiently wall to win the commendation

or

even

the

osus~

tic ChUl."Chill, Who 11arued llim, howsvsr 1 against b!!:l.ng Fe,],,.
staff in every other part he playlild,

He acted many parts

but was reported to have been f!t his best in tll.e character
of Sir John.
Edward Shuter was "irresistibly comic" as Falstaff.
"'Superior whim and humor', says Tate Wilkinson

(Eng~

actor,

Th. Man, annalist, etc.: 1734-1803), •never inhabited a

t

human breast',"

2

"'What he want ad in J\ldgement '

1

says

Davies (Eng, actor, th, historian end biographer - 1712I

J

j

I

1785)1 'he supplied in archness and drollery,

He enJoyed

the effect of his roguery with a chuckle of his own compounding, and rolled his full eye, when detected, w1 th a
most laughable effect•,n 3
John Henderson's Falstaff was esteemed matchless,
Davies, who frequently saw him act, and who remembered

~Winter,~·

Ibid,, 339.
3 Ibid,, 338.

£!!.,

338,
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Quin' s perror!lBnce, says, "In the impudent dignity or the
character Q,uin greatly exceeded all oompe ti tors.

In the

frolicsome, gay, and humorous situations of Falstaff Hender1
son is superior to every man."
Henderson appears to have

IT:-__ _:__-___:: ______ _
'-'--=---~~----~--=-=

entered W1 th the utmost abandonment into the exuberant gayety of Falstaff, his enjoyment of life, his reckless levity,
h:l.lil relish of pleasure, h:l.s joyous peroeption of the com:l.o
aspect or everything.

One of his f:l.ner moments was that of

his del:I.Very of the de(:lor:l.pt:I.On Qf the ragamUff:l,n peg:l.ment•
One cri t:l,o exprused the op1niQJ;J, t!la t Henderson IDA4e Fal,"
staff "neither very V1ll6ar nor vary pol:l.te''•

B.oade:rJ. said qt

Henderson's Falstaff, tllat it "is ae much above ell oompeti ..
tion as the character itself all that ever thought oomic in
man,

The oause of this pre-eminence was purely mental,''

Henderson seems to have understQIJd the humor in :l.ts

2

diver~

sity of powers; his imagination was "congenial"; the imal:les
of his imagination seemed to spring !'rom the brain of the
These images seemed to "SlJSrlcle in his eye before
3
the tong\le supplied them w1 th language,,,, II
During the

actor,

years or Hendet<son's re:l,gn in the

..

o~racter

of Sir John, he

kept the three Falstaff plays alive, first at one house
(Drury Lane), then at the other (Covent Garden),
Follow! ng the period of Henderson's triumphs in the
part oame a period of years in which the part of Falstaff
and the three plays were not played.
l Ibid.
~Ibid., 339.
Ibid.

The chief reason for

----
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this lack of production was evidently absence of a suitable
Falstaff, for, indeed, the character was always well received by audiences in previous times.

8----

It was not until

George Frederick Cooke acted Falstaff for the first time in

E---~-

~-----

London on February 24, 1602, the t the character came again
-'

into the spotlight.

In all of Cooke's representations of

Falstaff, he was higP,ly applauded,,

Genest's Reoord, a stage

obronic1e covering tA6 period of 1.776-1617, mentlone tllat,
"Botween the times ot' these two gr!lat l'f!!:PruentaUvts of the
t'a t Knight , ReMer son and Oook!l, po th

~

rte of

Hen~;'(

1;V an!!,

The Merry Wiv§!a of W'ndeor lll,ngu;Laheld or ei ok;ep.e\1 1nto
deatb".l

It was Cook;e's presenoe in the~ Kemble Qompap.y

during the years of 1603-04 that aooounts for the revival of
the Falstaff plays in London.

We shall hear more of Cooke

on the American stage between the years of 1610 and 1812.
To oon tinue wi tb Henderson, the character as HerXlerson
play~d

him was said to nave been an extraordinary perfor-

mance, only to be oompared with

~uin'~•

to whioh it was con-

sidered even superior in the scenes of riotous mirth.
Boeden said of him that his aoting was analytio and artietic, but that he was oareless in dressing his oharaoters.
This carelessness of dress was present in all of his parts;
his Lear always reminded his audience of his Falstaff.

And

with one f'i nal word perhaps we can sum up tbe aoting of Henderson; he was professedly of the Garrick school of acting,
and he imitated that great master identically in some parts.
1

G.

c. D. Oddl, Shakespeare 1£2!!! Betterton,!!?. Irving, 20.
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!tl! SIDDONS INFLUENCE.

The style of acting that
~----------------

,;;

came into vogue with Mrs. Siddons was quite different from
Garrick's.

He had been an impressionist, and she was a

~~------- ----

c._ __ _

modified Classicist,

It was now forty years sinoe he had

burst upon London w:l. th b.:l.s :t'resll, natural method
W!ilS

an old story now.

~p

but that

The time wu ripe for a uew oycle.

The new one was uot so much au advance, as a reaction•
Sarah Siddons transrused the
t;rue emotion,

01ass~c

idea witll intense and

Mrs. SiMons a1wa:vs c).epended on fiU:I.ng her

consciousness with the mood or her part.

"Abstraction" was

wl:lat shE! calbd thh process, sl:\d H was a new tl;ling in thE!
realm of thE! theatre,

Little had previously

~een

said of

the process of attempting to actually "live" the chara,cters
one played upon the stage.

This, then,

althoug~

another re-

turn to the Olassio in fonn, was a step toward intense con,centra tion on chara()ter analysis,

This was new, it was

different, and its influence may be felt down tq the present,
Of course, the stage has had many "ups and downs" since Mrs.
Siddons' time and her influence has not oome directly down
to us, but she was one of the first great ones to attempt
getting "inside" her characters.
At this same time, Mrs. Siddons' brother, John Philip
Kemble, was an actor and producer.

Even though he never

reached the heights attained by his sister, he did make a
great contribution in the field of production,

This contri-

bution was his scholarly taste in the correct historic costuming of his productions.

In this he was an innovator, for
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prior to his efforts little thought had been given to such

------------------- ----·- -- -·-- -

~~

matters.
The Falstaff's of this period and the following periods

----=;--

-------~=--~-~-=~-~

had the "abstraction" method upon which to work.

It is

difficult to eay to what extent Mrs. Siddons' influence

WM

felt on these particular actors, out she was a very promin~nt

figure :l.n the theatre of the day a,nd her theories were

undoubtedlY·muoh

discuss~d aPd

con§idered by her

Qontempor~

aries.
STEPHEN KEMBLE,

Stellhen Kemb1e played the part o:L'

f!;!.lstaff in September, 1602, at thl! Drury Lane Theatre,
L.

wi th 1 apparently, much popular !,lpplause,
a studious, capable actor.

He is clescri bed as

It is known that his physical

bulk was so great that he made up for the part without the
use of padding.

His Falstaff was deemed especially good 1n

the scene at the Boar's Head Tavern, after the robbery at
Gadshill, and good also at Shrewsbury; but in order to insure for the part the attairunent of its tull effect Falstaff
must be impersonated continuously and not intermittently.
Kemble's voice is described as having been loud and overpowering, but at times, deficient in modulation.

It was re-

corded that he played the role three different times at the

===--=~=~=

Drury with "some success", but, it would seem that the principal merit of the performance was that his enormous size
enabled him to play Sir John without the usual stuffing.
CHARLES KEMBLE •.

After another lapse of several

----------------
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years when there was little playing of the part, Charles
Kemble revived I Henry

.IY:,

in 1824.

However, this revival

did not meet with the suocess of former ones, a result largely attributable to the fact that Charles Kemble played the
fat Knight.

li--~-------~------

'-------------

In his youth Charles Kemble was an ideal Romeo.

His versatility is snown in the fact that in his matureye!lrs
he was famed tor his characters of Mercutio, Benedick, and
Jl'aulconbr:Ldge,

Crit:l.cs a sll: !low he could expect to play Jl'al-

staff by lowe:r;o:lng his ch!'i:rming personality to tnfil pllysical
and mental Characteristics of the f'at Knight,

Tlle public

would not allow their handsome lJ.ero to become the :!,ow comiQal
Knight of the Boar's Head Tavern,
ROBERT PALMER,

Robert Palmer assumed tne part of Sir

Jo!ln, January 11, 1802 1 at the Drury Lane,

He knew the busi-

ness of the part, !lnd he gave a performance merely tolerable
in form, possessed of "r()ar and bustle''• but deficient in
humor and in the essential elements of intellectual

cap~city

and predominant force of character,
CHARLES WATHEWS,

.:J1i!

ELDER(l776·l834),

Charles

rt.athews, the Elder, acted Falstaff' for the first time, July
15 1 1814, at the London Haymarket Theatre, and his performance appears to have been uncommonly good,

one contemporary

critic says, "Mathews enveloped his tall person with so much
ease as to present a perfect image of the fat Knight •••• and
in his manner of delivering the jibes and jokes of the
character he showed an admirable acuteness .... What was

.,__;:

-----

.=:------

-----

-
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wanting to make it a perfect representation was the round
volume of voice commensurate with the hollow of the frame
from which it came. ul

Another commentator remarks that

~

m~:~~-~7--=--=-~~o_

u ____ ----~--,:::::-

L _ _ _ _ __
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"Nothing could exceed the felicity with which Mathews contrived to blend the occasional querulousness of

a~e

and in-

firm! ty with the settled habits of riotous intemperance, . . . .
When his casual fit of repentance is dissipated by the suge;estion of the robl;lery, the rapturous facility of his tran·
sition rrom prayin6 to
Prous
'

.,.a

purse-ta~ipg

SAMUJsL :PHELFS ,

was irresistibly 1udi-

Samuel Phelps began

h~s

as sole manager of Sadler's Wells Theatre, JulY

first season
~15

1 1864 1

with a revival of King Henrx IV, First Part, in which for
the first time, Phelps personated Falstaff.

His embodiment

was esteemed by judicious contemporary critics as one of the
best that he ever gave,

He was specially commended for

showing a full intellectual appreciation of the part and for
the vigor of an imagination which seizes at onoe and fully
on the author's idea and develops it "with a suggestive
power that is kindling and contagious",

F. G, Tomlins

praised his· production because of the "grace and propriety
manifested in the whole business of the scene" and because
the play was more "fully developed" than it had been at
Drury Lane, even when Edmund Kean acted in it, as Hotspur. 3
1 Winter, .QR.• .£11., 342.
2 Ibid.
3 Ibid., 350.

-------
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That Phelps gave, in general, a thoroughly good personation
of Falstaff cannot reasonably doubted.

c.

The nature of its

breadth and outline and felicity of interpretative action,

q_~-----~-

~___:_____:__- - - - -

f=='--

f'actal expression, gesture, intol')ation, etc,, witb. which the
chars c ter was made l!l,Ore
only be surmised.

imp~e ssi ve,

not being sp eC!:I. fhd, can

Professor HenrY Morley wrote of Phelps,

"He lays stress not on Falstaff's sensuality l;lut on the
1ively :t.nte11eot

~at

gross body, dl. splay~;~

stands for soul as well as l!l,ind in
~is

u1s

eagE!rnfili;!S to parry a,nd tb..ruet, his

determinat:l.on to cap E!Very other man 1 1\1 good sayb/j\1: with
of his own which maku him, according to the l!l,8n..

z;~omething

ner of the actor, thrust in with inarticulate sounds as if
to keep himself a place open for epeech, while he :t.s

teton~

ing up his own flagon of wit from the farthest caverns of
1
his stomach.''
This statement indicates a false View of the
character and specifies, with implied approval, a bad method
in acting,

Falstaff has no conscious, deliberate purpoee to

"cap every other man's good saying"; hie intellect is alive
and vigorous; he is both witty al1d humorous not because he.
intends to be, or makes or needs to make any effort to be,
but because he cannot help being so,

'rhe "thrusting in with

inarticulate sounds" is a bad device to keep the attention
of spectators focussed on the actor using it.

Actors often

use restless movement, needless and meaningless gestures and
grimaces to "steal" scenes, and any of these devices may
quickly mark the poor actor.
1

ng.,

353.

It is surprising to find such

--~---
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a trick attributed to so good an artist as Phelps was re-

--

-----
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corded to be,
-=---

HERBERT BEERBOHMTREE.

In January, 1889, Herbert

Beerbohmtree, who had for a few years been in oharge or the
historic HaynJB.rket Theatre, and bad acquired fame there in
the strong mod. ern plays, was moved to put on The Merr;y 'Iii vee
o:f' Windsor with good scenery and a good cast,
first or hie

Shak;eu;~pearean

This was the

rev1 valll, and it :merU"' emPhEl. tio

mention here, in J,.;l.ght of 'l'ne's great servtoes to the PO!ilt
in the yeare to

Cl:l!lll!lo

IU~;~ Fal.~taf'~

was not

a

rli!!lla:rkabllt

performance except in makeup, but :l,t served for. a !llaason,
.
-

'

and encouraged him to go on with fUrther Shakespearean pro•
ductions at the. Haymarket
Theatre,
"and
beaconed him to his
'
. .,.
'•

superb revivals in the not too d:l,!iltant days at her Majesty•s," 1
Tree also played Fals ta f'f in I Henry IV in May, 1896, and
soon we shall see him again playi·ng the role in Ameriqa.
•

-

-

J

As a final .word on the English actors qf Falstaff', an
instructive comment of the actors is provided in a letter
from John Taylor, editor of "The London Sun" in the time of'
Kemble, addressed to Charles Mathews, the El,der, July 13,
1814, when that comedian was about to appear in the complex
role.

"I have seen many Falstaff's, but none that thoroughly

satisfied me.

Henderson's was the most entertaining, but

his tones were, in general, more like an old woman than an
old man, and he laughed too much; though indeed that practice
l Odell, 2£• Q11., 385,

-----
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may successfully draw the laughter of the audience.
played it like a ferocious bully.
and crabbed.

Ryder

King was quaint, formal,

John Palmer, though an excellent actor, could

not rise to a due conception ofll'alstaff''s h\Ullorj he
heavy in it throughout.

EO----

~-

=--=--

~~-------~

G_

wa,~;~

Lee Lewer was in this part too con•

temptible for criticism (this actor played it only in The
Merry Wives of

W~_ndsor),

Cooke performed it like an old

lurching sharper: He

we~;~

Shrewd and sarcastic, but wanted

easy flow:l.ng humor.

My idea

originally a gentleman, a

or

~n

Fah'!iaf':f' is the t be was

o:f' education, as

we

see by his

alluston to logia, and the h11:h ordel,' of hil!! aJ,lua:t.on genfilr'"
ally, but he was debased by vioe and luxury, Yet not to such
a degree as to place him on a level w1 th his followers • .,l
FALSTAFF ON THE AMERICAN .STAGE
The first performance on the American stage of

~

Henry IV (First Part) occurreg December 18, 1761, at the
Chappel Street

T~eatre,

ing as Falstaff.

New York, with David Douglas appear-

In the early days of the American stage

King Henry IV was popular.

After the presentation in 1761

and before 1800 s!'Venteen productions o:r it were accomplished, and it was often repeated, in various American
theatres.

In the f.lrst three-quarters of the nineteenth

century many presentments of it were made, consequent on the
exceptional success as Falstaff gained by James Henry
Hackett (1800-1871), who, according to critics, "gave a
l

j

Winter,~·

cit., 343-344.

'
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masterly performance of the part, and who,for many years and
under all circumstances was ever ready and eager to play

is record of performances of Falstaff by Verling, John Harper,
B:ipworth, 1795; John Hodgkinson, "whose performance

:I.e said to hove been •overcharged and hard'"2 William Warren

the Elder, 1604; John E, Harwood, 1806; George Frederick
Cooke, 1810; George Bartley, l818;

Jo~m

Kent, J.822; 'L'IJ.omali!

.Abthorpe Cooper, l€126; Tho!ll!lsKUner, l83l; Thoi!Uilil Sowerl:)y
Homli b:lp., lS3l; WiJ,J.imu Dow ton, 1836; Edwar{l f:lhop;pa:t'd Conner,
18

: Henry John Wallack, 1858; John Jack, 1899; and Vlill,iam

F. Owen, 1896,
WILLIAM WARREN, THEELDER,
resentations of Falstaff on

.Among the early rep·
th~

Warren was the most renowned.
Falstaff,

American stage William
He was considered a great

Warren habitually acted Falstaff in the first

part of Henry

l l and in

~

Merry Wives .Q.f Windsor,

GEORGE FREDERICK COOKE,

We have seen several

men~

tiona of George Frederick Cooke playing the character in
England around 1802.

From.l800 to

181~

Cooke was in his

glory on the English and the American stages.
his idol and next he ranked

~~cklin.

Garrick was

He was their dis-

ciple; he believed that the player should speak and ace
as nearly as possible like a real person.
1 W. Winter - Sh. Qg the stage.p. 351
2 Ibid.,

---

---

-

it~l

Aside from those given by Douglas and by Hackett there

179~;

=-

But by the time
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JAMES HENRY HACKETT,

In the spring and summer

or

1851 James Henry Hackett met success as Falstaff in "The
Merry Wives of Windsor."
"gave the best

pe~rormance

William \Winter says that Hackett
of Falstaff that has ever been

seen on the Ametican stage in my time, and I doubt whether
it was ever surpassed or often, if ever, equalled, on any
stage at any time,"l

Hackett first acted the part at the

Arch. street 'rheatre, Philadelphia, May 31, 1832, in as''

sociation with Charles Keen as Hotspur.

l

the end of his professional career, Yay, 21, 1870, at De

l

I

Bar's Opera House, St. ·Louis, he made it the chief feature
of his repertory, and he acted it so often that in the

J

IJ

From that time to

1 W. Winter. Sh, .£!! Stage. p. 356
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public mind he became completely identified with it,

Lester

-----------

---

--- ----

~----- ~-"-~_-

Wallack says, "Haoketts great character was Falstaff, or

"-~-'~__o~-"~~occ;~~~;~="

at least he thought it was. ,.l

=------

"Falstaff' Hackett".

He was often spoken of as

Aooording to his contemporaries, he

went to Shakespeare's text for-his ideal, which wae correct
and defin:!;te, and he went to Nature for the expl;'ession of it,
He was not misled by any fastidious notion of' latent
mente in the oharacte;-.
tl:lat Falstaff 1a "a

He rejected '!lne common assl.!!'ll);ltion

~entl.e111an",

an<!. also he rejeote4 tb.e

op1pion tb.et :Walstaf:t' is l!lere1;v a ":t'tUJ.PY old :f's,t
"Tb.ere wae no phase qf'

l'ef'ine~

~he

i11an'',

o:naraQtel:', '1 sp he wroh, "eit!le:r

as exhibited in his owp words, or as feletively indiqated
by their context, which had escaped my very careful ooneider•
ation bef'o;re I resorted to h:l,strionio art to embody and
represent it to an

audience~

2

William Winter had the pleasure of' seeing Hackett aot
several timef!, not only in the role or Falstaff, but in
suoh parte as Sir Pertinax, Mao Sy(lophant, Monsieur Tonson,
o•callahan, Rip Van

W~nkle,

and others, and Winter considers

him a "great" actor a!ld a comedian of "the first order",
Hackett's Falstaff' was a symmetrical, f'elioitious blending
of intellect and sensuality,
were perfect,

The burly

for~,

The external attributes
the round, ruddy face, the

rimy fringe of gray whiskers, the bright, penetrating
merry eyes, the rows of even, white teeth, the strong,
1 Lester Wallack, Memories of Fifty Years,Chas. Scribner's
and Sons, New York, 1889.
2 Winter, ££•£!!•, p. 360.
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hard voice - now deep, now momentarily breaking, through

t:r~---~-------C::,- __ - -

assumed shortness of breath, - the pompous, gross, selfish,

G::-:'~-

F

-

~--'-'------"==._

H-----------~
~

animal demeanor, tempered at times by wily sagacity and the
perfect manner of a oynioal old man of the world, combined
to make it an admirably clear and natural embodiment in
all that relates to form.
There were differences of critiCal opinion as to the
spirit of the personation,

~

as invariably occurs with

reference to art pf l!.eoided OM:J;"aoter and cone:Q:I.quoulil
merit: 1t U, as a ruh, onl.y PQnoe'!ming

thl~s

ot no

importance that everybody is agreed, and opinion is largely
controlled by temperament: few persons oan

e~eroise

fair

judgment about things which are, temperamentallY, antagonistic to their taste.
The humor of Hackett's Falstaff was not so much unctuous as it was satirical, and,-rightly, it was muon
varied, to suit the varied modes and situations of the
character.

The essential quality of his ideal was speci-

ally appreciable in his delivery of the soliloquy on
"Honour", in act IV., scene 2, ot 1. Henry

ll,

and in

Falstaff's scene, at first alone, then with Bardolph, and
then with Ford disguised as Master Brook, after the ducking
in the 'l'hames, in

ru Merry

Wives .Q1 Windsor.

The first, -

in its sly shrewdness, its contempt for self-sacrifice,
and its insensibility to nobleness of motive or conduct, was almost sardonic.

The shudder with which Hackett spoke

the words about honor, "Who hath 1 t? he that -

.L

~

-

----- ---
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o' Wednesday", with its obvious revulsion from even the
thought of death, was wonderfully expressive of Falstaff's
animal relish of life, and also it was supremely comic,
In the latter scene his denotement of the discomfiture of
a balked and fretted sensualist and the rage and self
scorn of a sensible man at having been physically humiliated
was surpauingly J.uqicrous, partly beCHI.use qt H$ prot'o1.1nd
seri01.lsness, and partJ,y b,.oaus!:l qf the Knigl1t 's

moVei!I~mtlil

ot tmpa tienoe and cH sgust and the manY rapid,ly changing
waves qf comio expresli!ion w);lich flowed over b.illl fE!Oe,

We see that Hackett manifested in Falstaff a mind
that was spontaneously merry, but one in wh:l.oh merriment was
tinctured With scorn,

A special excellence in the

dis~

closure was the celerity with wb,ioh the working of the mind
was revealed

~~

the rising in it of ideas, images, and

fitting phrases which, whatever
exceedingly comic,

Thefe is a

within the humor and boisterous

~1se

~~urdy

they may be, are
individual:l,ty latent

co~viviality

of Falstaff,

and that was the basis of Hackett's impersonation,

As an

artist in acting he knew precisely what he wished to do
and precisely why and how to do it, and he did it with
exemplary exactitude and strong effort.

He could, and

sometimes he did, use delicate detail and a light tough.
but his style was, in general, free, bold, and vigorous.
He painted With a large brush and in vivid colors.

His

countenance expressed his mind before he uttered a word,
and the sympathy of the spectator went continuously with

0--
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him.

His facial aspect, when Falstaff entered the room

in the

Boa~•s

Head Tavern and, looking askance at the Prince

and Poins, uttered the s:peect beginning "A :plague of all
cowards, say I",lwas in the highest degree expressive of
the fundamental excellence of acting, --impersonation.
Falstaff has a powerful mind, which has been
by sensuality and
on trivial things.
~

i
I

pretation of the t

self~indulgenoe

corrupte~

and is basely emploYed

Winter w:riUng abput Hac)!:ett's inhr..
~nd,

l!lays "The sensual! t;v, tl'\e

:l.gnom~

;!.DiCUS grOQfllness, of t4e O!laraoter )las been slJ.oWn :l.n
various anohnt pe:r:forlllanoes Qf which I have :rea¢ and in
various modern ones, .. those, tor instance, of Joh11 Jack,
William F, Owen and Herbert Beerbol1!ll-'l're!l, .. w41ch I have
seE;tn: the intrinsiC! mind of ialstaff was shown by Hackett.
He fully comprehended the character, he made it fully
manifest; he exhibited with bounteous humor end glittering
);ceeness of satire

~"alstaff'

s boundless reso1.1rces of' mirth

and wit, his prodigious vitality, his acute knowledge of
human nature and or the world."2
The words of F!ilstarr, in the scene after the robbery
at Gadshill, when 1le is shown to be a monstrous liar, are,
in Shakespeare's text, "By the
as he that made ye". 3

Lo~d,

I knew ye as well

In the usage of the actors for

many years, Falstaff, before speaking that line, exclaims;
"Do you think I did know ye?"
l I Henry IV, II, iv, 127.
2 Winter, 22• ~ •• 361.
3 1 Henry J!, II, iv, 295-296.

The emendation seems a good

~-
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one.

By whom it was msde we do not know, but Hackett,

among others, caused a splendidly comic effect with it.
Even though the stage

chronicle~s

lay great emphasis

upon the stateliness of James H13,ckett, he was primarily a
comedian and not a tragedian,

With all the slow, careful

precision Which marked the heavy roles he attempted, he
possessed reckless energy, unbridled fun and frolic,
waspathos, too, and

piotures~ue

There

romanticism in !lis work.

"But I-Ieokfl!t t, while ha vil:}g tile ima.gina tion, c ol.l:!.\1 not s1ve
himseU' up to a

sp~ritual

fire which oonsum!illl tl:te ol:\UaQter

of Leal"; nor coulq. he subjeQt
repose which colors Hamlet.

h~~

acting to a

l!Uld~ tative

His 1nte1leot saW things in

part, before it reached the wholE:!; his acting did not come
by flashes; it came, like his vieWs on Shakespeare, af.ter

careful study", 1

11m, STOCK !!m.

~ ~YSTEM

(1830 1 s-l870 1 s),

The

next period in American theatre was that of the stock
company and the star system,

such stars as Edwin Forrest,

Fanny Kemble, Charlotte Cushman, William Charles Macready,
John Drew(progenitor of all the Drews and the Barryfuores),
Tyrone Power (great grandfather of the present cinema
actor), .Anna Cora Mowatt, J. W, Wallack, E. L. Davenport
(father of Fanny), and others- all exceptional personalities,

This period started around the 1830's and lasted

up until the 1870's.
1 Montrose J. Moses. Famous Actor Fawilies in il.llli'Jrica.
P• 162-163,

LL-----
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In those days New York did not control the production
of plays.

-

-

-~--

c=------

When stars toured, they carried no casts or

scenery with them, but depended in each town on the support
of a local stock company.

-

~---

---

Thts type of arrangement had its

drawbacks, for under sucfi a plan there could be little
chance for teamwork in acting.
how to offset that,

But the great stars knew

Each or them was a "lone wolf'', able

to depend upon himself ror the rate of an evenin8 1 s Per•
formance,

Most of f!he "busil),ess 1' in stanl'lard p:j.ays was

trad;l.tione.l..
to warrant the
today,

Plays in this );lE!rioc,'l d:l.d not run long enough
e:~~:pense
c.

of many rehearsals 1 su(lh as we nave

This was why the stars preferred to travel al.one.

WILLIAM RUFUS BLAKE, (1805-1863),

It was during

the stock company-star system in America that William
Rufus did his acting,

He was prominently associated with

Wallack' a Theatre in its greet d!;l Ys and pleasingly remembered as one of the foremost comedians of his time.
Although he gained no special repute as Falstaff 1 he gave
an adequate performance of the pl.rt, appearing at the
Walnut Theatre, Philadelphia, in 1843, in! Henry

l.Y•

A little later in 1843 Blake repeated his performance at
the Park 'rheatre, New York, alternating with James Hackett,
who fulfilled two engagements at that house in that year,

;o,_-- --

and who, - Falstaff being a heavy part, - liked to be
relieved from acting it night after night.

Blake might

have given a 9ompletely satisfying performance of the
character but he did not possess either the intellectual

-
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force, the rugged character, or the predominant personality.

t!------~--~~--

-

In humor he was exceedingly rich, and his use of pathos was
skilful and deeply affecting.

He was capable of being

coarse, and sometimes he was so, even to the extent of vulgarity.

In his youth he was slender and elegant, but in

later years he became corpulent, so that his Fa1sta:t't' would
have. needed no :padding.

One o:t' his notabJ,e peou1hr:l.t1es

was extreme formality of sPeech aPA vreoision or
ion,

art:l.oulat~

For the genuine ll'alsta:t't', stdwart, rubic'J):l,d,, "!ig•

oroue, ef:t'ervesoent, overwllel.Il!ing, he

W!>lll

uni'ittaCJ.•

Winh:7,'

says, "To be tat and jollY and troliosome is not dU':t':l.oult
tor a good actor; to be Shakespeare's formidable Falstaff,
with his powerful mind, large experience, prodigious
affluence of humor, readiness of wit, and stern, aggressive,
original individuality is to be something

possibl~

only to

genius of a peculiar order, different from that which
Blake possessed~l
pertory,

~e

The part was not retained in his re-

played it at the Arch Street Theatre 1n Phila-

delphia, as late as 1848, on which, on which occasion the
accomplished comedian Edward Thayer acted Prince Henry; but
not long after that time he seems to have laid it aside.
I have found no explicit record of his appearance in the

character later than that date,
THE OLD
The stock and star system began to decline in t.he 1870's.

-THE

TRAVELING COMPANY REPLACES

1 Winter, 2l2.· oi t., p. 364.

STAR SYSTEM
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Two New York managers, Augustin Daly and A, M. Palmer, were
putting on new comedies and melodramas.
great plays, but they were well done.

Both these men

-

lt was Daly WhO t.irst took a stand

against the tyranny of the "line of business".

Actors and

actresses who signed contracts with him had to agree to let
llim cast tbem as tie ttlougllt best,

':Ch:!,s was ;revoluUoner1'•

A,ctoJ;"s :t'el'li 1njuJ;"ed Wh\m rolu were g 1ven to tl:le.m wllioP,
were ''out· ot theil." 11n,e",

SUll, 1 t

:t'reed them ot an

incubus; and it grea tl,y enhanced tll,e Q:t'feot of eAQh drr:una,

on in England (Robertson, Bancroft and others helped it
along).

Thus the length o:f runs in New York and in Longan

increased, and plays began to be BE:)nt on tour complete wit.h
actors, settings, and costumes.
When these attractions came into competition W1 th the
old-fashioned stock companies, the older groups naturally
suffered.

--

---

They were not

selected their casts to suit eac.h production, and rehearsed
them painstakingly,

~-

Their local patrons had been getting tired o:f

the old round of garbled Shakespeare and standard dramas,
done with cooperation between star and support.

rt wes

during this radical change in the traveling companies that
our next group of Falstaffs was playing,

----
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lQill:! HENRY JACK.

John H. Jack, who had acted as ·

-- --------------

------ -------"--

8~------

a member of several stock companies supporting Haclcett,
playing among other parts, Justice Shallow in

!!!! Merry

Wives of Windsor, and w)lo admire.d Hackett's performance of
Falstaff, subsequently adopted that part, and in time
gained valuable reputation in it.

He was a good actor,

of considerable natural tal.ent, e:x:per:!,ence,and

vt:~;rl1!at:tltty.

~ong

before )le assumed Fal,statf he b&d acted pa;rts of

~ny

kinds, gaining sPeCial success as old men.

Q.e wa11 tall, musouJ..ar 1 stov.t, a!14
His head was l,erge, his nair dark,
light, his features were regular,

~nc:IJ,.ined
Hi~

~he

ln pe;rson

to portl.iness.

complexion was
Jaws being prominent

so that, facially, )lis aspeot was stern,

His eyes were

steel. gray in color and cold in s:Jepression,

His bearing

was dignified and his general appearance austere,

In

temperament he was hard, though n9t wholly deficient of
sensibility,

His voioe was

his use of it peremptory,
even aggressive,
order,

lou~,

His

Qlear, and strong, and

mann~r

was

,--------

self~assettive,

His humor was of the rough and jovial

In his later years his face beoame almost "moon

like" and he was so corpulent that he could dress for
Falstaff with little, if any, padding.
As an actor he respected his profession and was
industrious and scrupulously careful in the practice of
it.

His perconation of Falstaff may fairly be deemed

his best achievement: he considered it so, and it diligently marked the height of his professional career.

...; _____ _
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He had diligently studied the part and attentively observed

--

------
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Hackett's acting of it.

He did not, could not, directly copy

._
.. _ _ _ _
~~:=:c~~-'j~~~

Hackett, but his portrayal of the fat Knight was tempered

~------------

G---------

by the influence of that great exemplar.

He religiouslY
followed the traditional stage business of preoeeding

productions,

I

I

~-----

The animalism of Falstaff, the burliness of

h:i.s humor, the greed, the alynes!il, th!iil relish or Ute and
eport and Dlhchief, the fun Of tl:J.e s;l.tuations, tM jocuncl.,
rubicund aspect of the character,

~~11

these elements were

within his oomprehensi on; the m:!.nd was not entirel.Y so.
His Falstaff, it was evident, had neve:r been anything better,
finer, higher, than
:presented,

~he

jovial, gross roysterer whom he

Aside :f'rom this defect in the personation

there was a complete lack ·or personEil charm, .. a quality
inherent in all the great acting and inseparable from .it,
]falstaff, in Shakespeare 1 s histori<Jal plays, notwi thstand~
ing all his faults and vices, possesses a magnetic

person~

ali ty, and no actor can truly and wholly represent him
who cannot reveal this quality behind the action of the
scenes and arouse in his audience a cordial and lively
sympathy.

Technical proficiency never supplies the place

of this mysterious, subtle, attractive power •
.Tack acted Falstaff for the first tir:1e on April 26,
1869, at the Broadway Theatre, New York, at his benefit.

The play was

l

Henry

lY•

I find no record of his ever

having played the second part and it is likely that he
never did.

In the course of the next thirty years .Tack

----------
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traveled far and wide, and he was seen, admired and ap-

-------------

~~--~~---~-

-

plauded as Falstaff in many cities of America, but his

~=~

popularity gradually waned, and whereas he had been a

'==-----

_
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"star", he sank gradually into ob.sourity, flncl through no
imprudence or neglect of duty, into destitution.

At the

end of his oareer he and his wife, Annie Firmin, were
,eQ.mithd to the Fo:r:rut Home whe:re t\l.ey died,
DURING THE
w~;s

getting

tJ#IjETIE~,

~;way

f:rom S)la kespeare and inclining toward

society Q.rama with strong emotional !'i!Oenes,
important actors and actresses

ill

l:iome of the

tt);!.s period, were, Nat

Goodwin, E.S, Willard, Mme, l:!odjeska, Mr, and Mrs, Kendal,
Ada Rehan, :!!'rank Mayo, Mrs, John
W, H, Crane and Stuart Robson,

DrE;~w,

Sol Smith Russel,l,

Also in this list is James

A, Herne, whose "Shore Acres" was winning him popularity
i

Richard

W~nsfield

I

in 1893,

I

varying success; and Henry Irving and El,len Terry
their fourth American tour,

was touring the country with
wE;~re

on

Herne in this group represents

new standards in acting and Mansfield is the first great
star not trained in the old stock system,
James A. Herne's ideas were upsetting in the '90s,
thought a play should be a picture lifted out of life,
done so that the spectators forget they are in a theatre,
but his effects were too quiet to satisfy theatrical
taste of the time.

The actors and their audiences were

still clinging to the older Classic methods of acting.
Herne urged the actors under his direction to regard

He
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their parts as real people -- to know what those people
had been doing before the play began.

The whole life of

the character was what the performer must have in mind.

~-------~

'..:i_ _ _ _ _ _
- -----

Richard Mansfield's acting was based on the :!.dent:l.fication or the player with his part (we are reminded of
Mrs. Siddons).

It is known that when he wu playing he

used to go to the theatre two hours before performance,
so that he would have 1iime tq work himself

~nt 0

the poh.

He continuallY strove to be "true" to his role alld he
oaretully avoided be:l.ng "orie;inal",

He believed that U'

he were "true" in his role, he would be original,

These

are the startling movements in the theatre cl,uring the
1890's when the last of the older Falstaffs was playing,
WILLIAM

!.

A production of

OWEN.

accomplished at Palmer's
Marlowe-Taber revival,

Theat~e,

1 Henry IY

was

on WBroh 19 1 1896, the

The principal feature of the re-

vival was the portrayal of Falstaff by William F, Owen.
That comedian possessed both eccentricity and borad
mirth: his personality was genial, kindly, and winning,
and to the comio side of Falstaff he gave effective and
'

1

I

enjoyable expression.

The mind, the predominating character,

the victorious joy, the bewitchment, the something that
enables Falstaff to retain our sympathy and nearly always
to prevail in his management of affairs and. persons, these are not more than suggested.

The laok of inspiration

that hampered Owen showed itself in strenuous effort and
in monotony.

_,.___

When the range of expression is limited an

t=====:--------
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actor will repeat the same process and the same effect,
many times, at intervals, and when the component parts of
bi------ ---~ - - -

an artistic fabric are not suffused and welded with the

;:::;-

).: __ _

F'
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glow of genial, spontaneous feeling the mechanism with
which they ere shaped will be steadily visible; Owen's
natural anxiety to succeed ani). at all times to please
fettered hh freedom, but Uid!! f:rom that impediment Ms
aoting wu )lard and it seemed a;lmost feverishJ,y oonoen,..
trated upon comical effects,

~hat

there is more in

Fa1staff then mirth ie th.e e:Lem\'lntal faot upon ;f'u1l and.
practical recognition of which
sonation of him must rest,

a truly successful

per~

As has been brought out pre-

viouely in thie paper, Falstaff is the epitome and representative of a radically telae and dangerous view of
human life, - the view of the consciousless Wit and the
----

laughing

s,~nsualiat.

Owen in

h~s

droll way, elicited

much of the superficial fun of the part, yet his im,..
personation seemed labored and long, - because it really
lacked Falstaff' a humor:
trinsically humorous,

1 t was not inherently and in-

The stage "business'' caused laugh-

ter; the actor, William Owen, selcl:om or never cettsed i.t.
So ends the list of the English and American Falstaffs
from the beginning to the end or the nineteenth century,
Next we shall witness those more recent additions to the
character -- the actors of the twentieth century.
---
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TWENTI.ETH CENTURY FALSTAFFS

~--

From the turn of the century until 1916 there were
------··

but few Shakesperean productions of any kind, save for an
occasional University production,

Gustav Kobbe writing

in 1900 says, "I understand the t next spring Mr. Sothern
is to give an elaborate production of namlet,
ver~

reminds me tb.at we have heard
t)lis wi;nter",l

~his

little ShakesPeare

Du;r:Lng that ~:~nt:!,re season theu were onlY

two Shakesperean

produot~ons

J;rving·'!'erry repref!ent!l.tion

of anY note and tney were tb.e

ot,

Tile Merohant .gt

Yer~;~oe

and

Mme. Modjeska's Lad!( Macbeth, Most or:J.tics agreed at that
time that the shortage of Shakespeare on the stage was
not due to lack of public interest but rather a shortage of
capable actors to play the Bard,

In 1901 there was only

one Shakespeare done, it was Miss Henrietta Crossman's
production of M. Xou Like

ll•

By 1903 the problem was so

noticeable that many articles were pondering tile question,
Harper's Weekly, kpril 18, 1903, had an article on the
subject, "In England and in this country clhakespeare has
become hardly possible; his plays, apparently, are not
for our stage; 'his linesdo not fit the mouths of our actors.
Time was when this was not true,

Edwin Booth probably

engaged the last company of old-fashioned actors who
were bred in the traditions of Shakespeare". 2 Even as
l Gustav Kobbe, Recent Plays and Players. Forum 29: 377-84
2
May 1900.
Shakespeare~~ Theatre, Harpers Weekly. 47:655
April 18, 1903

------
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late as 1908 the condition still existed,

In the magazine

19th Century, the February edition of that same year had

----

-----··
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an article concerning this problem, the ed.i tor seemed to
blame the people tor their lack of support, "The public

~------------

~

-

------

are entitles to what they choose to pay for .. ,, but I
think it cannot be denied that they have become very

de~

cidedl.y apathetic towar<'l.!l the "'hall:espearean anQ. poet:l.o or
ser i_ous drama •• , , • nl
!,oui!i! Colvert played the character at the New TP.eatre,
New York, in l9lQ 1 althoug.h there is very little mention
of that production and

noth:!.n~,

I o1')n find, al;lout .h:l.s

interpretation in the l'Ole,
Sir Hel'bert Tl'ee was the first a ctol' of any note to
bring forth the character of Sir John in the twentieth
century,

It was Friday, Man 21 1 1918, at the New Amsterdam

Theatre, that Tree represented ll'a1staff in .!ill!_ Merry Wives

.Q! Windsor, The New York Times reviewer

~>aid

of Tree,

"Quite the best thing in this elaborate production wa13
Tree's Falstaff",
much variety, and

Tree's voice was especially good with
occasion~,!

depth,

It sounded like we

all imagine Sir John's voice to sound, as if it had its
early training in Taverns and Inn yards.
of chuckles",

It seemed "full

Tree instilled character wi tn a "wealth" of'

invented business which helped to carry and round out the
rest of his character,
1 J.H. Barnes, Drama Q! Today~~ Public's Attitude.
19th Century, 63: 305-10. Feb. 1908.

---
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Thomas Wise next played Falstaff in The Merry Vii ves

-------------

--
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of Windsor. In his first essay he was substituting for the
younger Hackett, who was suddenly taken ill, and Wise had

,-

-

--

~~---
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his opportunity.
1916.

'l'ha t incident occurred in the spring o:t'

In January 1917, Wise-again opened in the same play

at The Park Theatre.

In this second attempt he was

des~

oribed as "much better" than his production of' the last
lilpring. In this presentation :te was a J,arge and lnuuan
reprobate at all times, anli he was particularly 1;!9od at
tb.e Garter Inn, where ne
of Dame

euco.\Uil~Qd.

to the blandillbmEn;ts

~u:Lokly,

Otis Skinner p:).ayeo the part of the fat Kni.ght in

.Til£ Merry Wi vee £! Windsor at the Knickerbocker Thea tl'e,
New York, March 1928.

Accompanying Skinn!;)r were Mrs.

Fiske as Mistress Page and Henrietta Orosman as Mistress
Ford.

Brooks Atkinson, of the New York Times said of Mr.

Slt:inner, "As Falstaff, Mr, Skinner is not only rotound, but
bluff and hearty" .l

;:-

------

In Skinner's portrayal, however,

the audience missed the effect of the rowdy comedy, of the
old rascal, the Tudor vulgarity, an(i the jovial. wickedness,
they were forced to enjoy, in its place, the lovableness
of an old man.
George Robey, a famous music hall comedian in England,
attempted the fat Knight an February 28, 1935, in London.
This was Robey's first attempt at Shakespeare; in fact,it
was his first venture outside of vaudeville revues,

The
------

1

j __

.IT·!·

Times, Tues. May 20, 1928. 20:1.
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:personality of this man has made him the favorite over England;
consequently, when he came to play the :part of Sir John, he

!-~~----~-

could not subdue his own personality to meet the demands of
Shakespeare.

Mr. Robey's Falstaff remained JMr, Robey however

,

____

hard the music hall comedian tried to curtail his well-known
actions and mannerisms.
Louis L;rtton :PlaYed the ch!!!raote;r in

!!!! Merr;};;

W:!. ns

£1J!

Wi;ndsor, A:prU 10, l\138 1 at the Empire '.L'heatre 1 New Yo.rk •.
He did not please tbe New

Yor~

audience and was very quicklY

:t'o;rgotten,
Maurice Evans, perhaps the be!3t Fa:l,staff o:t'
century, started his portrayal in February, 1939,
looks upon Falstaff as a humsn being,

th~ tw~;~nt1eth

Evans

He combines the schol-

arly approach with the' richly humorous chai'acter and blends
them both into a masterpiece of creation.
in his preceding Shakesperean

opus,.~

As was evident
Richard

II,

~vans

knows how to space the phrases of Elizabethan dialogue so
that they speak lucidly to modern minds,

He has built a

fabulous wealth of little pieces of business that point up
the pot-house quiddities.

He is excellent in the whole

piece and especially in the Tavern scenes and in his solilOquy upon honor at Shrewsbury.

Great as the character of

Falstaff unquestionably is, it loses something i f the role
is played as if he were nothing but merely a hilarious
buffon.

He was that, too, but if he did not have other

qualities he would not occupy the place he does in the
imagination of the world.

Evans gives him certain inner

t;j_::_

__::__ - -
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dignity of soul, an air of broken-down grandeur and a
traoe of deoayed innooenoe, and thas makes him a man of
some distinction as well as a olown and a rake.

~·

~-="~- -=-"-=--~

~
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He is,

as Evans portrays him, a man to be treasured as well as to
be laughed at,
In this ohapter we have seen that all through the
ages aotors have had different ideas
Sir John lJ'alata:f.'f,

interpretation~!~

rE~l.E:ti vely

th\ll same

line o:t' thought and understanding 1n their oonoeptions
t)J.e oharaoter,

of

AM yet, when we loQk back upon '\lhem

we see that the great on,19s have )lad.

I

fU~d

ot

It is fortunate indeed that Mauri<;le Evane

appears at suoh an opportune time to be plaoed as an
example of the best that has been seen in Falstaff,

Better-

ton, Quin and Haokett stand out as tl:)e leaqing l!'alstaffs
of all times and they seem to be adequately summed up in
.~~--

the best of the twentieth oentury Falstaffs in Maurine
Ey11ns.

I

All four of these men have played theiz> parts by

oomb1ning the intellegtual and the true meaning o:t' l!'al,staff
with the old rake of the Boar's Head Tavern.

He is neither

entirely one extreme nor the other of these two alternatives, but rather a happy combination of both.

-·--
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CHAPTER FOUR
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THE INTEHPRETATION OF SIR JOHN FALSTAFF
-- PREPARATION FOR PRODUCTION -·

.~.oe_o __ ,_-o=__-=----o~

t:.
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~

In this ohaph:J:' we ehall eeek to arrive at s.ome Paeio
oonolusions in regard to an

aoti~

oharaoter of Sir John Falstaff,

interpretation of the

Through our inveet:l,gation

ot the ohar§oter in the previoua OhaJ?ters we have !l:l.soovered.
several outetand.ing oha:t'Mte:r:!.at:I.\Hl upon whioh to
aoting version.

b!IU

By keeping these oharaoteristios in

may hope to g:l.ve an aoourlilh and true

interprt~ta'Uon

our

~nd

we

upon

the s taee.
It seems neoeesary at this point to mention seve:l;'al important taotors in any interpretive work.

One ou:oumstanoe

whioh tends to temper and vary any oharao.terization is the
aotor•s own personality,
The personality of the aotor will not be entirely isolated from his oharaoterization; consequently, it is neoessary to oonsid.er this feature in preparing for the role of
Sir John,

Falstaff is essentially humorous; he adm1 ts that

he is not only humorous in himself, but also
humor in other men".

''th~;~

oause of

Sir John sees the humor in all si tua-

tions, he is ever ready to turn the most serious moment into
buffoonery.

Even on the battle field With the King and. the

other Nobles he is not above poking tun at the rebels.

He

says of Worcester, in the presenoe of the King, "Rebellion
lay in his way and. he found it!"

The personality, then,

that may best personate Falstaff is the one with a oontinual

--- ---------

-
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sense of humor.

A person who can see the lighter side of

life would be ideal for the portrayal.

And yet he must be

~

----- -

sensitive to his own pride and feelings.

Falstaff would

~~~=~~~-~;;:~~
F

---

~----

F- ..

~--------------

never allow his companions to prod him concerning his cowardice or old age,

The sensitive person with a resentful-

ness toward his shortcomings would understand the indignities suffered by Sir John.
to

lau~h

However, he is occasionally able

at his own weaknesses.

~he

Fa lata fi' should have tne facultY of
he wou+d bt

d~ssu~ted

at the

~t

aotor who would play
'broad·m~nl\led!'!.!:lss,

e;J,ae

rosue's lioentiousneas with

Doll Tearsheet and pante ').uicll::t.Y! b,e would pl,!J.y 'lihe ro't)bery
and drunken tavern scenes hali'hearted;J,y,

Falstaff should be

played with a certain dignity that comes of a man acoustomed
to be in the presence of Royalty.

Tb,e person who plays the

part could not be merely a grovelling old man; he should. be
capable of a nobleness of spirit and of bearing.

He must

always command the respect of his lowly Eastoheap companions.
These essential elements of personality should be
present in a corr@l:)t rendition of the cbaracter,

It is

quite possible that a man not possessing these attributes
could portray the role and yet Falstaff, being the type of
character he is, would lack fire and vitality, and even
humanness, were he played without these essentials.
The ideal physical attribute for the prospective Falstaff should be "a gross fat man".

However, with the art of

makeup (and padding), the average sized man may fit the requirements.

Falstaff is very seldom inactive; his fat arms,
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legs and body are continually in motion.

The only time we

find him really still is in the battle scene at Shrewsbury
where he feigns death.

Even when we find him asleep behind

-

--
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the arras at Eastcheap, he is snoring loudly and his stomach
rapidly pumping air.

--------------

The aotor playing Falstaff muil!t have a

variety of free movement.

He must be able to move rapidly

about the stage even when hampered bY the heavy padding
quired bY the oharaoter.

Falstaff moves

quio~ly

re~

because he

realizes he is old and must move so in order to prove to hts
youthful companions that he is still young; he ha]es to be
considered old%

TlJ.e voice o:t' S:l.r John shoulP, be full anil

have the aged, and sometimes cracked, voice of an old man
who has spent his life in drinking of sack and
nights in riotous living,

spendi~

his

There will be a certain harshness

of quality in his voice that will give away his attempt at
innocence,

It would seem that his voice should not be high

in pitch, else we should lose the impression of largeness
and bulk.

A large red nose, "a pitiful bald crown'', and a

full grey beard are also necessary for the appeara;nce of Sir
John.

\Vi th these few makeup hints, and with the aid of

pad~

ding for arms, legs, back, and protruding stomach, and the
other essentials mentioned, the average sized man may assume
the physical role of Falstaff,
A second major element to be considered in the

presen~

tation is the type of audience to whom the production will
be presented,

Just as in presenting a speech before a

special group the speaker must consider his listeners, so

=____:_-_ _
- _ -- - -
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shall the actor consider his audience.

In the production

-

-

~

-

..

----------
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given by the author, the audience was composed, for the most
~:_:

___

_:_____ __:_:_:__

~-------

part, of college professors and students, and a rather high
intellectual group.

It was possible, therefore, to play the

~----------~-

d:~~=-~----~-~~
~

historical origin and background of the character to the full
extent.

Many of the customs, hab:t.ts, and familiar pbrasers

peculiar to the Elizabethans were used and pointed

uv

in pro•

duction with a fairly high degree of intelligibility on the
part of the audience,

~he

production 1aoked none of the

~-

loudness and tl'l!:! bawdiness ot ohiU.'acters, eo characterht:!.!l
of Sha kespaarean comeQ.y, because even when dealing w:l.th
elements it may be done w1 th muon sub1;lety,

IIUO!J,

In tact, the

more subtle an application to lines and actions ot' a farcical
and a truly Elizabethan spirit, the more it pleases en
audience such as I have described,
In this same line of thought, the occasion and the type
of theatre in which the presentation is to be given must be
considered,

The size of th,e house will very any presenta•

tion, whether it be a lecture, a debate, or a theatrical production,

The size of the stage and the auditorium, the

accoustioal properties, all the t'actors peculiar to the
specific theatre will have their effect upon the actor's manner of expressing his character,

For instance, if the house

is large, the movements of the actor must be broader than if
he were performing in an intimate studio theatre.
These three elements, then, the persona 11 ty and physical
attributes of the actor, the type of audience, and the type

---
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of theatre must be considered in any acting interpretation,
Now let us return to the more exacting determinants of
the character portrayal.

From the sources used by Shake•

speare we have seen that Sir John was an actual historic
figure deriving his fame (or
cal belief's,

ill~fame)

from his ecclesiasti•.

Therefore, it shall be a precept of the actor

to keep this histol,':I.Cal orig1n in m:l.na. when pt'epal,':l.ng for tne
role.
Frqm Shakespeare's con tribuUon tne actor may derivE! his
greatest asahtanca in preparillS tM obaracteri :;:~a t:l. on for
presentation,

The phys:Lcal attributes, the humor and w1 t,

the proclivity to r:l,otous and licentious living, the pride
of self and social position, the cowardice and the base con·
ception of honor of the fat Knight are all inventions of'
Shakespeare, and it :l.s only by a careful scrutiny of these
characteristics that an actor may truthfully play the Shakespearean character,
The actors of' Falstaff' through the ages have added act:l.ons and movements to the character which have enr:l.ohed
their portrayals.

Such actions which have seemed particular-

ly true to the character have been handed down as tradition,
and it :l.s for the present day actor to use and to modify them
to his own advantage.
These, then, are the three factors that we shall consider for an acting portrayal of the character:

the sources

as used by Shakespeare; the contributions of Shakespeare to
the character, and the traditions bestowed upon the character

--
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by the actors through the ages.
_Tiill ORIGINAL SOURCE JJ:LEMENT

J.N

GH.AR.AGTERIZATION.

;J------~

Dif:t'icul t as it may be, the projection o:t' ideas and customs peculiar to the Elizabethans and their times should be
manifest.

It is true that our modern audience will have

dif:t'iculty in understanding this :foreign material, but it is
the function of the actor to strive for claritY of such mani:f'estation.
pose

wi~l

A careful adherence to details of idea and
carry over into our modern daY

and the

audie~oe,

Characterizations will be enriched for them.

pur-

!t
:l.s th.:l.s
.
-

'-

foreign element, joined with the thought of our modern daY,
that makes for tne ideal Shakespef!rean producvion,

It is

pecessary, then, to. bring to the audience tne connotation of
any lines or actions whicn may be foreign to
.

c

.

the~,

The actor

must necessarily understand these elements and plan to make
them perceptible to his audience,
Sir Jonn Oldcastle came from a religious background, and.
Falstaff shows this heri tags in the !=Jpeeches concerning his
youth.
theme",

Sir John had lost his voice from "halloing of

an~

Such a phrase would be emphasized in order to bring

out the religious strain in the Knight's early background,
Falstaff often uses phrases which were characteristic of the
Protestant Lollards.

Phrases of this kind would have great

humorous effect upon the Elizabethan audience at the time because they recognized these familiar quotations.

Such

phrases as "Hey, hey, the devil rides upon a fiddlestick",
and "One of the wicked 11 are of the Lollard tradition.

It is

l;---=-=~

L
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not necessary to reiterate the material covered in the first
chapter of this paper, but it is well to keep in mind the
sources used by Shakespeare in his drawing of the character,

1--:-----~-- -~~~-~=-~

'-"
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and to emphasize such aspects of these as will tend to clarify the complex characteristics of the fat Knight on the
stage.
Tb.roughou t the First . ans S!c,ond Parts of Hell;!£;'[ ,the
Fourth FaJ.s'ba :f'f spe()ula tu on tbe time when HU wUl. become
From our

King.

histo~i()al

actually tried to get

~1?.

sour()es

we

know that Ol.doastl.e

to the good graces of tllfil Prince ot

Wales in order to better hh own pps:l,t:!,on.

Refel:'eMes by

Falstaff to the time when Hal will take the throne w:l,ll be
emphasized by the actor.

By a serious approach to this point

the actor will build for a more tragic climax when Falstaff
is renounced by the new King,
The base conception of honor professed by Falstaff is
the result of contemporary ideals concerning the life of Oldcastle.

In his ()haracterization the actor shall find that

the cowardice of Sir John is to be
blems.

g~e

of his biggest pro-

Much has been written confirming and denying this

cowardice.

The acting interpretation given by this author is

that Sir Johh is possessed with too much love of living, of
drinking sack, of cutting a capon and eating it,.and, all in
all, possessed with too much love of his own bodily pleasures
to risk his own life's blood upon the field of honor.
therefore, an epicurean and an individualist.

He is,

An indivi---

dualist in that he does not think of the state or of the wel-

--
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fare of the King, but only of himself.

Thus the soliloquy on

;--, -- --

~

---------
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honor at-Shrewsbury is the key to the whole problem and will
be stressed by the actor in order to explain his obvious

c _____ _
W----------

L~=--===-:-~
b----- ----

cowardly actions to the audience.

L---------

f-----

The licentiousness and loose living of the character is
the result of Catholic writers who stressed the levity of
Qldcastle,

'l'he Protest!ilnt

writer I'! of ;rf)bbing and

Loll!~rd

l'!tea:th:~g

they were serious in their

Waf? even aoQUiiled by tl'J,Qu

on tM

aoc~satio~s,

hiShWEJ.:f~<~,

,A.lt;hp~,tg!J,

Shakespeare has

trayed Falstaff's ropb:),pg in a humoroqs light,

We shall-

por~
ll:l,s~

ouss these points qnder the contriputions of Shakespeare to
the character, but it is valuable for the actor to recall the
points covered above When attempting interpretation of the
speeches of Fa1sta:t'f,

The background element may not be a

tangible object in

actor's interpretation, but, as a

~he

deeply rooted factor, it Will certainly manifest itself in a
general feeling and spirit througho¥t the characterization,
Wi ~h these few points in mind let us proceed to the work
as accomplished by

Shakespear~

and consider the attitudes and

actions for the ideal performance of Sir John.
THE SEAKESPEARE CONTRIBUTION TO !tl! CHARACTERIZATION.
We have found that Sir John is a man of much personal
pride.

In his education and knowledge of literature, he has

an opportunity to display this pride,

The actor playing Fal-

staff should point up the lines referring to his knowledge,
There seems to be a twinkle in his eye and a proudly lifted
chest and head when he brings forth his learning for his awed

=
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Eastcheap companions.

Sir John seems to push aside his asso-

'-----

--- --- - - ------
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ciates and take the center of the stage when he displays his
'-'- -- - - -"~-- -- ~-~____:___--==---:_-~

erudition.

Even though he presents this knowledge in a per-

R----=
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~------------

verse way he is still a learned
and The Cause of

!~oplexy

~n;

he speaks from the Bible

in Galen, and loses no opportunity

to imp:ress those a'Pout him.

'Ehere is no

time to dis"

bett~:>r

play his knowledge than wP.em he speaks in "K:l.ng OambYsel!l
vein" imitating He!\I'y IV speald,ng to his son, Hal,

:Jl'alstaff

loves this sort of play beoause it gives him further
tunity to prove hh knowle(l.ge o:f' Qour'\llY affaire,

oppor~

l'he aotor,

then, may take greQ. t pride end pleas\.\re in tl:lis soene end in
the others where Sir John disports with his p9wers of

learn~

ing,
Another element of the pride of Sir John to be brought .
to light by the aotor is the pride of social position in the
oharaoter,

The Knight may play and amuse himself with his

lowly companions of Eastoheap, but he will never become too
familiar with them or receive disparaging remarks from them,
Sir John makes them always remember he has been in the company
of Royalty.

When Bardolph says to Faistaff, "You are so fat,

Sir John, you cannot live long", the Knight answers sharply,
"Do thy amend thy face, and I'll amend my life".

The fat

Knight never allows them to have the upperhand over him; if
any of the Eastcheap fellows tries to equal him, he quickly
puts him in his place with a striking remark.

The only per-

son to hold an equal position in regard to Sir John is the
Prince of Wales, and even he often loses footing at the quick
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wit and repartee of the nimble Knight,

The actor should be

~
~=e-

---

ever on the alert for possibilities to show his superiority

E_ ______

over the l!lastcheap companions,

~---

Excellent examples of such

opportunities occur in the scene already described with Bardolph and also in the recruit .scene at the house of Justice
1 In thiti scene ]'ale tlil ff eenses hie euperiori t;r over
13ha llow.
Juetio~;~

Sllallow and tJ;J.e raga;e<l. recrUi t.s, and hEi loe(lle ng

opportunity to display his ree1inss, not in words alone, but
in actions also,

Another scene where this sense of superior-

the tli\Vern wuen sir
John drives Pistol down the stairs With his sw0rd. 2 Of
course, there are Jllli\ny occasions for the actor to display the
ity may be manifest by the aotor

~s

in

pride of Sir John, and the actor may determine for himself
when and where and to what extent he shall portray this
pride,

However, it is pretty obvious by this time that the

---

pride o:t' Sir John ;s one of his most distinguishing features,
an ever-present attribute that will be a part qf his general
character attitude,
The actor who would play Falstaff correctly must take a
keen delight in humor and the. lighter side of life.

One of

the most striking things about the character is his good
natured laughter and wit; Falstaff is fundamentally a clown
and he realizes it,

The actor must understand the humor of

Sir John and the reasons for his laughter.

A

recall of the

section given over to the character's conscious wit will give
l

II Henry IV, III, ii.
2 II Henry IV, II, iv.

L __:::_
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the actor an insight into the many peculiarities of Elizabethan humor.

Sir John is ever on the alert for a joke, a

pun, a familiar slang expression, or a jest at the Puritans,

=--------------

Likewise the aotor must be ever on the alert for these moments
and must appear really to enjoy them,

Sir John has muon

pride in his humor also; we mey see him enjoy his own wit and
then, with a twink;le in hh eYe, gJ.aMe about him to see 1:1.'
his companions get the point,

In these

thi~s

Walsta:f.':f.' has

the pride of an inventor.
Even a .mind as oaloulatine and quick as possellilled bY' Sir
John mey sometimes ;).eM into <ii:t':f.'ioult situatiCins,
moments Falstaff
of evasion,

i~

In filuoh

very quiok; with reply and obvious methods

For :l.nstance, wnen tl;le Prince angr:l.ly asks the

f'at Y.night if Hal owes Sir John a thousand pounds, Falstaff
hesitates only an instant (the aotor may look into the
Prince's eyes for

reassurano~
-.. ...,.

ly and sweetly, "A thousand
is worth a million,

of purpose),
and answers quick•·
'•

pou~d,

"

A million, Hal,

Thy owest me thy love, Hal,"

Thy love
And then

Sir John will look relieved and pleased at his own answer,
'rhe aotor will find several instances of this type of' evasion
throughout the plays; evasion is one of his greatest assets,
and he has pride in this too!

In moments such as has been

described, the aotor will find muon opportunity for contrast
in thought, tempo, intensity and pitch of voioe for variation
purposes in his interpretation.
Perhaps the best example of Falstaff's evasive powers is
in the tavern soene fallowing the robbery at Gadshill,

There

-----
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are various interpretat:Lons an actor may give this scene in
ex planation of the gross exaggerations propounded by Sir
John.

To the author it seems that the Knight was not aware

on Gadshill who the· "two men in Buckram suits" were, else why
would he hack his sword and tear his clothes, and have Pete
and Bardolph "ticlcle their noses w.l th spear graes to make
them bleed"?

It seems that sometime irmnedia tely before hiS

entranoE! at the taver:;1 Falsta:t:'t'
engendered by
John takos a

~oins

lens

and HaJ,.,

Pa~ss

and

for any signs of betraYal·

beg~ns

to. suspecrt tho plot

Therefore on his entranoo Sir
~ewe

tho taoes of the

o~1Prita

EVidently ne sees tno signal for

which he seeks beoaul!e he instantly begins to flay them wHh
abusive language, "A :J?lague of all,. oowards, say Ill!

He nas

beaten them to the aoousation he knows they planned for him;
he hates being oalled a coward%

The soene follows with Sir

John piling lie upon lie to tako their original point from
them,

or

course, tne actor playing the part may designate

any point in the soene for this realization to strike Sir
John, but the author portrayed it in the manner described
above and 1 t seeme.d to be clear to the audience and true to
the character.
Another characteristic which continually puts Falstaff
forward in the public eye is his impertinence.

The actor

should play such a characteristic by giving a forward,
aggressive, and yet with a goodwilled, good spirited attitude
toward the person to whom he is speaking.

There are many

examples or this vice in Falstaff and perhaps the most ob-

s--

--'1,
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vious one is at the beginning of the renunciation scene
following the coronation of the Prince of Wales.

~~------~~----

Sir .John

stands along the path of the new YJ.ng and calls, "God save
thy grace, good King Hall

My Royal Hall"

anyone else we shoul.d think that such a

~-

W-

iJ_ __

In the case of

prooed~e

-----

would

warrant the reply that follows, but with Sir John we cannot
but feel a little sorry for him in his tragedy,

T,be actor

may take a long pause following the renunciation speech of
the King,

v

It :may be appl'opria'\le :f'or Sir John to :t'o:J,low Henry

part of' the way aorosf,l the stage ll,nd then stop for a long

pe use.

During this pause the Knigh1i 's 'bodily 1i ttitude

changes from an attempt at youth to that of an old man.
the fat Knight speaks again, he is a changed man,

When

He may

attempt a laugh to persuade .Justice Shallow and the others
that he is still confident that all will go well in the
future for them, but he cannot oonv:Lnce them; for once, he
cannot conVince himself.

---

In order to prove to them that he
5-

is still to be a favorite of the King's he makes up excuses
for Hal.

In his effort he has invited his friends to dine

with him, when the soldiers of the King enter to drive Sir
.John and his companions to the fleet,

Falstaff may shottt in

the direction of the King as he is being driven off, "Hall
My Hall

My Royal Hal!"

As his voice trails off in the dis-

tance it sounds like a broken man calling in one last appeal.
Other familiar phrases used by Falstaff may be injected into
this exit.

The text is peculiarly silent on the matter, and

the author found that something was needed to fill in the
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action of the exit.

The voice of Falstaff may be heard for

several seconds after he is offstage.

Such action will

Licentiousness wpuld be a natural concomi tent w1 th
drinking, robbing, and lying,- and yet Shakespeare bas made

able in the II Henru. IV,

This vice is especially notice-

For here we find Sir John with Doll

Tearsheet in one of the rnost licentiot.ls scenes in all o:l.'
Shakespeore,

The ppet was prepur:tnc: !tis audhnce fo'f the

renunciation of l!'alsta:f':l.' by the Prince of Wales, and it ill!
Ol1lY by putting Sir John in a bad, light that t}le nnunciation
may be compensated,

With this thought the actor may feel

free to play the soene with all its bawdiness, all its vulgarity,

It is true tbat there are moments of the obscene in

many places throughout the three plays; and because sensuality
is a major attribute of Sir John's,_ the actor will emphasize
this side of his character.

Some critics are of t,he opinion

that this side of his nature is very unpleasant and thus not
in character with his personality,

The answer to this prob-

lem seems to be for the actor to play the licentious scenes
with a fast tempo, a spirit of laughter, gayety, abandon,
rather than trying to carry the scenes seriously and with any
malicious intent in the mind of the character.

~

F,'-'-'=--'-~···

-

~---------

heighten the tragic ending of the fat Knight.

Falstaff extremely sensual,

F-

Falstaff en-

joys this pastime in the rooms of the Boar's Head Tavern, but
no more than any of his other harmless diversions.
The actor should keep in mind that Falstaff never allows
any slander to his name or to his manner of living to pass
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without denying or rationalizing his way out of the charge,
He has many opportunities for the refutation because nearly

~----

E

all his associates at one time or another charge him with

""'

loose living,

,.

He is always quick to refute the charge; he

----------

---

0--~

L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

:may even grow quicklY angry at the acousation.
The

au·~hor

's opinion on Falstaff's coward1oe has been

~tated

previously, and there is no need for repeating it

J+ere,

:tn al.l aCCU@ations

Of

oowardiOE!t

U

in al,J. tl,le othE!r

vices, sir John evades the subJect or rational.iZee nis way
out of' the oharge.

tU s MousE!r!i! never seem a '!?J.!I to fo;roe hi !II

to admit his guilt or tnat he is
pride will not allow it I

t:~t

fault in aP.¥thing; his

It is only when he :I.e alone that he

will adm:l.t his ·old age or that he is "afraid of that Gun·
powder Percy",

Even when he :l.s alone l:J.e will not take him-

self seriously, but rationalizes to himself concerrdng his
actions,
We have now covered the contributions Shakespeare gave
us for the cl:J.aracterization,

We have seen

~at

Sir John

takes much pride in himself and in his activities; he proudly
uses his education for his own advantage; he is proud of his
social position; he is proud of his wit and humor andreceives great joy out of laughter; he takes pride in his
powers of evasion; his impertinence often gets him into
trouble; his licentiousness is a major attribute in his makeup, and he uses much rationalization to escape the. charges
against his loose living.

(Further examples of these

characteristics may be found in Chapter Two.)

0

-----
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The actors who have played the character have given us
numerous hints as to methods in playing the role.

Many of

these suggestions have been used in the above interpretations.
Many others will be found in Chapter Three,

However, there

are a few outstanding suggestions which the author used in
his production and found successful,
When Faletaff ar:l.ses from his :t'eigned death at the ):).ends
of Douglas, tl:l.e t'at Kn:l.gllt eees tne dead Hot:;;pur !;!eside l:iim,
Several Felllteffs haVe round it di:f'ficult to rEj:f.U their
respect:!. ve l'!otspure upon thai r '!:lacks,

ac~

ConsequenHY 1 tl:l.e

tion has been changed to allow for this di:t':f'icu1ty and is
round to be humorous:

Falstaff attempts to take Hotspur upon

his back, he strugg1es with the corpse, and in the midst or
this struggle Prince Hal and John of Lancaster
staff,

I
I

co~e

upon Fal-

When the tat Knight reali:z;es he is being watched, he

immediately desists :from his actioJls, throws the dead Hotspur
upon the ground and says, "There's your Percy for you:"
Another suggestion or some forgotten Falstaff occurs
d,uring the tavern scene :following the robbery at Gadshill,
Prince Hal has just told Falstaff that the "two men in Buckram suits" were none other than the Prince o:f' Wales and Poins.
Whereupon, after a pause these words of Falstaff have been
added, "Did ye think I did not know ye?"

In the author's

production this injection had a good effect upon the audience.
\'le

have now considered the major problema to be faced by

the actor preparing for the part of Sir John Falstaff.
an occasional reference to the earlier chapters, through

By

~=-~
&

,'~

r-----~
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adopting some of the methods suggested by the author, and in

other actors• hints from past productions, the future Falstaff may hope to have an acourate, analytical, and a practi-

~-----

~--

-._-.

-

~~~-~:_:::_·:.:_-,_
~----..
,~o-

----

cal oonoeption of Shakespeare's most humorous oharaoter -Sir John Falstaff.

.. ------ -

..

-
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